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Queryandreportingtoolsthatcanbe
tailoredfortheneeds of yourbusiness.
From accounting clerks to your
execuilve work torte, our
graphical Interface makes
everyone more Productive.

Masterpiece is multi- currency, multi -

languageandmultl-company.Soitlets
Youconsolidatefinancialsfrom around
the world.

One click connects you to the only
financial software with proven
Client server technology.

Like the competition, CA- Masterpiece" /2000

But Masterpiece is not merely about stunning technology. It's about the benefits that technology provides.

offers a full complement of standard accounting features. But that, quite simply, is where the
comparison ends.
Thanks to a new breed of client /server financial

Real -time data access. Advanced decision - support tools
Global capabilities More timely and accurate data. And
1

increased work force productivity. Together, it all adds up

software that delivers on everything you've been wait-

to greatly lower costs for your business.

ing for. Proven client /server technology. Distributed and

For More Information,

cooperative processing. UNDO. Windows. A common

Call 1 -800- 225 -5224, Dept-5156Z
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We'll show you why, in client /server financial
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Cover: Management accountants are
turning their attention to international
accounting issues as their companies
move into the global marketplace.
See p. 20.
Photo by Bob Grant.
The cover of this issue is an 804b.
lithoweb recycled paper stock.

BY NATHAN E. WEAKS,
CMA
Has your company ever
considered exporting its
products? Read about the
experiences of one small
Ohio company that
successfully exports its coil
processing equipment to
China. Automatic. Feed
Company found that the
benefits and challenges are
well worth the effort —if
financial managers do their
homework thoroughly
ahead of time.

27
ACCOUNTINGFOR
CHINA
BY AJAY ADHIKARI AND
SHAWN Z. WANG
In 1978, the leaders in
China, to the world's
surprise, embarked on a
dramatic reform program
designed to move the
country toward a
market - oriented economy.
After 15 years, China is one
of the fastest growing
economies located in one of
the most dynamic regions of
the world. But the
accounting system has not
kept up with economic
changes. For example,
there are three separate
sets of accounting
standards in China.

33
ABCINFRANCE

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS (ISSN
0025.1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645.1760, (201) 573 -9000. Price
$10.00 per copy. Subscription rates,
per year: $20 ('included in dues, nondeductible): nonmembers, $130.00.
Second class postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Data Entry Dept., IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760. Allow six weeks
for change. IMA's telex number is
9102509487; facsimile number is (201)
573-0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service,
1- 800.229.1268. Internet addresses:
Editorial, marand®class,org:
Advertising, ipceim ®class.org.

BY PIERRE - LAURENT
BESCOS AND CARLA
MENDOZA
Few companies in France
are using ABC. A U.S.
subsidiary located in
France and a French parent
based in France are used as
illustrations to clarify the
reasons for resistance to or
acceptance of the ABC
approach.

42
ACCOUNTINGFOR
PERESTROIKA
BY GERALD SHERRY,
CPA, AND RUSSELL
VINNING, CPA
Russia's progress toward a
market economy is still
thwarted by a general lack
of understanding of
profitability and
management accounting.
Western business savvy,
investment, and training
can help keep privatization
on track.
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In financial accounting circles, there's a
lot of talk these days about reengineering.
About C1iemlServer technology. And about
OpenSystems,
it can be a bit unsettling. But at CODA,
we're ready. In fact, our accounting software
was designed to help financial executives
thrive in today's changing corporate environment. How? By giving them instant access to
up- to- the - second information. So they can
makebetterdecisions,Faster.
Unlike other accounting software solutions, ours is truly unified. So as soon as any
transaction occurs, anywhere in the system,
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everyone who needs to know about it is automatically updated. Instantaneously. This not
only eliminates wasteful, redundant
steps -such as batch processing -but also
ensures that the information you're working
with is always current, always meaningful.
What's more, CODA's solutions run in
the world's leading technical environments,
including Client /Server Open Systems, IBM

30.x'

AS 1400, Digital and Hewlett- Packard. And
we provide extensive international capabilities.
Which is another reason over 1,000 major
organizations worldwide use CODA in their
financial accounting operations.
So don't waste any more time. Call
CODA today at (603) 647 -9600, We'll be
happy to send you some up -to- the - second
information.
r
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47
ACOUNTERTRADE
PRIMER
BYKWABENA
ANYANE -NTOW, CPA,
AND SANTHI C. HARVEY
By the year 2000, one -half
of all international trade
will be conducted as
countertrade, and
accountants must learn
how to account for it.
51

UNDERSTANDING
GLOBALSTANDARDS
BY ANNE J. RICH, CMA
With trade barriers eased,
U.S. companies engaged in
international business will
be evaluating foreign
companies to extend credit.
For multinational
companies, the acceptance
of international standards
for accounting will lower the
cost of preparing financial
information. The
differences between the
International Accounting
Standards (IAS) and GAAP
are described here.

55

SUNONTHERISE
BY KATHY WILLIAMS
AND JAMES HART
SunSystems is a multinational, multiplatform,
multilingual, multicurrency
accounting /financial
management software. Its
creator, Systems Union
CEO John Pemberton,
gives management
accountants a look at his
company and tells them
why they need to have
computer sophistication.
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'Laid off. What do I do now?'

GOINGGLOBAL:WHAT
TOLOOK FORIN
FINANCIALSOFTWARE

16
FINANCIAL MANAGER

BY MICHAEL O'BRIEN
With the right software
international companies
can keep costs down and
become more efficient.
Whether it's designed for
currency translation or
intercompany processing,
sophisticated software is
strengthening the bottom
line of multinational
companies.

Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Institute policy unless so stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and service information
does not constitute an endorsanent by the Institute of
the advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS is indexed in the AceountantsTndex and also in the on-line database of the
same name. This publication is available in other forms
of media through Information Access Company and
through University Microfilms, Inc., and ABI /INFORM
(313)7614700. For more inIbmtation call (800)227$431.

"T +3" is coming.
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TAXES

U.S. taxation —U.S.
expatriates.

61
ETHICS
Comparing IMA and CIMA
ethical standards.

The full text of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS is also
available in the electronic versions of the Business Periodicals Index.
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the contents
of this issue for use in courses of instruction, so long
as the source and Institute of Management Accountants' oopyright are indicated in any such reproductions.
Written application must be made to the Editor for per mission to reproduce any of the contents of this issue
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COUNTINGS or back issues (subject to availability) may
be obtained from Circulation /Subscription Department IMA,10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760.
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How Do You
All ocate Ex pen ses for
Softw are Usag e?
S

ome things are too important to leave to chance. That's why Software Sentry gives you something you

won't find in any other license metering package: True expense allocation for software deployment across
the network, by workgroup or department. So you can charge costs back based on actual usage.
In other words, Software Sentry not only tells you how many licenses your organization really needs; it can
help you distribute the cost of those licenses as accurately as possible.
Not to mention that it also gives you every monitoring and management feature you could ask for: Detailed
application tracking, license compliance, application blocking, WAN license sharing, VIP reservations,
seamless su ite handli ng, conveni ent enterp rise -wide version co ntrol, SPA reporting, and more.
Take Software Sentry for a free 30-day spin, and discover the difference between "application
-rin g" a n d tru e so ftwa re asse t m anagem ent. The gua ranteed

b1nR 4
b u d

in n in g n u m b er i s 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 8 9 - 2 0 0 1 .
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/l/Microsystems
Software Inc.
600 W orcester Road , Framingham, MA 01701

Voice 508 - 879 -9000

F ax 5 08 - 6 26 45 15

BBS 508- 875 -8009

I

R n n5wlth
NetWar

Internet info B mic ro s ys . c o m

01995 Microsystems Software. Inc. Software Sentry is a trademark of Microsystems Software, Inc. Other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
Developer Tested Only. Novell makes no warranties with respect to this product.
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BUILDING A NEW CHAPTER BRIDGE
TO THE FUTURE

VOL LXXVI NO. 10 APRIL 1995
ASSISTANT PUBLISHER / Robert F. Randall
EDITOR / Kathy Williams

The IMA Executive Committee and Board of Directors
met recently in New Orleans. A very significant Bridge
Building activity took place there on the banks of the
mighty Mississippi.
In the February column, I mentioned the work of the
Subcommittee on Competition of the Regional Operations Committee during the December committee meetings. The work of this group resulted in a proposal to
make dramatic changes in our interchapter competition
system. The most important aspect of the proposal is
that it is based on input from our chapter leaders —the
people who are responsible for activities at the local
chapter level of IMA The new system empowers the
chapter leadership by reducing reporting requirements, allowing much smaller boards, providing optional activities, and generally increasing flexibility in
the way chapters provide services to their members. The Executive Committee and Board of Directors were so impressed with the proposal that it passed
virtually intact with full implementation scheduled for June 1, 1995.
The reason I consider the competition changes to be such a significant
Bridge Building accomplishment is that we made a conscientious effort to listen to our chapter leaders. They told us what they wanted and needed to have
better chapters in today's environment. After listening to the customer, we
responded in a very appropriate manner. In the past, our approach to chapter
operations has been top -down. Our national leaders — including me —have assumed we knew what was best for the chapters. In New Orleans, the process
was reversed as we followed a bottom -up approach. I hope we can continue
the policy of responding to the expressed desires of the various segments of
our membership.
Special thanks are due to the people responsible for the new bottom -up
approach. Betsy Andrews chaired the Subcommittee, Margaret Butler chaired
the Committee, and Bill Bryant served as Committee Vice President. Jack
Vaccaro provided the staff support needed to allow full implementation this
June. Space does not allow listing the names of all members of Betsy's Subcommittee, but IMA will be a much better place because of their efforts. I
thank them.
The November column mentioned declining participation in many of our
local chapters and the difficulty some chapters have had in filling their boards.
I sincerely believe the changes made in New Orleans will make a noticeable
difference in the way chapters operate. So if you have been reluctant to take
a job in your chapter in the past, I urge you to reconsider. Starting June 1,
chapter leaders are empowered to do the important things. If you have not
been attending chapter meetings, I ask you to give them a fresh look this fall.
I believe you will notice a change and like what you see.
Please join me on the New Chapter Bridge to the Future.

KErFH BRYANT, JR., CMA
President, 199495
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"When 1 need results, 1 rely on R &R to

Connections t 0 :

access almost any database, and present
information exactly how 1 want it.

■ Access

■NetWareSQL

■ Btrieve

■ Oracle

■ DB2

■ PROGRESS

■ ALLBASE /SQL ■ ODBC

Reliability that my business demands
With R &R I have built -in access to over
25 database formats, and ODBC.That
means I can work with all our corporate
data with Just one tool — a tool backed by
10 years of database reporting expertise
and users' feedback. And, R &R is a snap
to learn and use. I Just click on a picture of
the report I want, and R &R Wizards walk
me through simple design steps. Or, I can
start from a report template to save time,
and use the free -form layout screen for
maximum flexibility.

■ Clipper

■Paradox

■ D6212
■ dBASE

■ SQL 1400

■ Excel
■ FbxPro

■SQL Server

■ DOCS 12

■ IMAGE /SQL

■ SQL/DS

■ SQLBase

■ Sybase

■Teradata

■INFORMIX
■ Text Files
■ INGRES
■ XDB
■ MDIGateway ■ and more!

and charts using R &R

Versatility for all my reporting needs
With R &R's built -in calculations, I can
analyze sales, summarize operations, or
build financial models that help me make
better decisions. Plus, I can view and
understand my data by creating crosstabs

and Excel together. R &R
is also great for general
ledger reports, form letters,
mailing labels, and directories.
With my Windows fonts and

professional graphics, my

reports always look good — and that

makes melook good!
Attention Application Developers!
R &R Version 6 improves on our
popular royalty -free runtime E X E with

new DLL and VBX interfaces. Over
40 report parameters give you maximum
control when linking reports into VB,

C + +, Xbase, and other Windows apps.
Plus, add even more value to
your apps by customizing
report templates, wizards,

i

s

report and field dictionaries,
and calculations.
See why more than 200,000

busy professionals and developers rely on
the industrial - strength features of R &R.
Call right now to order, or for your free
demo disk!

1- 800 - 325 -9035 ext. 5904

R &R Is available directly from Concentric with a 60 day money-back guarantee, as well as through major software resellers.
-

-

Refport Writer
"

Database Reports Made Easy!"
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Concentric Data Systems, Inc. • 110 Turnpike Road, Westborough, MA 01581 -Tel. 508 -366 -1122 • Fax: 508 - 366 -2954
In the U.K.: R &R Software Limited - Viking House, Denmark Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 N - Tel: 44 (0) 628 788181 • Fax: 44 (0) 628 788182
®1995 CA)ncentric Daa Systems, Inc. All product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

CMAANDTHE
INTERNATIONALBRIDGE
n 1993, three days after I graduated
from Harvard where I had attended the Schools of Business and
Government, I arrived in Kiev, Ukraine
to begin my first post MBA /MPA `real
world" assignment. Having passed the
CPA exam the year before, I was sure
that I was ready for whatever conditions I would find in the former Soviet
state. I wasn't
The curriculum and certifications
of the United States have followed a
successful formula for the past 100
years — prepare the students for where
the majority are going. Thus, we obtain
certifications, graduate degrees and
continuing education based on what is
acceptable practice in our country or
in countries that follow our methods.
Unfortunately, as global barriers fall,
we are ill prepared to deal with the international business climate. My experience in Ukraine taught me that comprehensive financial statements were a
luxury that many emerging entrepreneurs could not afford. "Please, tell me
if I can make a profit" or "What is prof
W" was what I heard, not "How do we
depreciate for our best tax advantage ?"
The advice given by schools and bureaucrats for undertaking international business is outdated. "Learn their
language and then their business practices" is the kind of advice promulgated by people who spent their undergraduate years at the School of Fine
Arts. Most of us do not have four to
seven years to obtain fluency, and even
if we do, such ability limits us to the
countries we are fluent in. Attempts
have been made at a universal language (remember Esperanto ?); however, these attempts have been based
on the premise that we wish to discuss
the meaning of life with anyone on the

globe. What we really want to discuss
is business. The CMA certification may
be the way to have a common global language, at least for business. To know

that an accountant in Kiev has the
same certification as one in Mexico
City would make the problems of international business closer to ordering
native dishes instead of digesting native accounting practices.
Keith Bryant, in his comments in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®, stated that 75% of the CMA requirements
apply to all nations. Perhaps we should
take his ratio further and try to make
75% of nations have CMAs —thus having a global accounting standard we all
could understand.
C. Denver Mullican, MBA, CPA
CMA Candidate
New Orleans, La.

THEARTIFICIAL CONFLICT
There is an artificial conflict between
proponents of activity-based costing
(ABC) and proponents of the theory of
constraints (FOC). (See "ABC vs.
TOC: It's a Matter of Time," January
1995.) ABC focuses on the identification and use of improved bases (cost
drivers) for the allocation of cost pools,
with special emphasis on the inclusion
of allocation bases that are not driven
by volume. ABC also stresses the longterm relevance of inclusion of full cost,
i.e., inclusion of variable as well as
fixed cost.
The theory of constraints asserts
that the performance of any organization is limited by its constraints. To improve performance, constraints must
be identified and overcome. Emphasis
is placed on short -run differential or incremental cost rather than on long -run
full cost TOC advocates have
little use for cost accounting information but rather focus on process
improvement
The ABCers claim that they are
right and that the TOCers are wrong,
and the TOCers make the reverse
claim. This "we're right and you're
wrong" avenue of dialogue reminds
one of the experience of encountering
two individuals arguing vehemently.
Upon listening to both sides, one realizes that they are arguing about two

ERRATA
On the March contents page, Harry Newman, co-author of "Protect Your Company's
Earnings Forecasts From Litigation," was
inadvertently referred to as Barry Newman.

different things and that if they just realized this point, there would be no
argument
An example of this kind of situation
is found [in] a study of the early literature on the subject of direct costing.
One side argued that direct costing
was the greatest thing since night
baseball while the other side argued
that direct costing was a curse and
should be forbidden. In fact, the direct
costing supporters were arguing its
value in providing useful internal management information. Opponents were
concerned about its impropriety for external financial reporting and for income tax purposes because direct costing assigns no fixed manufacturing
cost to inventory and, thereby, understates inventory, with an offsetting
overstatement of expense. Admittedly,
there is a minority position that does,
in fact, support direct costing for external reporting, but they are a small
group. Therefore, in addressing the
positions of the majority groups of advocates and opponents, their dispute is
settled by simply adjusting inventory
to include a fair share of fixed manufacturing cost when preparing financial statements for external reporting.
Thus, the artificial conflict is taken
away.
Returning to the positions in support of ABC and TOC, these concepts,
procedures, and emphases are often
portrayed as conflicting views. That is
really not the case. Tools from ABC
and TOC are altogether useful for the
wide range of management tasks. The
point is simply that tools have relevance that are task specific. And various management tasks can make use
of better cost object costing and full
cost data while other tasks require addressing constraints and /or using differential cost data. The basic notion of
different costs or tasks for different
purposes applies here and takes away
what is in fact an artificial conflictMilton F. Usry and
Richard V. Calvasina
University of West Florida
Pensacola, Fla.

PRICING POLICIES VS.
PRICINGSTRATEGIES
Shim and Sudit's article, "How Manufacturers Price Products," (February
1995) contributes to the sparse literature on pricing practices.
Shim's survey based on 141 usable
responses replicates in part the 1983
study by Govindarajan and Anthony
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

"Searching for cost - reduction opportunities is
i k e d r i l l i n g f o r o i l . You know the pay,off's there somewhere, but

l

Refine Your Bottom Line — Enterprise
Wide —With ABC Technologies

you're not sure where to start. In

Knowledge is power. At ABC,

our case, we were using a stan-

we put knowledge into your

dard costing systern for all I I j

hands with software that makes 4

our domestic plants. Capturing

easy to track and measure activity

and analyzing that data was an

costs and increase profitability

enonnous task, and we knewwe

departmentally or corporate wide.

weren't seeing actual costs.

ABC Technologies' solutions
range from stand -alone education

`?hat's why wr chose ABC
and pilot products to enterprise-

Technologies. ABC's activity wide, activity -based management

based management tools let us

solutions —fully integrated across

ident� y and analyze true costs

your network.

across all of our plants. We looked
ABC's products give you infor-

at inventory, materials handling,
mation about quality, processes,

manufacturing, packaging, and
and costing that helps you make
traf fu.
faster, better decisions. The kind

"And we struck it big. We

of decisions that pump up the

discovered a surprising 20%

bottom line.

variation in manufacturing costs among our plants. ABC helped ident y

A

problerns in setups and changeovers and make corresponding cost - saving
mod fications.
"In fact, we're well on our way to seeing a 10% reduction in costs
domestically. We plan to extend these savings enterprise -wide ly using ABCs
software and support in our international plants in Canada, Australia, and

The Netherlands.
"ABC helped us find actual costs and reduce them. The result is a bottom
line that's anything but crude."

RMW
EasyABC(left).Thestandardforpowerful, stand -alone ABM
solutions,EasyABChelpsdrivecompanies to new levelsof profit
and performance.
Oros (right). Forcorporate-wide solutons, Oros delivers
robust tightly integrated activity-based management for networkedenvironments.
The leader in activity -based management
ABCTechnologiesIncorporated
5075 S.W. Griffith Drive ,Beaverton, OR97005
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ter refer to departures from policy
(full -cost pricing) to react to markets
which are dynamic. Competitive market price changes, special promotions,
buyer incentives, deals, etc. Additionally, decisions on product mix, competitive bidding, special orders, etc., may

I

require abandoning price policy. Generally, decisions for strategic pricing

are based on variable costing rather
than full costing. (See IMA Study, The
Use of Variable Costing in Product Pricing, 1986.)
More meaningful research on manufacturers' pricing products should include questions on the percentage of
total sales priced at full cost and the
portion of sales priced on departures
from the full -cost price. This followed
by questions on the cost bases (full,
marginal, or variable, etc.) used in
these deviations.
Michael Schiff
Emeritus Professor of Accounting
Leonard N. Stern School of Business
New York University
New York, N. Y.

No matter what your business, you can save both
time and money with Kronos the leader in
automated time and attendance. The Timekeeper
Central®System provides all the hardware,
software and support you need to:
•
•
•
•
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Cut payroll processing time by up to 80%
Eliminate timecards and manual calculation
Improve payroll accuracy dramatically
Interface payroll data directly to your in -house payroll package or service bureau.

The KronosTimekeeper Central System has been field proven in over 40,000 customer sites
worldwide to be the most reliable and flexible system on the market today.

For more information and your FREE videotape
call 1- 800 - 225 -1561 ext. 500 today.
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(G &A) (S&S in their opening sentence
indicate that G&A surveyed 1,000 companies; actually 505 companies responded). The more recent study confirms G &As finding that full -cost pricing dom inates pricing practices of

manufacturing companies. (G&A, 83 %;
S &S, 69.5 %) S&S separately classify
"Market -Based Pricing" accounting for
about 20% of their sample. While vastly
superior to the traditional full -cost approach in starting with an exp ected
market p rice and wo rkin g back to a required prod uction cost, it is a full-costing m eth od an d might well b e add ed
10

to the 69.5% reported and would exceed G&A p ercentage.
Both studies can be faulted. A m ail
qu estio nn aire seeking responses on
price policy will lead respondents to indicate fu ll costing which is used as a

basis for "Normal Pricing" (asking
prices, list prices). This behavior is
linked historically to the manager's responsibility for a recovery of total costs
to secure the long -run viability of the
firm.
In both cases, the authors neglect to
discriminate between "Pricing Policies" and "Pricing Strategies." The lat-

COLLEGESTUDENTLIKES
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
This is a letter of appreciation to say
that your magazine, MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING® is a great contribution
to the Institute of Management Accountants. As an Accounting Information Systems major at Central Michigan University, I find the articles in
[the magazine] to be very helpful in
keeping me up to date with the changes in the business world.
It is important for my field of study
that I know what new technology and
software is available —the different
types of software being implemented
through large accounting firms as well
as which methods are preferred over
other ones. Not only does [your publication] provide this information, but
it also provides it to the reader at a
level that an accounting student can
comprehend. Unlike other accounting magazines, MANAGEMENT AC-

COUNTINGS is directed towards the
college level, and articles are kept brief
and to the point.
The fact is, many magazines don't
consider college students as an audience, but your magazine enables us to
keep on track of the changes in the
business world and will allow us to be
able to contribute positively to the
community someday.
Melinda L. Schneider
Midland, Mich.
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VisionShfflIm

AccountmingSoftware
for the way you work
shows at a glance your day -to -day cash situation,

Now there's an accounting system with the
flexibility to meet your exact needs, the ease of
use of Microsoft® Windows'''' and the client/

True Client/Server

helping you manage it better.
Built -in links to the Microsoft Office
give you even more flexibility. Tap a button

server power to
put corporate

.

financial information at your fingertips.
Introducing VisionShiftTm Accounting.
The integrated, client/server accounting solution
from Geac /Collier- Jackson.
Every business is different.
So VisionShift General Ledger features an
exclusive account generation
process to create a chart of
accounts tailored to your

M

go
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business structure. Even
►� .I'
complex inter - department allocations and
multi - company consolidations are easily handled.
And just as easily modified when your business

changes.
With seamlessly integrated

Built for the Accounts Receivable and
En t e r p r i s e Accounts Payable, invoices,
checks and other transactions are automatically
reflected throughout the system for accurate
reporting. Our graphical on- screen calendar
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to instantly create an Excel
template for special budget ing calculations. Distribute
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vendor invoices for

approval by Microsoft Mail.
Or use Microsoft Access to

customize the software to suit your special
requirements. The possibilities are limitless.
Call today for

more information or
for a demonstration.

It's Easy and
laser Extensible

See for yourself that
driving your enterprise from the desktop is more
than a better way to run your business.
It's a VisionShift.
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Geac /ColIler- Jackson
3707 West Cherry Street
Tampa, FL 33607

FAX 813/876 -8786 ■
813/878 -7867
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WASHINGTONREPORT

STEPHEN BARIAS, EDITOR

NEW SEC ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

SECURITIES
LIABILITY BILL
NEAR HOUSE
PASSAGE
e House has passed a securities litigation reform bill that
would give issuers of financial
reports and statements new leeway in
terms of the forward - looking statements. Those safe harbor provisions
would be in addition to new protections
companies would have against frivolous lawsuits alleging corporate fraud,
either because of alleged corporate accounting misdeeds or nonaccounting
hi finks. Rep. Christopher Cox (R. -Calif.) was the author of the provision in
the Contract With America that ended
up as the basis for H.R. 1058, which
passed the House on March 8 with a
vote of 325 -99. But H.R. 1058 was significantly different from the Cox version in the Contract. The bill provides
a safe harbor for projections that meet
two guidelines. First, they must be accompanied by a brief description and
citation to representative sources and
a disclaimer alerting persons that the
statement "should not be given any
more weight than the described basis
would reasonably justify." Second, the
basis for the projection cannot be "inaccurate as of the date of publication"
and must have been "determined without benefit of subsequently available
information or information not known
to such person at such date." Independent accountants were a little disappointed that Cox backed away from the
total elimination of joint and several liability, which he had proposed in his
"Contract" bill.

SAFE HARBOR II
While it is unclear whether Congress
will change the 1979 "Safe Harbor"
12

survey said they make forward -looking statements. One-quarter of those
respondents believe that those statements are not protected by the SEC's
rule 175. Of the 83% not making forward- looking statements, 49% said that
additional protection would encourage
them to do so. A big issue at the hearing was whether written statements
should get more protection than oral
statements.

Steven Waltman

rules, that uncertainty is not stopping
the Securities & Exchange Commission from moving forward along a different but parallel path. The SEC has
started a rule making on the safe harbor rules —with a particular emphasis
on forward - looking statements —and
held public hearings in Washington,
D.C., in February. The SEC acted after
getting a kick in the pants last September from the Business Roundtable and
National Association of Manufacturers, who sent a petition to the SEC on
this issue. At the February hearing, Joseph Georges, chairman of the Roundtable's Corporate Governance Task
Force and CEO of the International Paper Co., said that the safe harbor rule
the SEC adopted on an experimental
basis in 1979 "has resisted all suggestions for constructive change." Nor
does that rule account for newer concerns, such as whether a company has
"entangled" itself with a third party's
forward - looking statement. Kenneth
McLennan, president of the Manufacturers Alliance, a group of 500 manufacturing companies, said that 17% of
respondents to an internal Alliance

It wasn't that long ago that the Clinton
administration was making a big deal
about canceling the numerous advisory committees that hang around federal agencies like bulbs in a chandelier.
But that was before last November
when Republicans swept into Congress and attention at regulatory agencies turned to "regulatory reform."
With one eye on the new political climate, SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr.,
created the Advisory Committee on
the Capital Formation and Regulatory
Processes. The 14- member committee
held its first meeting on March 6 in
Washington, D.C., in the SEC's downstairs meeting room. There were more
committee members around the table
than there were people in the audience. But this seeming lack of public
interest aside, Levitt and Commissioner Steven Wallman, who will run the
committee, have an ambitious agenda
that includes corporate reporting.
Wallman said the committee will meet
every three or four weeks over the
next six months before submitting recommendations. A 20 -page background
paper given out at the meeting summarizes where Waltman hopes the committee will go: "This paper is intended
to establish a foundation for the committee's consideration of the effect on
corporate capital formation in the United States of the existing transactional
registration scheme, and to commence the investigation of whether
any perceived regulatory costs may
exceed or are exceeded by the benefits to investors and other market participants." The accounting industry's
representative on the committee is
Robert Elliott, a partner with KPMG
Peat Marwick.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER
'W D OFF. WHAT U01 DO NON?'

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
Ever since I lost my job as a cost accountant with a West Coast manufacturing company seven months ago, I've received advice from many people about how to go about
finding a new job. Everybody seems to have his or her own notions about what to
do and what not to do. 1 know they mean well, but a lot of their advice is contradictory. One person says to intensify my efforts at the beginning ofthe week. Someone
else tells me that the beginning of a week is the worst time to contact potential employers. I'm writing you in the hope you can provide me with a few basic rules I can
follow without having to second-guess them.

heard too many times is that it's best
to wait for a week or so before responding to an employment advertisement.
"Be one of the last to reply," say these
pundits, "so you'll have a better chance
of being remembered."
Wrong. The best thing is to immediately answer an ad that seems right
for you. Then follow up with a second
letter, and perhaps a third, which serve
to keep your name in front of the employer. Putting off responding to a
promising ad based upon a myth —a
rule without foundation — simply
doesn't make sense to me. It shouldn't
to you either.
A good way to find permanent employment is to take on temporary assignments in your profession when
th ey're avai l ab l e. Bu t I've h eard
this from employment rule makers:
"Working temporary assignments is a
waste of time —time better spent looking for a permanent job. Besides, it's
demeaning."
What a ridiculous attitude. Professionals like yourself are in great demand for temporary assignments. By
taking them on, your self- esteem is
boosted because you're working in
your profession; many temporary assignments turn into good full -time positions once an employer has the opportunity to see how well you perform;
and, of course, such assignments provide welcome money during periods of
unemployment.
The reality is that aside from the obvious —doing everything correctly to
put your best foot forward to prospective employers and avoiding things
that put you in a bad light —there are
no rules to be followed except for using
your own good common sense and following your instincts. As you said in
your letter, the people giving you advice mean well. Be open to
their suggestions and appreciative of their efforts. Then
toss out the rule book and find
that good job you seek.
■

he most useful "rule"
end. Don't bother trying to contact job
I can offer you is
sources at midweek because...
that there aren't any
There's always a reason.
rules when seeking
The fact is that there is no best day
emp loymen t.
of the week to approach companies
I don't mean there
with jobs to fill. Even if there were, the
aren't things you
fact that many job seekers believe
should be doing and sensible, effecthese myths and won't be knocking on
tive ways to go about them. These endoors on those days seems to me to
comp ass all the standard, time dictate that it's the best day for you to
honored techniques of seeking embe making the rounds. There is less
ployment. A carefully conceived, accucompetition and less time pressure on
rate and well-written resume; prudent
hiring authorities.
use of your professional and personal
Also, if you aren't devoting every
network; aggressive pursuit of potenday of the week to finding a job, includtial positions through every possible
ing the use of weekends to fine -tune
venue; and adequate preparation for
your resume, answer ads, and contact
interviews —these are commonsense
selected members of your network,
job - hunting "rules" of which I'm sure
you're wasting time.
you're aware.
Another employment myth I've
But the so- called rules to
which you refer being offered
by your circle of friends and
advisers can be erroneous at
best because they're often
based upon faulty conceptions—in other words, based
upon myths about seeking
employment.
You mention the example
of whether one time of the
week is better than another to
approach potential employers.
I've heard every variation
there is on this myth. Mondays are bad because the hiring authority is coming off a
weekend. Fridays are nonproductive because employers
"I'm afraid our new empowerment philosophy isn't working
are getting ready for the weekas we planned."
14

Robert Half CPA, is the
founder of RobertHalf International, Inc., the world's first
and largest staffingservicefirrn
specializing in the accounting,
finance, and information systems fields. There are more
than 160 Robert Half and Accountemps offices on three continents. His latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley
& Sons).
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There's only one activity-based management system
powerful enough to take you from data capture through to
reporting, without compromise.

you only ever view the correct results. And it's self maintaining
- automatically incorporating any changes you make.
As for reporting, Hyper ABC lets you view the data you

Hyper ABC from Armstrong Laing.

want in the format you need via familiar spreadsheets.

Designed to make your job easier, it will unloc k data
wherever it's stored without rekeying or re- formatting

To find out about the activity-based
management with more muscle, telephone

Once captured, its built -in controls validate everything, so

800 883 41 1 1 now for our free brochure.

© 1993 Armstrong Laing Inc Tower Pbce, Suite 480, 3340 Peachtree Rood NE, Atlanta, Georgia, 30326 telephone 404 842 7777 Facsimile 404 842 7788
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FINANCIALMANAGER

T. CARTER HAGAMAN, EDITOR

' T +Y IS COMING
or many years, most
stocks and bonds
bought and sold in the
United States have
been subject to a five business -day settlement rule. This rule
usually has allowed sufficient time for
your broker to send a confirmation of
the transaction and for you to respond
by return mail. The five -day rule ends
June 1, when SEC regulation 'T +3"
comes into effect. The new regulation
reduces the settlement period to three
business days, making it extremely uncertain that an exchange of mail could
be completed on time. The move to
'T +3" also could sharply curtail the use
of the stock certificate, which Wall
Street sees as a costly anachronism.
Many investors — particularly traders— hold their securities in nominee
form, or "street name." Sometimes, as
in the case of an IRA, the investor has
no choice. Under "T +3," if you sell your
securities through the firm that holds
them in street name there's no problem making delivery on time. When
selling shares you own directly, it's
your responsibility to get the certificates to the broker by settlement date.
Failure to do so could cost you interest
charges if the broker has to borrow the
stock to settle. Here is where the new
three -day rule may require some forward planning. For purchasing shares
in street name or by direct ownership,
you can accommodate "T +3" with several options. You can open a sufficiently funded money market account with
the securities firm. For purchases
bought in street name, borrowing on
margin can be arranged. For buying direct ownership shares, you can transfer funds by wire, but this tends to be
expensive except for large amounts.
16

Brokerage firms favor moving investments into street name and maintaining money market accounts because it gives them a "lock" on your
business —it becomes awkward to do
business with another bank or broker.
For example, you may need to use securities held by your broker to collat
eralize a bank loan. Your broker can do
a book - to-book electronic transfer, but
this step may add costs.
During the years in which the'T +3"
proposal was developed, the SEC
made it clear that shareholders should
retain the option of direct ownership— either through certificates or
book -entry by the issuer. The securities industry has tried to discourage
this option. Nevertheless, the Investor
Registration Option (IRO) became effective on December 1, 1994 through
a No-Action Letter.' Its intent is to reduce the costs of securities processing
and allow commercial transfer agents
to implement open availability stock
programs for corporations. These programs can include new stock issues.
IRO provides an electronic alternative
to using street name and preserves the
stock certificate option.
I expect that corporations offering
these stock programs will increase.
These programs give investors "the
choice of purchasing, holding and selling shares directly with the issuing
company or through traditional
means, such as with a retail broker /dealer." 2 Through IRO, direct
owners still can maintain a customer /broker relationship, buy or sell
through the securities firm of their
choice, elect to receive certificates on
request, and receive direct communications from companies. At this time,
there is a problem in making electronic book -to -book transfers of securities
to a broker from a direct issuer, but the
necessary mechanism is likely to be in

place soon. The brokerage industry
continues to make direct registration
as tough as possible by requiring the
investor to bring the certificates in person (often paying fees in the process).
An advantage of direct ownership,
and an ongoing problem for investors
with securities held in street name, is
receiving timely company information.
The SEC only requires dissemination
of annual reports and proxy materials.
Issuers can receive information on
beneficial owners of street name
shares if the owner elects to do so by
filling out a form when the brokerage
account is opened. If you don't object —known as nonobjecting beneficial owner (HOBO) —your name will
be supplied when the issuer asks for
and pays for this list. Issuers, however,
rarely ask for this information and still
may not send regular communications. Also, many brokers are adding
inactive account fees, charges for certificates, new rules to discourage small
or inactive accounts, and "exit fees" to
discourage portability. Direct ownership eliminates these problems and
doesn't appear to add any new ones.
Corporations are coming to realize
that they have a stake in what's happening to their shareholders and need
to develop direct investor stock programs within the IRO framework. The
alternative would be further reduction
in their lists of direct owners and increased problems in communicating
with everyone else. Companies may
even have difficulty getting a simple
majority vote for annual meetings, let
alone reaching shareholders in contested situations. Changes are coming
quickly in this area with the advent of
many new direct ownership plans that
will offer a variety of attractive alternatives to shareholders.
When all is said and done, 'T +3"
isn't about to shake up the investment
world. Indeed, most institutions hardly
seem to notice because most of their
transactions already are automated.
But without the IRO alternative, 'T +3"
would put the retail investor who wants
direct ownership of securities at a distinct disadvantage.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
College of New Jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.
'Technically, a Class- Action Exemption to Rule
10(b)6 to the Securities Transfer Association and
a No-Action Letter to commercial transfer agents.
1 Report of the Investor Registration Option Implementation Coaunittee.
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The IMA and Sapling
Corporation offer
the longest- running,
best attended, most
successful seminar in
the history of activity based costing:
The Model Approach°.
Overthelastthreeyears,thousandsofpeople
fromalsegmentsofbusinessandindustry
havelearnedhowtoapplyourpracticaland
structuredeightstepimplementationplanto
improve�their�operations�—�which�means,
ultimately, thebottom line.
Throughacombinationofhands-on
training,softwaremodeling,andcasestudies
—�presented�by�industry�leaders�with�firsthand�experience�—�you'l�gain�a�clear
understandingofhowyouconimprovethe
processesthatcreateyourcosts.

Why we call it
The Model Approach —
and why you should care.

Need a testimonial?

TheModelApproachisaninternationallyrecognizedtwo-daytrainingcoursethatwil
showyouhowtoimplementactivity-based
costinginyourworkplace.Usingour
structuredeight-stepimplementationprocess,
you'l gaintheskilsyou needtoputsound
activity-basedmanagementandprocess
modelingtechniquestowork.

Companieswho'veattended TheModel
Approachworkshopincludeawidemixof
start-up,growth,andestablisheddomestic
andinternationalcompaniesfromallsectors
ofbusiness:discretemanufacturing,process
manufacturing,services,healthcare,
consulting,education,andgovernment.

TheModelApproachcanbenefitabroad
corporatecross-section:financialanalysts,
corporatecontrollers,productionandplanning
managers,operationsdirectors,engineers,
marketingandsalesprofessionals,distribution
andlogisticssupervisors,andinformation
servicesmanagerscanalllearnhawtoimprove
theirparts ofyourorganization.

Themanagementinitiativessupported
andcomplementedbythisIMA-sponsored
seminarinclude:

Infact,ifyoubring amulti-functionalteam of
threeofmorepeople,includingatleastone
personfromfinance,youmaydeductS200
from each participant's registration fee!

•�Activity�-based�costing
•�Activity�-based�management
•�Business�process�re-�engineering
•�(ontinuous�process�improvement
•�Operational�and�financial�modeling
•�Strategic�planning
•�Theory�of�constraints
•�Total�quality�management

Eachparticipantwilreceivecasestudy
examples,areferencelistofrelevantreading
material,TheModelApproacheight-step
methodologychecklist,activityanalysissheets
toassistwithdatagathering,andscenarioplayingsoftwarefromSaplingCorp.,including
avarietyofindustrymodels.

Ask a few thousand satisfied
IMA attendees.

Overthelastthreeyears,we'vetrained
participantsfromASTResearch,AT&T,Barclays

Bonk,Blue(ross/BlueShield,(itibank,ElPaso
Natural Gas, Esco,Honeywell,LeviStrauss,
Monsanto,NutraSweet,Olin, RalstonPurina,
Thor-lo, Toro, and theU.S. AirForce, Army,
and�Coast�Guard�—�and�more�than
3,000 others.

Check out the IMA seminar schedule
below, and call 800 - 638 -4421, #4,
#1 to register.

Service Industry focus:
Featuring case study presentationby Kelly Ellerbee,
ArkansasBlue(ross/BlueShield

Manufacturing focus
Featuringcase studypresentationby Jim Smith,
TheMormonGroup

Manufacturing focus:
Featuringcase studypresentationby JohnVale,
HalliburtonEnergyServices
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TAXES

U.S. TAXATION —
U.S. EXPATRIATES

ANTHONY P. CURATOLA, EDITOR
BY THOMAS G. HARBRECHT, CPA
ollecting tax information for filing returns
is painful, but try to
comprehend the added complexities of
b o o / working outside the
United States, having
assets in more than one country, and
possibly being paid outside the United
States and the foreign country of
residence.
The United States taxes the "worldwide income" of its citizens but allows
a foreign tax credit, subject to limitation, for income taxes paid to a foreign
country with respect to foreign source
income. Therefore, all U.S. income tax
concepts must be used in determining
an individual's U.S. taxable income.
Items considered income - expense in
the United States and included in preparing the U.S. return may not be considered as such in the foreign country.
For example, mortgage interest on a
home in Canada is not deductible for
Canadian tax purposes but can be deductible on the U.S. return —if it meets
all the criteria for mortgage interest in
accordance with the Internal Revenue
Code.
Income.There are three options
available to U.S. citizens for avoiding or
minimizing double taxation of foreign sourced earnings —but what tax payments are considered foreign taxes?
Foreign "creditable or deductible" taxes include income taxes paid or withheld; they do not include "value -added
taxes" and other similar consumer
fees, license fees, and so forth.
The three options for minimizing
double taxation are as follows:
■ Foreign income taxes include
18

amounts paid to national and local
foreign governments. The amounts
may be taken as an itemized deduction. Generally, a deduction only
will be preferred over a credit
where, when compared to worldwide income, the foreign effective
tax rate is high and the foreign income is low.
• Foreign income taxes may be taken
as a credit. Foreign source income
must be "grossed up" for foreign
taxes paid with respect to that income. The Foreign Tax Credit
(FTC) is limited to the U.S. "effective rate" by application of the FTC
limitation formula, and any excess
credits can be carried back two
years and forward five years.
• Qualifying individuals may elect to
"exclude" foreign- earned income
up to a certain statutory amount.
Foreign - earned income is determined by the location of services
performed on a per -day basis calculation —not which entity pays it.
This exclusion can be made up of
three separate amounts: foreign earned income up to $70,000, qualified foreign housing expenses in
excess of $9,060 for 1994, and all
employer- provided meals and lodging where the employee lives in an
employer - provided camp.
Foreign pension plan.Often overlooked is the tax treatment of contributions to a foreign pension plan. In order
for a pension plan contribution of a foreign employer to be nontaxable income to the U.S. expatriate, the pension plan must comply with all U.S. tax
requirements for treatment as a qualr
fied plan. Most foreign plans do not
comply. Therefore, the annual contribution for a U.S. citizen willbe treated

CashForDoubtfulReceivables?
Would your client or company prefer a
cash alternative to the costly and time consuming collection of receivables from
financially troubled accounts?
■ Trade Receivables
■ Secured, Subordinated or General
Unsecured Debt
■ Litigation Claims
We provide a confidential and prompt
response.

South
Atlantic

Enterprises,
Inc.

Robert L. Abbott, Jr.
704 -556 -1196
6101Fairview Road, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28210
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as compensation in the year the contribution becomes vested. Any earnings
from the contributions, however, will
not be taxable until distributed. It is for
this reason that U.S. expatriates seldom are included in a foreign company's retirement plan.
State taxes.State taxation is a key
factor in determining total tax liability
for expatriates. The best way to minimize state taxes is to give up state residency. States determine residency by
domicile or presence. The domicile
rule is difficult to break. Once domicile
is established, it continues until the individual moves to a new location with
a bona -fide intention of making it
his /her fixed and permanent home.
No change of domicile results from a
move to a new location if the intention
is to remain there for only a limited
time. This rule applies even though the
individual may have sold or disposed
of his /her former U.S. home. The intent of the taxpayer is the most common issue examined when questions
of domicile arise. The mere statement
of not being domiciled will be considered, but actual conduct will be more
important.
Currency.The U.S. dollar is the functional currency in which all transactions must be recorded for all U.S. citizens. For every transaction handled in
a foreign currency there are two taxable events— exchange fluctuations
and the underlying transaction. Particularly troublesome for expatriates is
the negative impact that these rules
can have on the ownership of a home
in a foreign country. For example, if
there is a loss on the sale of the home,
it is not deductible for U.S. tax purposes. It is possible, however, to have
a taxable gain on the currency. In this
case, the loss would not offset the gain.
Foreign currency gain (loss) is treated
as interest income (expense) for U.S.
purposes, and certain types of interest
also are nondeductible for U.S. purposes.
The preparation of a U.S. expatriate
tax return is a complex process. It is
important to minimize the total tax liability through planning.
■
Thomas G. Harbrecht, CPA, is a partner and director of international services for Clark, Schaefer,Hackett &Co.,
CPAs, Cincinnati, Ohio. He can be
reached at(513) 2413111.Fax.-(513)
241 -1212.
Anthony P. Curatola,Ph.D.,is the Joseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached
at (215) 895 -1453.
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It was a culture shock when a small Ohio company began exporting
its machinery to China.
BY NATHAN E. WEAKS, CMA
hanghaied! Missing ... gone!
Our project engineer was making his first telephone call home
from China. He had just one
slight problem. Only six of the 26 containers shipped from our plant had
reached Chong Qing. Qing Ling Motors (an Isuzu joint venture) had called
two weeks earlier, informing us our
coil processing equipment had
reached their plant.
"Where are the rest ?" was all our
engineers could ask their Chinese
hosts. On the telephone our engineer
requested, "Can you do anything to
help locate the missing containers ?"
Oh, yes, he had one last important
suggestion: "Tell the next crew to
bring eating utensils. All they have
here are chopsticks. We have had to
steal forks from the hotel."

"Don't do that," 1 reminded. "The
penalty for theft in China is removal of
a hand, and I'm not sure that would be
covered by workers' compensation!"
The remaining containers were discovered in a Shanghai warehouse two
days later. They still had to be transported 1,000 miles by barge up the
Yangtze River. Then river fog and
transportation delays slowed the project by nearly two months.
Qing Ling Motors was Automatic
Feed's first project in China. Our team
members had little previous international exposure. The language was different, the culture was different, the
food was different. Members of our installation team were the only English speaking people on the flight from
Shanghai to Chong Qing. They could
not even read the signs to find the airport restrooms.
Welcome to the exciting world of

exporting!
Automatic Feed Company, Napoleon, Ohio, designs, builds, and installs sophisticated coil processing
equipment. The family -owned business was started in 1949 by Alvin
Groll. Today two of his grandsons,
Kim and Peter Beck, lead the company. The company's primary market is
the automotive industry. During the
1980s, Automatic Feed became one of
the most successful American companies selling machinery to the Japanese
transplants.
By the 1990s, we were ready for
new challenges. Although Automatic
Feed has only 97 team members, we
believe we are the best in the world.
We were tired of having large foreign
competitors, 10 to 20 times our size,
increasing their market share. It was
time to stop playing defense and start
playing offense. It was time for little
David to take on mighty Goliath!
THREE STRIKES AND YOU'RE OUT

The first Automatic Feed Co. containers are loaded for shipment to Philadelphia then
to China.
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ompanies that export specialty
machinery, such as Automatic
Feed, already have three strikes
against them. First, there is a long lead
time of 12 to 18 months between order
and delivery. This long lead time complicates foreign currency hedging and
increases the risk of political crisis.
Could another Tiananmen Square occur before we delivered our product?
The second strike is dealing with a
relatively high -priced item. Coil processing systems can range in price
from $1 million to $8 million. Foreign
customers prefer to delay opening letters of credit (LCs) for as long as possible. Obviously, as the seller, we prefer the security of having LCs opened
as early as possible. The high cost also
can be a problem if your financial institution will not lend against export
inventory.
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Third, we must make our machinery perform under foreign and sometimes adverse operating conditions in
order to receive full payment. Plants in
most developing countries are not
heated or cooled, which can create
problems for lubricants and coolants.
At Qing Ling Motors we had three
computers "blow up." We suspected
power spikes, but they never occurred
when our personnel were present. Finally, on our last trip, the power in the
plant went down seven times in one
day. Perhaps our customer was afraid
to be honest for fear of additional cost.
Our solution was to provide an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) cost-

only once every four years.
Our president, Kim Beck, took personal responsibility for exporting. He
said, "If we are going to fail in exporting, I will have only myself to blame."
Rather than delegate, Kim traveled
and learned about key export countries and companies. The layperson
might be tempted to think business
travel to developing or even established countries is exotic. The first trip
might be fun. But subsequent trips
with 17 -hour travel days, followed by
seven o'clock meetings lasting 12
hours, is harder work than being at
home.
After three years of effort, the big

The cargo ship: FAS (Free Alongside Ship) and FOB (Free Onboard Vessel) have financial
implications.

ing $3,000. We never considered billing the customer. You learn quickly
that unexpected costs will be incurred
on foreign projects. If a project is
priced so 1 /10 of 1% will make or
break the project, it has been priced
too thin.
TOPMANAGEMENT SUPPORT
ealizing we already had three
strikes against us, the first key
element became a commitment
to exporting. We often envisioned exporting when our domestic markets
were in recession. Then, once the
economy improved, the dream would
be forgotten until the next downturn.
Potential foreign customers will recognize this lack of true commitment
when they hear from your company
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN'T'ING /APRIL 1995

break came from doing the job right
in the United States. A trading company representing Qing Ling Motors
called one of our domestic customers
and asked them to recommend a coil
processing manufacturer. The reply
they received was, "If it were my money, there is only one company I would
call. Call Kim Beck at Automatic
Feed." That chance call to an existing
satisfied customer was our key break.
It illustrates the second key element
of exporting —make sure you are satisfying all your existing domestic customers. We have seen competitors
turn to exporting when their domestic
customer loyalty was headed south. If
you can't satisfy the customer next
door, you won't have a prayer of a
chance of satisfying one on the other
side of the world!

THENEGOTIATIONPROCESS
he negotiations began at the
World Trade Center in New York
City. For two extended days we
negotiated technical and commercial
terms. At night we went back to our
hotel to crunch more numbers. We
made more telephone calls to confirm
overseas packaging costs, political
risk insurance, and other matters new
to us.
We already were learning the third
important element in exporting —
develop a trusted network of skilled
professionals. These experts include
international insurance brokers, customs house brokers, freight forwarders, and international bankers. We also used the expertise of the Association for Manufacturing Technology
(AMT), which specializes in assisting
machine tool builders. Each expert
can provide valuable assistance in a
portion of "the deal." In addition, each
professional can serve as a check and
balance on suggestions being made by
other members of your exporting
team.
As Americans we are accustomed
to negotiations that are concise and
fast. We had been warned that Chinese negotiators would ask the same
question or try the same point multi ple times, just to see if you are consistent in your response and resolve. We
quickly became aware of cultural differences in business expectations. It
seemed as if we went over each line of
the proposed contract a dozen times.
We negotiated, explained, added, deleted, and modified until we were beginning to wonder if it was really
worth it. During the negotiation process it took time for each party to become familiar with the other's methods. The lesson we learned is that one
method is not necessarily better than
the other —they are just different.
Our company decided to take the
initiative to control contract writing
and revisions. Even though it was time consuming and new to us, we figured
if a mistake were going to be made in
the contract we were going to blame
only ourselves. Our network of export
professionals suggested specific items
to meet the project requirements.
The following issues had to be
addressed:
• Design standards (English or
metric),
• Packaging requirements and responsibilities,
• Delivery terms,
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• Prepayments and related guarantees,
• Letter of credit documentation requirements,
• Mediation and arbitration arrangements, and
• Payment terms.
Many of the items were tentatively
agreed to at our initial meetings in New
York, but the Chinese owner of the
trading company wanted to visit our
plant to finalize the contract. This
meeting took place about two months
after the first meetings. In the meantime, our company had received major
orders, and backlog was at an all-time
high. To complicate matters, Kim Beck
had to be in Germany for meetings related to another joint venture in China.
Ron Gerken, our technical sales manager, was added to the sales team to
provide his sales and engineering expertise. Kim gave us the responsibility
to conclude or walk away from the
order.
After a successful installation. the team uses a stacker run -out cart as a party table.

DESIGNSTANDARDS
e knew the Chinese were hoping for a dock date by the end
of 1992. We had warned them
that to obtain this early delivery they
would have to place their order ahead
of the other American, Mexican, and
Japanese projects. When all the other
projects closed first, we were ready to
call off the negotiations. But there was
one last hope to salvage the order.
Their specifications were similar to
those of two recently completed jobs.
We determined that if a duplicate order
was placed quickly the Chinese project
could be released from engineering
ahead of the larger new orders. In addition, we were able to offer a price discount as a result of the reduced engineering design efforts. However, there
was another obstacle.
Originally the specifications had
called for the project to be produced to
metric standards. The United States is
the only industrialized country in the
world that insists on holding to the English measurement system of inches
and pounds. Even the English have
abandoned the English system. To satisfy the Japanese transplants, Automatic Feed already had started using "soft
metric" conversions in our computer
programs. Our management wanted to
begin a full movement to metric because it is a specification in many export projects.
Obstacles to metrication loomed at
every corner. A survey of our suppliers
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indicated half of them would not be
able to support us with metric materials. Many items were unavailable, had
excessively long lead times, or were
cost prohibitive when purchased to
metric standards. For example, we require the plate steel we use to be American steel, but metric plate is not readily available in the United States.
Additional sourcing problems became
evident with reducers, keyways, and
hydraulic jacks. Ultimately, the Chinese decided that the price discount
and early delivery for accepting a duplicate English standard design was
worth giving up their metric specification.
Another decision was determining
which technical documentation would
need to be translated into Chinese and
which party would perform this function. In rural Northwestern Ohio, few
people know Chinese. Luckily, English
is a second language in many areas of
the world, including China. When our
installation team reached China, many
Chinese were excited to meet the
Americans so they could practice their
English. As a result, it was easily determined that Qing Ling Motors would
translate the documents.
OVERSEASPACKAGING
e had never prepared machinery for export. Our coil processing systems are about 20
feet wide and often more than a football

field in length. The weight of the system being exported was more than
300,000 pounds. We quickly discovered critical metal parts had to be coated for protection from salt water and
air. Electronic controls and computerized components ended up being vacuum packed in huge plastic bags. Each
item was boxed in half -inch plywood
containers with supports as large as
6 x 6 timbers.
The Chinese wanted the equipment
to be placed in standard ocean containers. Standard containers costa fraction
of the price of oversized boxes. The
tradeoff was between the additional
ocean freight cost and the cost of disassembling and reassembling machines. Another option we considered
briefly was redesign of the equipment
to fit into standard containers. In the
end, it was agreed that significant reassembly in a developing country
probably would take more time and
create more cost than the potential
ocean freight savings.
DELIVERYTERMS
he delivery negotiations for domestic shipments usually are
very simple. When our freight
forwarder faxed us a list of 13 different
delivery term options, we realized exporting was a somewhat more complicated matter. From our perspective it
could be as easy as ExWorks (the buyer picks up the equipment at our plant)
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or as complicated as Delivery Duty
Paid (we deliver to the customer's
plant). Delivery Duty Paid would have
required us to arrange all shipping, insurance, and taxes to the buyer's door.
The Chinese did not expect us to learn
about the transportation and taxation
systems within China, nor did we care
to learn. On the other hand, the Chinese did not wish to deal with these
same issues within the United States.
Our international banker at Hun tington Bank suggested terms of Free
Alongside Ship (FAS). They wanted to
keep letter of credit documentation
easy as well as reduce our risk. With
these terms, the last document we
would need to obtain would be a dock
receipt. Johnstone Downey Klein, our
international insurance brokers, also
promoted these terms because all the
letter of credit requirements would be
within our control. The Chinese pre ferred terms of Free Onboard Vessel
(FOB). We were concerned that revocation of China's most favored nation
status or some other political crisis
could lead to trade sanctions or embargoes. With terms of Free Onboard Vessel, if a ship did not arrive to accept our
shipment we would be at the mercy of
our Export - Import (ExiM) Bank polit-

ical risk insurance. In the end, the Chinese agreed with Free Alongside Ship.

PREPAYMENTSANDGUARANTEES
ur domestic terms normally require a prepayment of 25% at the
time of engineering release into
production. We felt strongly that a foreign company should have terms
equivalent to that of our existing customers. Reasonably early in the negotiations, the Chinese agreed to a 20%
payment with the order. Our bankers
warned us they probably also would
ask us for a standby letter of credit issued in their favor to protect against
our failure to deliver. We were told stories about customers wrongfully call ing bank guarantees because of a political or currency crisis.
Normally a bank will reserve the
amount of a standby against your line
of credit. In addition, if a standby is
called by the customer, the bank's reputation is on the line, and it will honor
the request within a few days. We did
not have a problem with the prepayment being withdrawn if we failed to
keep our end of the bargain. As a result, we devised wording that required
an affidavit to be filed stating Automat-
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is Feed had failed to deliver by the required date of November 30,1992. Fur ther, we allowed any drawback to be
made only during December 1992. Our
international bankers and insurance
brokers did not think the Chinese
would agree to these restrictions. They
did agree to these terms, however, and
the project proceeded.

PAYMENTTERMS
re there risks in conducting international business? You bet! I
found out after our project was
complete that our chairman was con vinced the Chinese would never pay
us. Near the end of the project, he
seemed to call every day asking if pay ment had come. When we received our
wire transfer 19 days after documents
had been mailed, guess whom I called
first?
It is very important to identify the
risks ahead of time. Some of the risks
can be insured, while others will require special management attention.
One of the standard questions I still
ask my team of experts on each proposed project structure is, "What can
still go wrong, and where are my uncovered risks ?"
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Remember your standard terms
and conditions for domestic customers? Forget them. Each international
project will be different, based on the
country, the type of customer, and other factors. The key becomes identify ing the important elements necessary
to obtain an order and then structuring
terms and conditions acceptable to
both sides. As an example, some companies require a letter of credit confirmed by their domestic bank and pay able in U.S. dollars to accept an
international order. In Germany,
Volkswagen probably will prefer to pay
in deuts che mark s on open credit
terms. In China, the Bank of China
does not allow its LCs to be confirmed,
although you may find a domestic bank
that will do a "silent" confirmation.
Are you going to refuse to conduct
business with Volkswagen or in China
because of your arbitrary and restrictive international policies? While this
question may seem rhetorical, it really
is not. You very logically may decide
the answer is "yes." As a company, you
must be comfortable with the terms
and conditions you negotiate. If you
are not ready, or cannot afford, to assume the risk of open foreign credit
terms or foreign letters of credit, then

walk away from the order. But do not
lead a customer to believe you are going to be a viable supplier only to be
inflexible regarding their normal business terms.
The safest payment terms are cash
with order. These terms are very restrictive, but certainly some situations
warrant such caution. In many unsta
ble parts of the world, such terms
might be the only simple way to structure a deal. Recently, the EXIM Bank
had 32 countries rated D or lower (on
a grading scale of A to E -). In these
countries, cash with order is one of the
few acceptable risks most businesses
are willing to tolerate.
The next safest option would be to
obtain progress payments. To the buyer, it would be more acceptable than
cash with order. A machinery builder's
concern is how easily a project can be
adapted if the order is canceled. This
risk would be competing against the
buyer's fear of making payments and
then not receiving the merchandise.
LETTERS OF CREDIT
T m ahet snext
.
set of options revolve
around various letter of credit for Sight letters of credit con-

firmed by the seller's bank are used
widely in our industry. An LC is payable when the negotiated documentation is presented to the issuing bank.
When the LC is payable at sight, it
means there is to be no delay between
document receipt and payment to the
seller. In reality, many poorer countries routinely will stretch payment
from a few days to a couple of months.
Also, an LC would become worthless
if the issuing bank or country has become insolvent or has suffered some
other commercial or political crisis.
The safety of a LC issued by a for eign bank can be improved in several
ways. One option is to have your bank
or another bank operating in the Unit ed States "confirm" the LC. When a
bank makes a confirmation, the required documents are presented to the
confirming bank for payment. The con firming bank then willforward the documents to the original issuing bank for
reimbursement. As long as the seller
has prepared and supplied correctly all
items required by the letter of credit,
the risk effectively has been switched
from a foreign risk to a domestic bank
risk. In return, many confirming banks
will insure their risk further through
an insurance policy with EXIM Bank
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or other private international insurance company.
Another method of obtaining payment is with open credit terms. Our
company routinely uses this method
for smaller sales to stable companies
and countries, but obviously at a certain threshold we begin preferring
more secure terms.
If the buyer is unwilling to provide
an LC or wants to open it late, you have
another option. Open orders can be insured with EXIM Bank, FCIA, AI Global, or perhaps a few other international
insurers. The cost of the insurance will
be higher without the supporting letter
of credit, but the customer is saving on
banking costs.
The cost of insurance will depend
on the length of time before payments
are received, the buyer's country
grade, and whether the buyer is a private or public entity. The availability of
insurance will depend on the credit
worthiness of the buyer and the political risk of the country. Underwriting
international contracts is more of an
art than a science. Many of the factors
considered are far from an actuarial
science. We have obtained rates ranging from 1% to 5% of the value of an
order.

A final method of payment can involve extended credit terms. In the machine - building industry, we encounter
international competitors selling with
the advantage of "tied aid" arrangements. It is not unusual for the Japanese, Germans, and even countries
such as Spain, Brazil, and Italy to have
these foreign aid agreements. Tied aid
arrangements require the foreign aid
extended to be spent with companies
from the issuing country. Sometimes
the aid is in the form of low - interest
loans with extended payment terms of
10 to 30 years.
The MUM Bank has a policy of trying to match tied aid terms when provided substantiating evidence. By the
time the proof can be obtained —if it
can be obtained —it is often too late to
salvage an order.
There are several methods of extending credit terms. Some companies
might be able to extend credit through
internal leasing companies. But for
many small and medium -sized companies, this method probably is not an
alternative.
One way to extend short -term credit is by changing letter of credit terms
from sight to "x days after presentation
of documents." This method could

work for extending terms from a few
months to perhaps a year. Unless you
decide to "factor" the payment by discounting it to your bank or other financial institution, you will be tying up
working capital. If you factor the receivable, you also will be negotiating
whether the discount is received with
or without recourse should ultimate
payment fail to materialize.
A seller also can decide to sell on extended terms. Many banks will provide
loans of up to five years, covered by
EXIM Bank insurance. Alternatively,
the EXIM Bank has a Medium Term
Financing Program. When an export is
structured in an acceptable manner,
the EXIM Bank will fund up to 85% of
the project's value to a financial institution. The interest rate can be either
variable or fixed and often is based on
average life LIBOR (London Interbank
Offered Rate). In late 1993 we quoted
a five -year EXIM loan at LIBOR plus
7/8%, which worked out to a 4 5/8%
fixed rate.
In the past the EXIM Bank has had
a well- deserved reputation for being
slow and unresponsive —the approval
process could take six to 12 months.
The bank has made significant improvements, however, and in mid -1994
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISKS
n virtually every international order, one of the parties
must assume the foreign currency risk, although some multinational companies may be structured
to pool foreign currency needs with
availability. To illustrate the extremes and risks, let's consider a
couple of situations we faced.
The first one involved Volkswagen. It is obviously a major multinational company, and the deutsch
mark is a major international currency. It insisted on paying us in marks.
At the time we were quoting the project, the mark was trading for about
1.50 dm to the dollar. On a $14 million project they were willing to pay
us 21 million marks. As we were negotiating the project, the Maastricht
Treaty was in the process of falling
apart. Many European currencies
were very volatile. As the dollar
weakened to 1.37, our competitive
position improved. With a strong
mark, our equipment would have
required a payment of only about
19 million dm. However, just as
quickly, Germany went into recession, the mark weakened to 1.60,
and our price went to more than
22 million dm.
This example is based on the fluctuation of the daily spot market. In
actuality, we were anticipating payments 12 to 24 months in the future.
Therefore, once we had the order we
would have hedged by entering into
a forward contract to sell the marks
we were negotiating to receive. However, until VW placed its order, we
were at the mercy of the market fluctuations. In the end, while VW purchasing professed to prefer our
package, the deep German recession made it politically infeasible to
place a major project with a foreign
company.
In the VW situation we were dealing with a major currency and a major country. Another case in the
same time period involved a project
in Spain, and the customer insisted
on paying in pesetas. The Maastricht
Treaty travails were causing the minor currencies such as the peseta to
weaken dramatically. In addition, the
forward market for pesetas virtually
disappeared. The longest forward

0
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position available at the time was only three months. Therefore, it was
not going to be possible to hedge the
peseta.
Because the overall project was
small in relation to our size, we decided to "go bare" and price the project on my internal projected value of
the peseta. The spot price of the peseta was 104 and it was depreciating
by three pesetas per month, so I decided to price the project at 128 pesetas. I received a call from an irate
Spanish manager insisting my currency estimates were wildly pessimistic. My wild estimate probably
cost us the order. I made certain to
note that a year later, when the project would have been completed, the
peseta was trading at 132. I would
have lost our company 3% because
my estimates were actually too
optimistic.
To date we have not devised a satisfactory method of hedging currencies before we receive an order.
Once an order is received, it is possible to hedge most convertible currencies. In any event, the relative value of the dollar can have a significant
impact on the competitiveness of
exports.
WORKING CAPITAL
Banks are especially sensitive to
foreign risks. They took massive
write -offs on many Latin American
and other foreign loans in recent
memory. As a result, many banks
will not allow inventory for foreign
orders to be included in a borrowing
base. This restriction can create
working capital pressures for companies on formula -based lending. The
EXIM Bank has a working capital insurance program that will allow a
company facing this situation to persuade their own financial institution
to include inventories for export in
the lending base. Many commercial
bankers do not know of the program, and you may face the prospect
of educating your loan officer. An
EXIM- insured loan not only will provide you with greater borrowing
ability but also should allow you to
negotiate more favorable rates with
your banker.

announced additional measures
aimed at making it a more responsive
export supporter.
In a short space, it is impossible to
go into every possible option and detail having to do with international
payment terms. You need to realize
the importance of your professional
contacts and educate yourself on international finance terms. I keep a
personal financial file on each project.
Each file has notes on new options
and aspects I have discovered. This library of past projects is an invaluable
tool for new inquiries.

EXPORTING1BENEFITS
mericans complain about foreign imports taking jobs. Yet it
is estimated that fewer than one
out of every four American companies
with an exportable product has even
tried to export. On our first visit to
Volkswagen we were asked, "What
took you so long to come visit us ?"
The American economy has been so
large and easy that we never had to
learn to export. For every other country in the world, exporting is not a lux ury—it is a necessity.
Overall, Automatic Feed Company
has found that exporting brings numerous benefits. First of all, exporting
has been profitable. (It also is risky.
See sidebar.) Another benefit is that
our team members have grown in confidence. Exporting has been a valuable growth experience. We now
know we can compete with anyone,
anyplace in the world. Yet another
benefit has been geographic diversification with a product we already
know.
There also have been intangible
benefits. Recently, Automatic Feed
was the smallest company in Ohio to
receive the governor's E Award for
Excellence in Exporting. Kim and Peter also were recognized as Northwestern Ohio's 1994 Entrepreneurs of
the Year in Manufacturing.
Exporting is not easy. There are
certainly many pitfalls and much to
learn. But if we can do it, so can you!
Xie Me He Zai Jian (thank you and
goodbye).
■

Nathan E. Weaks, CMA, is secretary/

treasurer of Automatic Feed Company
in Napoleon, Ohio. He is a member of
the Toledo Chapter, through which this
article was submitted. He can be
reached at (419) 592-0050.
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Panoramic view of floor of Shanghai Stock Exchange, which was opened in December 1990.

BY AJAY ADHIKARI AND SHAWN Z. WANG
oreign investment in China has ballooned, making
China second only to the U.S. in terms of capital received through international investment. In 1993,
foreign investment in the form of
direct investments and joint ventures
soared to $70 billion, an increase of more
than 30% from the previous year. By the
end of 1993 there were approximately
170,000 foreign joint ventures, up 80% from
the previous year. Future prospects for foreign investments into China are also excelS
lent (see Figure 1). In a recent survey of
230 global companies by Ernst & Young
International Ltd., multinationals in the
U.S., Japan, and Europe overwhelmingly
viewed China —one of the fastest growing
economies —as the most attractive of the
world's emerging markets.
As a result of the economic metamorphosis in China the Chinese accounting
system has been transformed to accommodate these rapid economic changes and
to reflect the emerging new economic relationships. The reform of the Chinese accounting system is part and parcel
of China's overall free market economic reforms. An understanding of the Chinese accounting system is important because as foreign interest in the Chinese economy continues
to grow, accountants increasingly are playing a significant
role in assisting different parties interested in doing business with China.
Financial analysts all over the world are now tracking Chinese companies; however, they are faced with the difficulty
of understanding and interpreting Chinese financial statements. Foreign companies establishing operations in China

are faced with the problems of identifying and evaluating potential Chinese companies as joint venture partners and,
once operations commence, preparing and submitting periodic financial accounting and tax reports to the Chinese authorities. Chinese companies seeking to raise capital in the
international capital markets are faced
with the challenge of restating their finan-

An outdated
accounting
tructure tries

to keep pace
with a
dynamic
economy.
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cial statements to international standards.
We examine the evolution of the accounting system in China, highlighting the distinctive features of Chinese accounting to
provide a better understanding of current
developments.

EVOLUTION OF THE CHINESE
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

fter the 1948 Revolution, China embraced a centrally planned economic system patterned on the Soviet
model. Consistent with this emphasis, a
Soviet-type accounting system was adopted whose main purpose was to assist in the
implementation of state economic policy
and to maintain state control over the means of production.
The Chinese accounting system was largely a funds -based
system designed for a command control economy. The system had a control focus with emphasis being placed on how
state funds were used and if production quotas were being
met. It was a macro - oriented system providing statistics for
economic planning to the different government ministries
and tax authorities. Prior to 1978, all enterprises in China
were either state or collectively owned. There was little emphasis placed on measuring the profitability or the long -term
viability of enterprises.
Since 1978, as the Chinese economy has undergone a
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transition from a command
control economy to a market oriented economy, the stranglehold of state-owned enterprises has been substantially
reduced. From 1980 to 1991,
the contribution of state -owned

RMB and available only to Chinese residents; and the "B"
shares denominated in foreign
currency and reserved for foreigners. Total market capitalization of the two stock exchanges is approximately $50

enterprises to gross economic
output fell from 76% to 51 %,

billion with "A" shares accounting for more than 90% of the towhile the contribution of the
tal market capitalization. Severnonstate sector --collective enal large high-profile Chinese
terprises and privately owned
companies also have listed on
enterprises—grew from 24% to
the Hong Kong and New York
37% and 0%to 12%,respectively
stock exchanges. In order to be
Shanghai Exchange (above) trades In two types of shares.
(see Figure 2).
able to issue stocks, state enterThe traditional accounting
prises had to be reorganized as
system with its macro-oriented focus was inadequate in adcorporations, and to accommodate the new economic phedressing the needs of the growing profit-oriented nonstate
nomenon of shareholding companies, new accounting rules
enterprises and their stakeholders. In addition, the creation
had to be prescribed for such companies.
of special economic zones in China and the flow of foreign
The changes in the ownership structure of enterprise and
the accom panying accounting rules to support them have
capital into these zones brought considerable pressure for
changes in the existing accounting system. New accounting
given rise to three separate sets of accounting standards in
rules, "The Accounting Regulations for Joint Ventures,"
China. A Chinese enterprise may employ any of three acwere established in 1985 to address some of the new
counting procedures depending on whether it is state owned, a foreign joint venture, or shareholder-owned. The
concerns.
A more recent but highly visible aspect of the economic
separation of these three sets of accounting standards offireform program in China has been the development of capcially was articulated in a new set of accounting standards
ital markets. To develop alternatives to bank financing, since
passed by the Ministry of Finance in 1992 that included
the late 1980s, the Chinese government has allowed Chinese
"Rules for State-Owned Enterprise Accounting," "Rules for
enterprises to raise capital in the capital markets. This policy
Foreign Investment Enterprises," and "Rules for Experimenhas been facilitated both by developing the securities market
tal Shareholding Corporations." In August 1993, the Minisin China as well as listing Chinese companies on internationtry of Finance issued two general policy documents, the
al stock exchanges.
"General Principle for Enterprise Accounting" and "StanThe first official stock exchange in China opened in
dards for Enterprise Accounting." These two documents
Shanghai in December 1990 followed by the Shenzen Stock
provide a framework for future accounting system reform
Exchange in April 1991. Two types of shares are traded on
the two stock exchanges: the "A" shares denominated in
I•�
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and envisage a narrowing of the differences among the three

accounting systems that currently exist in China.
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FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING IN CHINA

Partly because of the accounting measurement variations
discussed above, restatement of financial statements of Chinese enterprises to International Accounting Standards result in significant adjustments. For example, when the financial statements of Shanghai Vacuum were restated to
conform to international standards, net income rose from
RMB 14.7m to RMB 73.4m and net assets fell from RMB
293.8m to RMB 198.6m for the nine months ending September 30, 1991. In another example, Shanghai Chlor - Alkali s
1991 net income fell from RMB 69.7m to RMB 3.3m after
restatement.'
The momentum for economic reform is irrevocable and
is forcing a rethinking of even deeply entrenched accounting
principles. For example, in accordance with Marxist economic theory, land is not recognized as an asset in China
because it belongs to the state. But there is a growing appreciation in China that land is a scarce economic resource,
the use of which can produce economic benefits. In a number of provinces in China, the right to use land for a specified
period has been auctioned or negotiated with the proper authorities. The acquisition cost for the right to use land is now
being recognized by enterprises as an intangible asset and
amortized over the contractual period.z Similarly, intangible
assets (patents, trademarks, copyrights, etc.) were not recognized in Chinese accounting. With the growing foreign investment and commercialization of technology, all intangible
assets are now required to be recognized and amortized. In
a departure from International Accounting Standards and
U.S. GAAP, even self - developed patents are capitalized rather
than expensed. Thus, the forces of economic liberalization
are slowly pushing the Chinese accounting system toward
conformity with International Accounting Standards.

he economic reforms toward a free market economy
have brought about significant changes in the Chinese accounting system; however, the momentum of
the old system still exists. Accounting standards continue to
be prescribed by the central government. The Department
of Administration of Accounting within the Ministry of Finance has full responsibility for administering accounting activities. The Chinese professional accounting body, The Accounting Society of China, which has a consultative role, only
can make recommendations.
Even after the recent reforms that have moved Chinese
accounting practices closer to International Accounting
Standards, a number of accounting practices remain that reflect the state - controlled nature of the Chinese economy. Depreciation accou nting, the rates to p rovid e for provision s for

bad debts, and the exchange rates to be used to convert foreign currency transactions are all mandated by state regulations. These rates often are unrealistic and have to be adjusted when converting Chinese financial statements to
international standards. Inventory and short-term investments are carried at cost with no provision for losses due
to decline in value.
Deferred taxation and contingent liabilities are not covered in Chinese accounting regulations. Reflecting the socialist economic and political system, Chinese enterprises
are required to make significant provisions for staff welfare
expenses (housing, pensions, bonuses, etc.). Contrary to International Accounting Standards and U.S. GAAP, however,
a portion of the provision is appropriated from after -tax profit
rather than being expensed. Table 1 summarizes some important variations in accounting disclosure and measurements between U.S. GAAP and Chinese accoun ting
standards.
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Chinese Accounting Standards
Reporting period

• Calendar or fiscal year

• Calendar year only

Disclosure of principal
accounting policies

• Must be disclosed

• State -owned enterprises: Must be disclosed

Segment information

Must be disclosed

• Not required

Must be disclosed

• Not required

Statement of cash flow

• Statement of changes in financial position or cash flow

•

• Joint stock limited enterprises and foreign investment
enterprises: Disclosure only if changes in policies

•

Contingent liabilities

•

Funds statement

statement
2. Accounting Measurements
• Straight -line or accelerated
methods over reasonable
periods

Depreciation

• State -ow ned enterprises and joint stock limited
enterprises: Selection of depreciation method and
useful life governed by state regulations

,,

-

• Foreign investment enterprises: Similar to U.S. GAAP
Inventory

• Valued at lower of cost or
market

• State -owned enterprises and joint stock limited
enterprises: Valued at historical cost
• Foreign investment enterprises: Similar to U.S. GAAP
but prior approval from state authorities required

Short-term investments

• Stated at lower of cost or
market

• Stated at cost

Provision for doubtful accounts

• Determination based on
estimation method

• Determination based on state - designated percentages

Staff welfare expenses

• Charged against earnings
before tax

• Portion of staff welfare fund appropriated from after tax earnings

• Recognized in financial

• Not required

01111111111L
Deferred taxes
—

AUDITING
he concept of auditing as we know it in the West is
of very recent origin in China. Until recently, all enterprises were state - owned, there was little emphasis
on profits, and auditing in the Western sense did not exist
in China. Any auditing activity that was conducted largely
resembled a control /inspection function providing verification on whether different enterprises were meeting their
plan targets.
Auditing in China only started getting some attention
with the growth of the nonstate sector during the economic
reform climate of the 1980s. The increased emphasis on auditing arose largely as a result of tax control purposes. As
the state gave up direct operational control in enterprises,
it needed some mechanism to monitor and verify that enterprises reimbursed the state for the appropriate amount of
taxes from their profits. An elaborate government - controlled
audit administrative apparatus was established with audit offices at the state, provincial, and local levels.
State -owned enterprises are not explicitly required to be
audited annually by independent auditors. The State Audit
Administration or the tax authorities periodically may conduct audits of state -owned enterprises for tax or other purao

poses. Only a quarter of state -owned enterprises are audited
each year. The joint stock limited companies and foreign investment enterprises are required to have an annual audit.
Most collectively owned and privately owned enterprises are
not audited at all.
This limited audit practice is primarily a result of the insufficient number of independent auditors. It soon became
apparent that the audit bureaus would be unable to service
all of the rapidly growing numbers of nonstate enterprises.
On October 21, 1988, a new set of audit regulations was approved that permitted the establishment of social audit units:
private independent businesses that are authorized to provide auditing and accounting services.
The above steps, while helpful, are not expected, at least
in the short run, to relieve the shortage for auditing services
in China. The public accounting profession has a very young
tradition in China. The first Regional Institute of Certified
Public Accountants was founded in Shanghai only in April
1987, and a year later the China Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (CICPA) was established by the Ministry of Finance. The CICPA is responsible for all matters pertaining
to CPAs including the administration of the CPA exam.
There are currently 10,000 members of the CICPA, but the
number is still far below demand.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

Although the CICPA has issued about 10 auditing standards that deal with basic auditing practices, the standards
used by local CPAs vary considerably. The annual audit normally is conducted in simply one or two weeks with a maximum of three weeks for big companies. Auditors seldom
seek third -party verification and are not present during the
physical count of inventory. There is also some concern over
auditor independence because the audit bureaus and even
the social audit units essentially are engaged by the Ministry
of Finance to whom they report. At the same time these auditing units rely on the Ministry of Finance for information
on the enterprises they have been asked to audit.
To improve the quality of auditing services and increase
the number of qualified auditors, a number of initiatives have
been undertaken. The CICPA has established nationwide
control over the training and licensing of accountants. The
organization also is actively participating in establishing the
content of universities' accounting curricula and guidelines
for awarding qualifications.
Previously only CICPA members were allowed to conduct
annual audits of Chinese enterprises. Responding to the
shortage of qualified auditors, the Chinese government has
relaxed its regulations to allow foreigners to sit for the Chinese CPA exam and has granted permission to foreign accounting firms to provide audit and accounting services in
China. In 1994, for the first time, 482 foreign accountants
from the U.S., UK, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao appeared for
the Chinese CPA exam. Of the foreign candidates, more than
300 already were CPAs in their home countries. China is focusing greater attention on improving the quality as well as
the quantity of CPAs. The Ministry of Finance plans to certify 100,000 accountants by the year 2000. The entry of international accounting firms will not only help relieve some
of the shortage for auditing services in China but also result
in the transfer of accounting and auditing know -how to Chinese professionals.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
lie evolution of management accounting in China has
its roots in the economic reform program begun in
the late 1970s. Prior to the reform program, all enterprises in China were state -owned and controlled. Production
quotas, prices, and investment decisions were all controlled
by the state. Managers at the enterprise level had no decision- making autonomy and did not bear any economic
responsibility for the performance of the enterprise. Consequently, accounting information had a strong macroorientation and was not geared toward managerial planning
and control at the enterprise level.3
The evolution of decision - making authority from the state
to the enterprise level has been the key motivating factor that
has spurred the demand for management accounting in China. As part of the economic reform movement, China has
encouraged the growth of the ponstate sector while simultaneously giving more autonomy to state -owned enterprises.
For instance, certain state -owned enterprises are now allowed to keep a portion of their profits. With these changes
has come the need for more advanced planning and control.
New decision - making functions along with increased autonomy have resulted in a growing demand for more operational
information by managers of enterprises.
While management accounting is a fairly new phenomenon in China, cost accounting practices have been widely
used in Chinese enterprises. The Chinese cost accounting
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1995
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system is patterned on the Soviet system with a strong
emphasis on standardized and unified reporting. Although
principles such as responsibility accounting, standard costing, and budgeting have been applied widely in Chinese enterprises, they have tended to have a distinct socialist
macro - orientation.
For instance, the traditional Chinese responsibility accounting system has been guided by quantitative production
targets rather than profits as its ultimate objective and has
emphasized nonmaterial (moral) rather than material (monetary) incentives. No distinction was made between variable
and fixed costs; therefore, the cost system did not provide
information conducive to performance evaluation at the departmental or functional level. Although Chinese budgeting
techniques were quite well developed, master budgets for
Chinese enterprises began with the production target budget rather than the sales budget, reflecting the socialist
macro - orientation.
Because pricing decisions were controlled by the state,
the linkage of cost analysis and pricing decisions was weak
at best. Little attention was paid to investment analysis, and
techniques such as return on investment (ROD, discounted
cash flows, and concepts of cost of capital were largely
unknown.
With the economic reforms, Western management accounting techniques increasingly are being applied in Chinese enterprises. Instead of wholesale copying of Western
management accounting techniques, the Chinese are adapting many of their existing practices to meet the emerging
managerial informational needs in enterprises.
Of all the Western management accounting techniques,
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will

the contribution margin (CM) and the cost - volume -profit
economy continues to move toward a market economy, there
(CVP) analyses have been the most popular techniques with
will be momentum for the accounting system to evolve and
Chinese enterprises. The attractiveness of the CM and CVP
move in line with international accounting standards and
approaches he in their ability to link profit with operational
practices. International assistance and cooperation, both
planning. Both techniques have provided Chinese managers
from the public and private sector, is needed to assist China
with simple but powerful tools to anain the task of transforming its accountlyze the effect that different operationing system.
al decisions will have on revenue and
Some initiatives already are taking
OTHER
CH
NA
costs. The use of CVP analysis and the
place:
INFORMATION
CM approach as planning and control
tools in Chinese enterprises is continuRESOURCES
• The World Bank and the Asian Deing to increase.
velopment Bank have approved
PERIODICALS
As Chinese enterprises gain more
loan plans to aid China in bringing
autonomy, other Western manageits accounting system closer to Inment accounting techniques such as
China Business Review by U.S:
ternational Accounting Standards.
inventory management and control,
China Business Council (bi- monthly).
• Under a $2.6 million contract, Deoperational budgeting, and capital budChina Market Intelligence by U.S:
loitte Touche Tohmatsu is assisting
geting will become more important.
China Business Council (monthly and
the Chinese government in develMany of these techniques already are
confidential for members of the Counoping accounting standards and esbeing introduced by Chinese foreign
cil only).
tablishing a continuing professional
joint ventures. The successful and
China Informatics by International
education program for the counwidespread implementation of these
Data Corp. Main focus: hi -tech industry's certified public accountants.
techniques not only will require a retry (telecommunications, computers,
• To gain exposure to international
structuring of the enterprise system in
electronics) (twice a month).
accounting practices, a number of
China but also a fundamental cultural
Business China by the Economist
Chinese accountants are interning
change in the attitudes of the Chinese
Intelligence Unit. Main focus: Topical
with international accounting firms
managers. The latter may very well
presentation of up- to-date business isin different countries.
turn out to be the greater challenge of
sues in China including regional sector
• With the relaxation of entry restricthe two.
profiles, competitor information, and
tions, international accounting
marketing insight (twice a month).
firms are entering into joint venChina Trade Report by Far Eastern
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND
tures with Chinese firms, providing
Economic Review. Main focus: similar
PROSPECTS
much needed training and transfer
to Business China (monthly).
of technical accounting know -how.
he Chinese economy has enChina Law & Practices by Asia Law
joyed enviable success over its
& Practice, Ltd. Main focus: business
Although progress is being made,
17 years of reform. However,
law (monthly).
fundamental changes in the Chinese
the transition from a planned economy
accounting education system also are
to a market economy is far from comneeded. Textbook reform and a reviON-LINE NEWSSERVICES
plete. Significant difficulties and uncersion of the accounting curriculum is
tainties still remain. At the macro level
China News Digest. China news
needed to reflect the new economic rethe central government, which has
items compiled by volunteers worldalities. To prepare students for a more
partially abandoned the old tools to
wide and provided every two days.
dynamic market - oriented system, edumanage a command control economy,
China Business,%urnal. China busicators need to incorporate new adis lacking the necessary instruments
ness news provided on a daily basis.
vanced teaching methodologies and
and mechanism to implement its ecoexpose students to the latest accountnomic and fiscal policy effectively. At
ing innovations. The reform of the Chithe micro level, state -owned enterprises are suffering losses
nese accounting education system will require time, but it
due to factors such as the poorly defined relationship beis essential if the momentum for reform is to be sustained. ■
tween the state and the management, the enterprises' inabilAjay Adhikari, Ph.D., is assistant professor of accounting and
ity to adjust themselves to a market environment, and the
heavy burden of the social welfare system which the enterinternational business at The American University, Washington, D.C. He can be reached at (202) 885 -1993. Shawn Z.
prises traditionally have been supporting.
Wang is an associate in the Capital Markets Group, Coopers
Recently the challenge of curbing double -digit inflation
and turning around the beleaguered state -owned enterprises & Lybrand, L.L.P., New York, N.Y. He can be reached at (212)
has resulted in a consolidation of the economic reform move- 259 -1386.
ment. To maintain social and political stability, the Chinese
government has adopted a gradual and deliberate approach
This article reflects only the authors' personal opinions, which
in its economic reform agenda, one that focuses in the short
do not represent the views of the organizations with which the
term on absorbing the measures introduced recently and
authors are associated.
testing on a small scale certain enterprise reform measures.
There should be no doubt that China's economy
exIAndrew jack, "Chinese Practitioners Ready for Their Great Leap Forward,"
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pp. 85-103.
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Current Evaluation,"InternationalJournal ofAccounting, v. 26, 1991, pp. 51-66.
in the Chinese accounting system. As long as the Chinese
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In France
French companies give a Gallic shrug to popular cost method.
BYPIERRE-LAURENTBESCOSAND
CARLA MENDOZA
by has activity -based costing (ABC) not been adopted more extensively in
France? France appears
to be in a special position relative to the
adoption of ABC. Few companies in
France are setting up an analysis of
costs by activity (activity-based costing
or activity-based cost management).
Instead, traditional methods including
full cost seem to be adequate for
French companies.
Based on research we conducted,
suggested reasons for France's nona
doption of ABC include: resistance to
change, unfavorable economic conditions, cultural factors, and the cost of
implementation. We wanted to determine if the limited implementation of
activity-based costing is due to the concepts themselves or factors unique to
France and possibly to other countries
of Europe.
The first large -scale ABC experiment in France took place in 1989.
Since then, many French companies
have considered the possibility of implementing activity -based costing, but
few have taken positive action. One
reason for not adopting activity-based
costing was that the French accounting profession was unsure of the relevance of this new method. A working
group was set up to examine its implementation. Within the framework of
the working group, we carried out a
survey of current trial implementaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

tions in France, the conclusions of
which are presented here.
We examined two companies —
ALPHA and BETA —out of a sample of
companies studied in detail. Both companies belong to the same business
sector, the computer industry. The difference between the two companies
is their source of capital. The first,
ALPHA, is a subsidiary of an American
corporation based in the United States.
The second, BETA, is the parent company of a French group with many subsidiaries throughout the world.
ABC AND ALPHA (FRANCE)
ased in Paris, ALPHA has annual sales of $1.5 billion and 3,800
employees. It is the subsidiary
of the international group ALPHA Co.
(United States). ALPHNs main business activity lies in microcomputers. It
has two factories and many commercial divisions throughout France.
The management of the accounting
system at ALPHA France is allowed only limited autonomy from the international group rules. An exception is its
management accounting where the
group's subsidiaries have been allowed to try a variety of approaches.
This partial autonomy is currently evident in the manner in which production costs per product are developed.
The costs of the other functions, such
as marketing and sales, are accounted
for in aggregate and not broken down
to the product level.
Until 1986, production costs were
33

Several aspects of French culture —the language barrier, the current economic environment, corporate management styles —have
contributed to the lack of use of ABC by companies in France. (Champs Elysees, Paris)

broken down to the product level according to a traditional U.S. standard
full -cost system based on simple allocation criteria such as direct labor
hours. The figures computed for their
production costs on this basis, however, came under increasing criticism
from factory managers. Their objections were particularly strong because
the standard costs obtained were to be
used to help them fix targets and make
decisions. The managers considered
the available data to be too unreliable
as a basis for setting product prices. To
meet their needs better, the managers
developed parallel systems that they
considered more relevant than a traditional full standard cost system. This
desire for change initially took shape
at ALPHA with no influence from U.S.
headquarters. Over the same period,
other subsidiaries in the world were
making similar moves to change their
cost analysis method.
This situation led to the search for
an alternative method, and a working
group within ALPHA France was
launched in 1985. In 1986, ALPHA
France sought to implement improvements that were easier to manage and
better met the needs of both factory
managers and division management.
Other objectives also were sought,
such as improving inventory valuation
and performance measurement. The
team in charge of this project started
by visiting the different divisions and
subsidiaries of ALPHA Co. to find out
where the best performing systems
could be found. The procedures fol34

lowed by one division located in California were of particular interest to
them. The subsidiary was engaged in
setting up an activity -based costing
system. The activity -based costing process had been established with the objective of obtaining standard costs relevant to decision making.
During the summer of 1987, the
working group approached an ALPHA
France factory with a proposal to set
up an activity -based costing system. It
was launched in September 1987 and
fully implemented by May 1988. Other
American divisions of the group subsequently introduced the same process.
Two levels of activity were selected:
the support cost center level and the
process cost center level. They were
linked as follows:
SUPPORT CENTERS
PROCESS CENTERS
PRODUCTS

These two activity levels were chosen because the support cost centers
and process cost centers group together activities of a similar nature. Also,
the responsibilities of these cost centers are defined clearly.
Process costs are allocated to the
products by means of cost drivers. The
cost driver is a variable that suitably reflects the variation in process costs depending on the activities consumed by
the products. The company set a direct
budget (direct costs) for each process,

a number of allocated resources (indirect costs), and an anticipated number
of cost drivers. It then became possible
to work out the standard unit cost of
the cost driver.
A manager from the finance department who had prior experience as a
production engineer led the working
group designing the new system. His
team consisted mainly of people
working in the same professional area.
The working group also included
some managers from production
departments.
The main difficulties encountered
by this small project team lay in identifying the different activities (grouped
into processes) and in selecting the
cost drivers. Compromise or arbitration was necessary on many classifications in order to arrive at an operational system rapidly. Nevertheless, it took
three years to achieve a suitable modeling of these activities.
The results of implementing the
new system primarily were revised
product costs and inventory values. In
line with the principles of activity based costing, the ABC implementation resulted in an increase in costs on
low- output products while costs for
high- output products decreased.
These cost changes led to a change in
the profit margins for individual product lines. A consensus gradually
emerged to the effect that standard
costs obtained using the new method
were a better reflection of reality. Then
further refinements were introduced,
including the analysis of cost sensitiv
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

ity to volume. Later, the company extended activity-based costing to sales
and support activities.
The company did meet with difficulties in familiarizin g man agers with the

new system and obtaining their willing
acceptance of the ABC results. Nevertheless, having started the ABC project in 1987, the company was able to
obtain more accurate and timely information when the microcomputer market became more competitive in 1990.
The project group unintentionally had
"anticipated" future problems, thus
giving itself time to improve the system gradually while it was under little
time pressure. By solving the problem
of a relevant cost analysis system in
advance of the 1990 market changes,
the working grou p contributed to
ALPHA's ability to respond to new market conditions.
Company management style did not
influence the change in costing method. North American management was
very flexible concerning the cost accounting process. Its strict requirement as to the financial system, however, did preclude application of ABC
methods in this area. Thus, management style did condition the choice of
subject matter to study, although it did
not impinge upon the study itself. It
was above all the fact of an unsatisfactory costin g method based on the
breakdown of general expenditure according to direct labor costs that motivated ALPHA France to investigate
the subject in greater depth.
The total cost of implementation
amounted to approximately $500,000,
a negligible amount compared to the

was attempting to reduce costs in order to make up for declining sales. One
of the ways it did this was to change
its operating structure in order to reduce its distribution and administrative costs. As a result of restructuring,
the group reduced the number of employees. It is against this background
that BETA decided to introduce new
management cost methods.
In 1989 BETA started a reassessment of how it computed product
costs. Impetus came from the highest
levels of management. Top management's request was that it should have
a clearer knowledge of their cost structure, obtain more timely information in
order to improve overall product management, and be equipped to define
and implement better strategies for increased productivity.
To restructure the accounting information system, in 1989 it set up a think
tank (a working group) on management accounting. This team reported
to the financial management department. Over the period 1989 -91, the
team carried out several experiments
in pilot factories. Great care was taken

developed in other functions (logistics,
marketing, sales). Project implementation is still under way at present. Nevertheless, the old system is still employed to determine the standard costs
used to value inventory for financial
reporting.
This procedure has led to the development of a large database that can be
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based costing only recently has been
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The process followed at BETA differs. It is not exactly clear how the project started initially —it is known that
the impetus came from top management. Management was aware of the
shortcomings of the existing cost system, but there was not clear perception
of the problems at the time. As a result,
the company set up a project team with
fairly loose guidelines.
The team attempted to implement
ABC as a learning exercise and as a
means of introducing managers to the
ABC system. They were very active at
the outset of each pilot, working alongside managers in the field in identifying activities and defining cost drivers.
Then the team gradually withdrew
from the site, although they were still
willing to give assistance. The operational managers took over, keeping the
information system alive and using it
as they deemed necessary.
The differences between the
ALPHA and BETA applications at this
point are:

Authors Carla Mendoza (I.) and Plerre- Laurent Bescos in front of their management school,
ESCP Group (Paris Graduate School of Management, Paris Chamber of Commerce).

used in a variety of ways. It is possible
to calculate not only the cost of a component, product, or order but also to
determine the cost of an activity or a
process. This information helps managers make better decisions when introducing new products or deciding
whether to adapt old ones.
The implementation has caused
managers to have a new attitude of cooperation and sense of responsibility.
Indeed, separating the company into
activities places the responsibility of
improving performance with the managers of those activities.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
ALPHA AND BETA
t ALPHA and BETA companies, the decision to implement
ABC came as a result of realizing that the existing costing systems
no longer were satisfactory. At ALPHA, it appeared that the traditional
full -cost method incorporated an excessive amount of indirect costs, and
therefore the cost of products was inaccurate. Also, the traditional systems
did not reflect the increasing diversity
of the products manufactured and marketed by the companies. Another crit38

icism leveled at the systems was that
they did not develop a sense of responsibility in the managers. Parallel systems were developed to remedy the
defects of the systems in use.
In both companies, the analysis for
implementing ABC took place in two
stages —the first, identifying activities,
and the second, defining a cost driver
for each activity. The breakdown into
activities is similar for both companies, and some cost drivers are the
same. In spite of these similarities,
some fairly considerable differences
between the two approaches are
worth highlighting.
ALPHA introduced ABC when the
economic climate generally was more
favorable than when BETA took action. Also, comparable projects already had been carried out in the U.S
subsidiaries. Top management had indicated its desire to modernize the
costing techniques and gave substantial autonomy to accomplish this end.
In defining the new costing method,
the managers' major concern was that
it should be compatible with the existing method of general accounting and
computer systems. The method was
implemented very rapidly and then
gradually improved.

■ Decentralization and the degree
of autonomy — decentralized at
ALPHA with management implementing a specific method locally;
centralized at BETA but subsequently transferred over to the
subsidiaries.
■ The degree of involvement of top
management — closely defined targets for ALPHA, less so for BETA.
■ The degree of dissatisfaction with
the old cost analysis system—introduction of a new system compatible
with the accounting system at
ALPHA; working side by side with
the old system at BETA, with no attempt to achieve compatibility with
the general accounting system.
In both cases, results were positive.
The most noteworthy ones were:
• More accurate costs,
• Better understanding of activities
affecting costs,
• Invaluable help in setting prices,
and
• Clearer view of product profitability.
A more detailed examination of the
two cases, however, indicates differences in the scope of ABC application.
At BETA, the approach was intended
to contribute to the development of a
new concept of responsibility. The end
objective was to use the information as
a basis to assess performance. Managers would be asked to improve their
performance based on the activities in
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which they had direct involvement.
They no longer would be assessed
solely on the results of their particular
activities.
Performance assessment was
much less an issue in the case of
ALPHA. There ABC was closely associated with the target- costing method
for studying the potential for developing and manufacturing new products.
The company was able to acquire experience in cost forecasting and then
became proficient at pre - defining optimum production conditions using the
definition of standard costs.

OBSTACLES ENCOUNTERED
n both cases a number of obstacles
were encountered in introducing
the ABC approach. The obstacles
seem to have been greater at BETA
than at ALPHA, and currently ALPHA
has achieved greater success in implementing ABC. The following obstacles
were identified.
Technical difficulties. It was not always easy to identify the activities and
cost drivers. With regard to the activities, one of the main problems was in
defining a satisfactory level of detail.
For the system to be operational certain activities had to be grouped together. Also, several cost drivers were
possible for a given activity. The choice
of the best cost driver often requires indepth study. In addition, ALPHA was
under one important restriction: The
new system had to be compatible with
existing computer programs and databases.
Economic difficulties. ABC was introduced at BETA against a background of reductions in the number of
employees. This context led to a deterioration of morale inside the company,
resulting in some degree of mistrust of
the new system.
Social and political difficulties.Managers were familiar with the traditional
cost accounting method. Varying degrees of resistance were experienced
when the ABC process was first
launched. At ALPHA, the new approach is limited to one factory. This
facility's employees are accustomed to
having their productivity monitored
closely and do not find the introduction
of ABC to be a disruption. At BETA,
the team proceeded quickly to apply
ABC to sectors other than production
such as logistics and sales networks.
Data collection was difficult. Many
people perceived the new approach
and its measurements as spying techniques, and it was rejected.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

DIFFICULTIES
IMPLEMENTING ABC IN
FRENCH COMPANIES
ased on the comparative analysis of ALPHA and BETA and
other companies studied, there
appear to be four interrelated factors
explaining the difficulty in implementing ABC in France.
The language barrier. French companies were rather late in looking at
the possibility of implementing ABC.
This situation exists partly because
ABC was developed in English- speaking countries and translations or adaptations of publications on this method
took some time. The language barrier
is therefore an important element in
explaining this delay.
The current economic context. The
cost of implementing a new method
and the time needed often are serious
impediments. These impediments especially impact during a recession

when expenditures must be kept down
and priorities tend toward short-term
solutions. In fact, the current economic environment in France and Europe
is now more difficult than in the United
States (see Figure 1). Moreover, the
opening of the European market in
1993 (European Union) and the reunification of Germany in 1991 have made
the economy and unemployment
worse. The result is a more competitive market. This situation forces European companies to make harsh
changes such as workforce reductions. There is not enough time to implement new methods such as activitybased costing.
The existence of a preestablished
French full -cost method. The full -cost
method is used in many companies.
This traditional method is more sophisticated than most full -cost approaches used in the United States and
is used in other European countries
such as Germany, The Netherlands,
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FIGURE 2 / ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING
The differences between activity -based costing (ABC) and French full cost
essentially concern the breakdown of indirect costs and are found on two
levels —the breakdown of resources and the criteria used to allocate costs to
the products.
Activity -Based Costing
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The French full -cost method breaks down resources in three stages as follows:
Stage 1 From indirect costs to auxiliary cost centers (support departments —
maintenance, general management, and so forth) or to main cost
centers (operational departments— procurement, production, sales,
and so forth). At this stage, the difference from ABC concerns the
grouping of indirect costs. A cost center is a department that generally,'
has its own manager. Each cost center performs activities that are,
consistent with ABC.
Stage 2 From auxiliary cost centers to main cost centers. At this stage, the
auxiliary cost centers' charges are broken down between the main cost
centers by arbitrary allocation "criteria" (such as the number of
employees of the main centers, amount of time the auxiliary center
devotes to each main center, internal invoicing, and so forth). All
indirect costs are accumulated in the main cost centers.
Stage 3 From main cost centers to products. At this stage, the costs of the
main centers are broken down between the products by means of units
of work relating to the volumes processed (material weights, labor
hours, machine hours, sales figures, and so forth). These allocation
criteria rarely reflect a causal link between the products and the:
different activities of the center.
Advantages of ABC:
• Activity -based costing is more precise in describing activities (there may be
several different activities inside one single cost center).
• Activity -based costing provides direct allocation of the costs of the auxiliary
centers to the products via the choice of drivers, which better explains the
relationship of cause and effect (for this, a distinction is made among several
levels of activities: unit -level activities, batch -level activities, product
sustaining activities. facility- sustainina activities).
■ Activity-based costing uses cost drivers by highlighting a logical link between,
activities and products (that is not the case when using labor units in th..,
traditional method).

and Spain.) (See Figure 2.)
Activity-based costing theoretically
may be more relevant, but the traditional French full- costing method is
very similar. Therefore, many French
managers perceive little or no incremental benefit to introducing ABC in
their companies. Also, some researchers and consultants in the field of accounting consider that the traditional
method can be improved to achieve
the same end - results as ABC without
the upset of introducing a new system.
The act of implementing new management methods or techniques always
has to overcome the hurdle of the
"leave things be" attitude. Language
also becomes an obstacle, especially
when there is no precise translation
in French for activity-based costing
concepts.
Management style ofFrench companies and related culturalfactors.Activity-based costing has been developed
in the United States. It is based on a
contractual system that clearly sets
out the performances exp ected of
each manager and each department.
This system is consistent with the traditional managing by numbers, the operational style that underlies most
American business organizations. The
logic of this style of management stip•
ulates that each person responsible for
a budget must be assessed according
to clearly defined objectives that were
negotiated and quantified beforehand.
As ABC identifies activities and
cost drivers, it also defines activities in
which managers have complete freedom to maneuver and the progress for
which managers are individually or
jointly responsible. This same system
of contracts also is applied to interdepartmental relations.
It is possible that French cultural
specificities may in part explain why
the implementation of the ABC method is so slow in France. Several studies have shown how the specificities of
French culture influence corporate
management in France (See Notes).
The very strong sense of territory
that prevails in French companies influences the relationships between departments. French workers trained
through degree programs consider
themselves more noble than those
trained on the job and vice versa. As
ABC tries to eliminate the barriers
that exist between departments, it
highlights the department's joint responsibilities in defining key processes. The implementation of ABC may
elicit a reaction of distrust because it
crosses the cultural barriers of train-
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ing and "reserved territory."
ABC tries to promote a new image
of the business firm, that of a horizontal organization characterized by processes requiring the coordinated action of all functions concerned.
Therefore, the implementation of
ABC involves the "de- partitioning" of
the corporate structure as well as increased relationships between the
parties concerned. On the one hand,
ABC makes for the improved perception of performance, which often
proves a disturbing element in the
French context. The French sense of
honor or true rank does not mix well
with the contractual logic underlying
the American model of management
control.
The sociocultural implications may
explain why ABC met more resistance
in BETA company than in ALPHA
company. Now a new element may
provide part of the answer. ALPHA is
the French subsidiary of an American
group. Even though most of the executives of the subsidiary are French, its
organizational and functional modes
are influenced by those of the parent
company. BETA is a French group.
The ABC task force most likely had to
confront resistance and political maneuvering that stem directly from the
specificities of French culture.
Are the difficulties in implementing
activity-based costing due to the actual
concepts themselves or rather to a
combination of factors specific to
France? ALPHA and BETA companies
indicate that both of these reasons explain the difficulty in implementing
ABC in France.
To make use of the advantages provided by ABC, it is important that a
company closely monitor its implementation. An essential precondition
for implementation of activity-based
costing is for managers to recognize
the need for better cost information
and performance measurement. A
willingness of top management to accept change is a necessary condition
for success. Rapid decentralization of
the process to the units concerned, effective backup from top management,
progressive implementation, adaptation to the cultural context of the company, and the attainment of rapid results also are essential to success.
Now that the recession is ending in
France, one hurdle preventing ABC
implementation will be removed.
Whether the end of the recession is
sufficient to increase implementation
of ABC is difficult to predict, especially given the other obstacles.
■
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Accounting for
Privatization is hampered by Russians' lack of business knowledge
BYGERALDSHERRY,CPA,AND
RUSSELLVINNING,CPA
he scarcity of professionally
trained management accountants in Russia is something
for which the present architects of reform should be thankful. If
the full extent of the financial costs of
perestroika could be forecasted and
quantified, it is highly probable that
the process of reform would not have
been embraced with such enthusiasm
and optimism.
Most Russians are depressed by
the current state of the economy, political uncertainty, level of crime, and
other social problems created as a result of the impoverishment of most of
the population. The negative impact of
perestroika has been manifested in

the unprecedented decline in industrial output, now at less than 60% of pre perestroika levels. At the same time,
as part of the price of transition, Russian society is attempting to cope with
rampant inflation, widespread corruption, and the influence of the "Mafia's"
penetration into the fabric of Russian
society.
Many Russians consider the only
benefits they have experienced from
perestroika are an increase in the
amount of open debate and a level of
personal freedom denied previously.
They would agree that the extensive
range of consumer goods now available would have been unimaginable to
most of the population a few years ago.
More product choices, however, are of
little consolation for the ordinary Russian who is experiencing great difficul-

ty in providing for the basics of life. If
it were possible to conduct a cost-benefit analysis on the impact of the social
and economic changes to date, the
costs as measured by the fall in living
conditions, as well as the decline in
production, employment, and investment, would be enormous. The benefits would be difficult to quantify.
Nevertheless, the process of transition has commenced and has reached
the point where it would be impossible
to revert to the old system of a command economy. Russians and others
living in countries of the former Soviet
Union have seen and sampled the vast
array of products and services common to the West. They are not likely
to turn back the clock and forsake the
delights of availability and choice for
the shortages and queues of the former communist system.
PROBLEMS WITH
PRIVATIZATION

Russians have seen and sampled the vast array of products and services common to
the West. They are not likely to turn back the clock to shortages and queues. (Arbat
Street - Moscow)
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o far the process of reform has
concentrated on the dismemberment of the centralized planning
process. It has involved allowing state owned enterprises greater freedom in
arranging contracts, setting prices,
and achieving a profitable return on activities. A consequence of this policy
has been that many large -scale stateowned enterprises have moved to privatization without knowing the problems associated with competing and
surviving in a competitive market
economy. These problems have been
immediate and dramatic.
The competition has not come from
similarly privatized enterprises located in other parts of the country but
from corporations in North America,
North Asia, and Western Europe that
market products the Russian consumer recognizes as technologically superior to their Russian equivalents.
These foreign goods appear to be better designed, more reliable, and
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Perestroika
and fear of accounting systems that evoke memories of central planning.
backed by organizations that have experience in satisfying consumer needs
through establishing efficient distribution and after -sales service systems. In
many cases, the only reason preventing the elimination of many Russian
manufacturing enterprises is that Russian consumers cannot afford to buy
the imported items and have to settle
for the Russian-made alternative.
An example of the need for customer service awareness was demonstrated at a large industrial plant outside
Moscow. This enterprise manufactured "clean rooms" and associated
equipment for the pharmaceutical and
medical products industries. Management was concerned that Western
companies were not interested in buying the product, even though the price
was significantly lower than the price
of similar apparatuses made in the
United States and Germany. The company had only a rudimentary infrastructure to support sales. In fact,
after -sales service was nonexistent.
Management had not considered the
financial risk to customers if the apparatus failed and immediate repair either was unavailable or impossible.
The company never had encountered
this cost of doing business under the
communist system.
Also, if management accountants
applied the price and quality relationships that are familiar to a consumer
in the West, they would see no reasonableness in the prices for Russian
goods and services. This discrepancy
is reflected not only in the outrageous
prices charged for hotel accommodations and all other services normally
associated with the hospitality and
tourist industries, but also in the prices charged for Russian-made consumer goods. Some goods appear to be
grossly overpriced, while some are incredibly inexpensive. Even allowing
for the low -cost structure for Russian
wages, it is obvious that items such as
small electrical appliances are being
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

sold for amounts that do not represent
"real" costs. For example, a reasonable -quality Russian-made three -head
electric razor could be purchased in
stores throughout the Russian Federation for less than $5. An 800 -page
hard -cover Russian- English dictionary
was selling in many bookstores for
under $4. Such retail prices are hard
to justify considering that these products may be manufactured seven
time zones from the point of sale. The
concepts of cost and profit as they
are understood in Western accounting
are not entrenched yet in Russian
business.
In the past, enterprise profit was determined by applying the accounting
rules of the Ministry of Finance. Profit
was calculated on a cash basis. Although there has been some modification of these rules, dramatic change

toward embracing Western -style generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) —either U.S. or Western European—has not occurred yet. Businesses still are constrained by the rigid requirement to base all recording
and reporting on a uniform chart of accounts. There is no flexibility in the
system for using a chart of accounts
best suited to an individual business's
reporting and budgeting needs. Management accountants from the United
States and other Western nations find
the inflexibility of the recording and
reporting system a major impediment
in their efforts to introduce management reporting and forecasting systems in Russia.
It is not uncommon to enter into negotiations with large Russian organizations that claim to be profitable but
have only a vague notion of the cost of

Budgeting and reporting systems that provide essential information and co ntrol are
opposed by management because they are fearful of being considered "closet
communists." (Changing of the guard -Red Square)
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the products they produce. For example, a large metal fabrication plant in
one of the formerly "closed" scientific
cities north of Moscow had been
equipped with state -of -the -art Germanmanufactured machinery costing
many millions of dollars. Although
originally it was anticipated that this
equipment would be used in the Russian space effort, it was in fact being
used for constructing basic one -room
metal structures sold as kiosks for the
Moscow area.
Management was adamant that the
company was making a profit. But the
sales price for the kiosks at that production level probably could not cover
variable costs, let alone any contribution made toward fixed -cost recovery.
An informed estimation of just the depreciation amount appropriate to such
an operation was far greater than the
annual sales revenue being generated.
Nevertheless, management was unshakable in its belief that this operation was profitable. It was quite perplexed as to why potential Western
joint - venture partners were not interested in committing the large amount
of capital it was demanding for entry
into its "profitable" operation.
This Russian enterprise previously
had been part of the military - industrial
sector of the economy. It is important
to understand that the shift toward a
market economy is not as general as
many people believe. The military -industrial sector has remained closely
protected and is involved only partly in
the present Russian privatization process. It is not concerned with the operational restrictions of cost or profit.
The main role of industries in this sector is to ensure that the output satisfies the demanding specifications of
the various military services.
The difficulty for politicians and
others advancing the cause of the market economy is that the military- industrial sector contains the most efficient
producers. Furthermore, it commands an almost complete monopoly
of the advanced technological resources of the nation. An urgently
needed stimulus to the process of privatization and survival of Russian industry would occur if the advanced
production techniques and knowledge
currently locked up in this sector were
made available to Russian enterprises
facing international competition.
Unlike the technology transfer that
has occurred in the West, however,
the benefits in manufacturing and
technology that have been derived
from the large investments in military
44

Educational initiatives for training accountants are under way— author Gerald Sherry
(standing) celebrates w ith a group of graduating trainees in business.

equipment and space technology have
not flowed through to those industries
that are producing solely for Russian
consumers. The tragedy is that in the
short term this situation is not likely
to change. The benefits of high -level
technologies will continue to be
locked away to the detriment of the
rest of the Russian manufacturing
industry.
EMERGING ROLE FOR

ACCOUNTANTS
he old system of Russian accounting that was concerned
with fulfilling the reporting
needs of the centralized planning system is beginning to change and with it
the perception of the role of the accountant. This situation was put into
stark perspective when a large company in building and road construction
began considering options for privatization. The splitting of this enterprise— located in the city of Vladivostok— into separate, privately owned
operations was complicated by the
lack of reliable information on past
and current performance of the various divisions. Apart from the political
posturing of the various individuals
and groups, the process was complicated by the difficulty of attaching values to items of equipment, stock, and
other assets. Information was a scarce
commodity.
The lack of accountants with even
the most modest understanding of
cost and cost control techniques made
the process more difficult than it

T

should have been. The size of the loss
eventually determined in a major manufacturing division changed the whole
direction of the privatization proposals. Once the restructuring was complete, the need for further relevant
cost information and cost control
mechanisms became a matter of even
greater urgency.
It is not difficult to discover the reasons for the lack of financial information available for important management decisions. In the past,
accountants were not considered part
of senior management. They performed routine clerical tasks associated with the collection of data on inputs
and outputs necessary for the various
reports associated with central -plan
fulfillment. The process of providing
management, or any other interested
external party, with information on
which to make informed financial decisions was not part of their duties.
Their duties consisted of ensuring that
the relevant government returns and
forms were filed on time and that compliance with all necessary administrative procedures was achieved.
In addition, accounting was perceived as a woman's occupation because of the clerical aspects. While the
status and role of women in society in
the West has changed dramatically
over the past decades, the same social
elevation has not occurred in Russia,
despite all the rhetoric of the previous
communist system. The reasons are
better left to the sociologists to explain, but this perception is an impediment to raising the status of accountMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

ing as an important profession that
can make significant contributions
toward the successful transition to a
market economy.
This overall perception of the role
of accountants presents an even greater challenge for persons seeking to establish management accounting as an
equally important and respected part
of accounting. Management accounting operates in a proactive environment— satisfying current decision making needs and setting future goals
and policy. It is a departure from the
conventional perception of a traditional Russian accountant trained to comply with a very deterministic set of financial rules directed at reporting on
past transactions.
These problems are compounded
by Russian managers' desire to distance themselves from the stigma of
being associated with anything that
might connect them to the previous
communist system. They are suspicious of those elements of management accounting that require planning
and performance measurement. The
memory of the central planning process still is vivid.
For example, a large Russian electronics component manufacturer uncompromisingly opposed a comprehensive budgeting and reporting
system based on cost centers that
would provide essential management
information and control. Management
feared they would be regarded by the
employees and local residents as
"closet communists." In many ways
their fear was understandable as the
enterprise was the major employer in
a city of 40,000 inhabitants whose major social infrastructure had been neglected badly by the former communist regime.
The role of the accounting profession, however, is beginning to change.
With the influx of Western corporations, Western -style accounting concepts and standards have started to
permeate Russian accounting. The
movement toward Western accounting practices has been influenced by
the early presence of the "Big 6." Most
of these firms have established offices
in the main Russian commercial centers of Moscow and St. Petersburg and
in Almaty in Kazakhstan.
The future direction of the development of Russian accounting will be interesting to observe. One of the choices the Russians will have to make is
whether to structure their accounting
rules according to GAAP or to follow
the example of the East German tranMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

sition experience that restructured toward compliance with the European
Community (EC) accounting rules.
The only certainty is that there will be
change. Many Russian enterprises
have learned the hard way that Western partners are not going to make
their investment decisions based on financial information that is not accurate and not prepared in accordance
with the accounting standards with
which they are familiar.
JOINT VENTURE PROBLEMS
uccessful joint venture agreements usually require the preparation of a business plan. There
are many stories of business proposals
being aborted at the initial stages of
negotiation because the Russian company did not prepare a business plan.
Indeed, it must be re- emphasized that
from the Russians' perspective the
concept of a "plan" immediately raises
the memories of the old command
system —a system they do not wish to
revisit.
Once Russians understand that the
Western business -plan concept differs

in both scope and flexibility from their
experience of operations under the
previous centrally planned system,
they are faced with the difficulty of
having to quantify the expected results in the form of projected cost and
financial statements. It is here that familiarity with Western management
and financial accounting concepts is
important and that the inputs from
management accounting are crucial.
Unfortunately, the lack of trained Russian personnel familiar with these concepts and techniques is acute.
The situation is complicated by the
Russians having to cope with reporting results that have been compiled
from data collected during periods of
rampant inflation. The official monthly
inflation rate has fallen dramatically
from in excess of 30% a month in 1993
to around 5% to 7% a month now. Consequently, accounting for inflation influenced numbers still is a problem.
Even though inflation- adjusting techniques, such as indexing, are understood through the periodic indexing of
wages and pensions, this concept has
not been formalized in business accounts. The historical cost concept
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still reigns supreme. The problem is
complicated further by businesses
having to adjust and compensate for
the additional risk of the seemingly
continuous devaluation of the ruble
against the U.S. dollar and other major
hard currencies.
Meanwhile, the problems of assessing the financial risks and returns of
business investments in Russia remain. They also provide opportunities
for management accountants as well
as hazards. On the one hand, it seems
precarious to attempt to apply the
range of management accounting
techniques in a business and social environment that contains so many uncertainties. On the other hand, it
would be reprehensible to commit
scarce financial resources to business
projects without assessing strategies
for coping with such uncertainties.
International -aid agencies and
economists involved in this period of
unprecedented change say that if Russia is to recover economically, Western investment of capital and technology is essential. Western businesses
will have to assess the risks associated
with an investment in Russia and are
unlikely to invest unless they can see
a generous financial return on their investments. Russia will need accountants trained in Western management
and financial accounting techniques
and the unique recording, reporting,
and taxation requirements of the
Russian system.
HOW CAN RUSSIA RETRAIN OR
FIND TRAINED
ACCOUNTANTS?
e effect of the lack of Russian
ccountants with experience
annot be overemphasized.
Managers of enterprises whose training, experience, and personal success
were acquired under the previous
communist system are not anxious to
admit accountants into the higher echelons of management decision making. They still see accounting as a
compliance function, and, given the
unusual prevailing inflationary conditions, can justify this attitude by the irrelevant use of historical cost for financial reporting. Accountants are
essential, however, for dealing with
the complications associated with
changing business and corporate legislation, as well as complying with reporting requirements and minimizing
the payment of taxes. It is primarily
through the dramatic opening to foreign trade and investment that accoun-
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tants are gaining an entry into the senior levels of management.
How can this urgently needed accounting talent be provided? The conventional process of training management accountants in the West begins
at universities and colleges. Education
is followed by a period of employment
where additional skills and experience
are learned and the individual commences the process of ascending the
management hierarchy.
In Russia, educational initiatives
now are under way with universities
and other institutions offering courses
in accounting. Many of the more reputable tertiary institutions are offering
well - designed and rigorous courses
that often are conducted in collaboration with, or assistance from, American and other Western institutions.
The infrastructure necessary to effect
a change in direction and emphasis for
accounting education is in place, but
there still is a need for reputable
education.
The problems that currently exist
in Russia, however, are of such magnitude and urgency that the luxury of a
relatively long incubation period for
university- trained accountants cannot
be indulged. In the short term, another solution must be found if management accountants are to contribute to
the gigantic social and economic restructuring that is in progress.
Perhaps one solution lies in the retraining of the officer corps of the reduced military. This group is well -educated, disciplined, and well- respected.
The dramatic social change has left
them to cope with retrenchment from
what they once thought was a lifelong
prestigious and secure career. An initial business training program in the
immediate period prior to demobilization could provide basic accounting
skills and knowledge.
There have been some initial programs sponsored by international -aid
agencies that have trained ex- military
officers to undertake new careers as
investigators for the internal revenue
authorities. It is probably not the most
popular way to overcome the status
problem of accountants —nor is it providing the necessary skills at the enterprise level where such talents are
needed urgently.
BEYOND PERESTROIKA
t is difficult to make predictions
about most events in Russia, and a
prediction about the future of accounting is no exception. It is likely,

however, that the trend toward adopting Western -style accounting standards will continue, but whether these
standards duplicate GAAP or EC rules
still is uncertain. If there is an end to
political uncertainty and if the immediate problems of the exchange rate, inflation rate, corrupt practices, and Mafia influences are controlled, business
may begin to plan with some degree of
confidence about the future. At that
point, the demand for management accountants will become acute. But as
any good management accountant will
tell you, if success is to be assured, the
planning, training, and education process must begin now.
■
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ACOUNTERTRADEPRIMER
A look at a growing trend that demands management
accountants' attention.
BYKWABENA ANYANE -NTOW,
CPA, AND SANTHI C. HARVEY
the year 2000, an estimated
y
one -half or more of all international trade will be conducted
as countertrade, according to
IMF, World Bank, and the U.S. Department of Commerce. Despite this growing phenomenon, our profession provides no guidelines to account for
countertrade transactions. Valuation,
revenue recognition, and disclosure issues that reflect the substance of such
transactions are essential to productive planning, controlled management,
and accurate financial reporting. In the
absence of accounting guidelines, it is
imperative that our profession, at the
very least, encourage full disclosure of
countertrade transactions and that
practitioners understand the basics of
this sophisticated form of trade.
Countertrade can be defined as a reciprocal exchange involving limited or
no transfer of funds. In its simplest
form, it is trade without money. But it
also describes a multitude of trade arrangements —both domestic and interMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

national —in which goods, services,
and technologies are exchanged in addition to, or in place of, money. Countertrade began as simple barter. Although barter declined drastically with
the invention of currency, it has resurfaced periodically, especially during
times of economic stress. Given the political and economic pressures of many
countries and the competitive world
market, it is no surprise that countertrade represents a substantial and increasing part of global trade today. The
number of countries imposing countertrade requirements increased from
15 in 1972 to more than 100 in 1991.1
LEARNING THE LANGUAGE OF
COUNTERTRADE
ountertrade transactions take
such a wide variety of forms that
it is difficult to agree on terminology. It is possible, however, to classify countertrade into broad categories
based on characteristics such as type
of goods exchanged and financial arrangem en ts. We present 10 categories
here. See Table 1 for an overview of the

components of countertrade.
Barter. Barter is the simplest and
oldest form of countertrade. It is a onetime, direct exchange of goods of equal
value. The exchange is executed under
a single contract between two parties
and is consummated simultaneously
or over a period of up to one year. Although money usually isn't exchanged, it isn't excluded. Letters of
credit, performance bonds, escrow accounts, and similar instruments sometimes are used to secure delivery obligations. Pure barter, that is, trade
without cash, is relatively rare in contemporary international trade. In general, items bartered are homogeneous
bulk products or commodities. Iran's
mutton - for -oil deal with New Zealand
and its rice- for -oil trade with Uruguay
and Thailand are classic examples of
pure barter.2
Counterpurchase or Parallel Barter.
Counterpurchase is the most common
and fastest_ growing form of countertrade. Under this arrangement, the exporter agrees to purchase or market a
percent of the contract value of its exports in the form of goods, services,
47

technology, or manufacturing capability from the importer. This operation,
conducted under two contracts linked
by a protocol (a third -party agreement), is similar to standard trade because each party receives payment in
hard currency. The duration of the
trade typically ranges from two to
three years. The type and price of
counterpurchase items usually are not
specified when the contract is signed
but are agreed to at a later date. Generally there is no link between the type
of goods exchanged.
Although the typical counterpurchase obligation is 50% of the original
sale, some countries, like India, have
imposed a 100% requirement3 Heavy
penalties for nonperformance make
default unattractive. An example of a
counterpurchase agreement is the exchange of Italian industrial equipment
for Indonesian rubber. East European
and Third World countries also often
exchange raw materials and manufactured and semi - processed goods
for Western technology and capital
equipment.
Offset Trade. Offsets are counter trade transactions involving military
and certain large civilian procurements. They usually combine domestic content, coproduction, and technology transfer requirements with
long -term (in excess of five years) reciprocal purchase obligations. Offset
percentages range from 25% of the

Forms of Countertrade

Simple barter
(swap —a variation of barter)

Author Kwabena Anyane -Ntow

original sale to several times its value.
Similar to counterpurchases, offsets
require the exporter to assist in export development and overseas marketing of products produced in the
buying country. Goods in this category include military equipment, aeronautical products, and similarly related large - scale, high -priced items.
Heavy financial penalties are levied for
nonperformance of offset obligations.
Local production agreements are becoming more common in the govern ment-to-government sale of defense
equipment. As the major Western
world supplier of arms, the United
States was indirectly responsible for

Use of
Money

the rise of offsets. The Boeing Company sale of ground- to-AWACs electronic
communication system to Saudi Arabia was one of the largest offsets in
the '80s.4 This project, known as the
Saudi Arabian Peace Shield, was valued around $1.3 billion with a 35% offset requirement.
Compensation or Buyback. Buyback
is the fastest growing form of counter trade in terms of dollar value. Under
this deal, the seller (usually an industrial firm) exports equipment and technology and agrees to buy back, over a
period of time, a quantity of the products manufactured. The value of a buyback is equal to or greater than that of
the original transaction. Although the
original purchase may be made in
cash, settlement is always the product.
Buyback is transacted under two contracts and may involve a third party,
such as a trading house. Examples of
buyback agreements include Japan's
exporting of computer chip processing
and design technology to Taiwan, Singapore, and Korea in exchange for a
guaranteed percentage of the outputs.5
Cooperative Venture.A cooperative
venture, a variation of buyback, occurs
when both parties own equity in the
production facilities. This long -term arrangement involves capital projects or
production- sharing ventures in the extraction and processing of mineral
ores. In the former case, both parties
agree to supply a portion of the com-

Types of Goods Involved
(General)

Duration of
Transactions

Involvement
of Third Party
No

No

Homogeneous, bulk products
(raw materials)

1 year or less

No

Variety

Usually 1 year

No
No

Variety
Variety

1 to 3 years
1 to 3 years

Yes

High - technology products
(military and aeronautical products)

5 to 20
years

Possible

Counterpurchase or parallel barter

Yes

Nonmilitary products not related to
initial sale (manufactured and semiprocessed goods)

2 to 3
years

Yes

Buyback or compensation
(cooperative venture —a variation of
buyback)

Yes

Capital goods and products related
to initial sale of technoloQv or turnkey
plants

Clearing arrangements or clearing
account barter
a, Bilateral clearing (between two
governments)
b. Switch trading
Evidence accounts (between a
firm and a government entity)
(can be direct or indirect)

4 to 25
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portents to be assembled. The Western
partner almost always exports machinery and technology, usually to a cash poor nation. Payment for both parties
is the resultant products or proceeds.
An example is an agreement between
Exxon and Indonesia to develop the
world's largest natural gas project near
Jakarta8
Swap. In swap agreements, products from different locations are traded
in order to save transportation costs.
Swap deliveries work only for homogeneous, high- bulk /low -value commodities. A swap took place in 1978 with Soviet oil headed for Cuba, and Mexican
oil bound for Greece. Under the swap,
Mexico shipped oil to Cuba and the Soviets sent oil to Greece. The transaction saved both nations considerable
transportation costs.?
Bilateral Clearing (government -togovernment transactions). Two govern-

ments with foreign exchange controls
and currency shortages agree to purchase a certain volume of each other's
goods over a period of time. Account
balances are maintained in each country's official bank using an agreed -upon clearing currency, such as the U.S.
dollar or the Swiss franc. All exchange
must stop when a maximum specified
trade imbalance (swing) is reached,
generally 35% of the specified annual
trade volume. Accounts are balanced
periodically, and trade imbalances
(swings or clearing credit) are settled
in the agreed -upon currency. Bilateral
clearing usually takes place between
Third World countries and Eastern
block nations. For instance, in 1994
China and Saudi Arabia negotiated a bilateral agreement with a target of $1
billion to balance their trade accounts.8
Switch Trading. Switch trading is
similar to bilateral clearing except that
trade imbalances are settled with
switch trade. The country with a trade
surplus transfers all or a portion of its
clearing account to a third party at discount prices. The third party, often a
switch trader, uses the surplus credits
to buy goods from the deficit nation
and, through a series of complex
trades, converts them into cash. The
surplus credit nation receives the
cash proceeds, minus a considerable
commission for the third party. A
switch trade occurred when the United States exported fertilizers to Pakistan through a Rumanian - Pakistani
agreement'
Evidence Accounts (business-to-government agency transactions). Evi-

dence accounts are umbrella trade
agreements between a Western busiMANAGEMENTACCOUNMG /APRIL 1995

But what's in it for the West?
Though less enthusiastic about countertrade, Western companies participate to expand their markets and stay
competitive globally. Countertrade is a
show of good faith, and Western companies hope to gain preferred trader
status and access to critical raw materials. It also is a way to unload excess
inventories. Merchandise that is difficult to sell in primary markets often
can find a home through countertrade.

...ORACUMBERSOMEWAYTODO
BUSINESS?

Author Santhi C. Harvey

ness exporter and a government agency, such as an industrial ministry or
foreign trade organization (FM) . The
exporter sells goods or services to an
FTO in the importing nation while simultaneously buying local goods, usually through another FTO, to balance
the trade account. The government
agencies in effect become clearing
houses for all international buying and
selling. The buyer's trade bank and a
specified Western bank monitor the
flow of trade. Evidence accounts,
which are settled in cash after each
transaction, generally range from one
to three years.
Blocked Currencies. Under this arrangement, the exporter sells goods
for local currency and uses the proceeds to purchase local goods for sale
abroad. The currency is blocked because local currency must be used in
the buying country. For example,
American companies in the past often
bought goods from Mexico and the former Yugoslavia with local currency to
defray costs incurred by exporting to
these countries.10

ACREATIVEWAYTOFINANCE
TRADE...
rom the point of view of centrally
planned economies and developing nations, countertrade is convenient, low risk, and immediately enforceable. Countertrade saves hard
currency, generates foreign exchange,
and improves a country's balance of
trade. It maintains the price of goods,
which otherwise could not be sustained on a cash - for -goods basis. It
helps developing nations gain access
to Western marketing expertise and
technology and pay for ambitious industrialization programs.

ountertrade, however, is less efficient than cash - for -goods exchanges. Negotiations are complex and time consuming, and transaction costs are high. Only about 1% of
negotiations actually are consummated. Goods received as compensation
often are of poor quality, are packaged
unattractively, and are difficult to sell
and service. Delivery is less than reliable because contracts are long term.
Western companies that engage in
reciprocal exchanges often create
competition for themselves when the
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traded -for goods arrive at home markets. As prices of these goods are determined by criteria that have little to
do with the market, there is risk of
price distortion. In many instances,
countertrade replaces free market
forces with reciprocity, protectionism,
and price fixing. Furthermore, trade
relations often are based on ill- defined,
nonnegotiable, statistically elusive
practices.
WHAT ABOUT THE ACCOUNTING
ISSUES?
s the accounting profession prepared to deal with the countertrade phenomenon? Accounting
for countertrade transactions is addressed in a general fashion in Accounting Principles Board (APB)
Opinion 29, "Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions," and by Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards
(SFAS) 63, "Financial Reporting by
Broadcasters." SFAS 49, "Accounting
for Product Financing Arrangements,"
might be used, but countertrade raises
more questions than are answered by
these guidelines. For instance, is a sale
in which the seller agrees to buy a
product in payment for the initial sale
covered under SFAS 49? When a manufacturer agrees to buy products that
might not be resold easily in primary
markets, does it then have inventories
or receivables? At what value should
these inventories /receivables be
recorded?
For most countertrade transactions, a sale may not have occurred until the obligation has been fulfilled, but
most companies are assumed torecognize revenues at the time the initial
transaction is made. This treatment
can distort the financial statements
and operating results of the company
in several respects. The income statement may include revenues that may
never be realized in full, and the balance sheet may include receivables
that may never be realized in full.
Another question arises. When a
sale is consummated on the basis of
the exporter buying products from the
importer to be resold in payment of the
original sale, can the sale be recognized before all its costs can be estimated reasonably? Until the costs of
resale are determined and the proceeds are known, revenues, cost of
goods sold, and profits or losses may
be unrealizable. Hence, revenue and
cost valuation shown on the income
statement may be unrealistic, indeterminate, and therefore misleading with50

out adequate footnote disclosures indicating the remaining obligations or
possible additional costs or losses that
could be incurred as a result of fulfilling those obligations.
On the balance sheet one can expect to see accounts relating to portions of receivables and retained earnings resulting from the countertrade
transactions. Receivables based on inventories acquired or to be acquired
from the importer raise important
questions. At what amounts should
they be shown on the statements? Because such inventories probably will
be sold at discount, is it appropriate to
record them at contract price? Would
any substantial discounts or losses materially affect the retained earnings
amount? Do companies disclose sufficient information concerning their outstanding obligations?
Although trade credits have been
discussed, revenue recognition over
the medium to long term has been neglected. In our opinion, GAAP relating
to revenue recognition under longterm construction contracts may be applicable to these types of countertrade.
Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB)
45 states:

PUSHFORDISCLOSURE
ompanies engaged in countertrade traditionally have not disclosed certain aspects of their
transactions. As a result, we don't
know if these transactions shrouded in
secrecy are distorted or represented
fairly in financial statements. Revenues
for long -term countertrade should not
be lumped into one period but should
be prorated over the life of the contract
or at the end of the project, whichever
is more appropriate. Uncertainties and
risks should be considered fully and be
stated.
As management accountants, we
should be concerned with possible distortions in the financial statements of
companies engaged in countertrade.
The profession needs to provide guidance on valuation, recognition, and disclosure issues as they pertain to countertrade. Such guidance might lead to
better reporting of operating results
and accurate financial statements as
well as better planning and management of countertrade as a strategy to
enhance the international competitiveness of the American economy.
■
Kwabena Anyane -Ntow, CPA, is profes-

1. The percentage -0f - completion method recognizes income as work as a
long -term project progresses. The
recognition of revenues and profits
generally is related to costs incurred in fulfilling the contract
obligation.
2. The completed contract method recognizes income only when the
contract is complete. Possible journal entries for most countertrade
transactions may be illustrated as
follows:
1.TradeAccountsReceivable
XXX
ObligationtoPerformunder
CountertradeTransactions
XXX
Torecordtheagreementat
itsinception.
2.ObligationUnderCountertrade
Transactions(fullorpartial
fulfilment)
XXX
Revenues
XXX
Torecordperformanceof
obligations.
3.Cash(InventoriesorGoods
Received)
XXX
TradeAccountsReceivables
XXX
Whenresultsineithercashor
itemsarereceivedasfinalpayment
withnooutstandingobligationsto
performoradditionalcoststobe
incurred.
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Understanding
Global Standards
When your company goes global, examine the differences between the
international standards and GAAP.
BY ANNE J. RICH, CMA
n the past, U.S. businesses did not
have to pay attention to International Accounting Standards
(LAS). But as the business world
shrinks and the number of international transactions grows, most U.S. businesses recognize they must adapt to a
global environment. Within this context, understanding the increasingly
rigorous IAS is becoming a necessary
skill for management accountants.

SUPPORT FOR USING IAS
liy should American accountants begin to change their
perception about International Accounting Standards?
• Many countries already use IAS,
and management accountants
should be aware of their impact on
U.S. standards.
• International transactions are increasing at an amazing rate, and
U.S. companies will have to evaluate
foreign companies in order to extend credit and vice versa.
• With the growth of American subsidiaries abroad, companies are required to report in the subsidiary's
host country as well as consolidating using U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP). Preparing financial statements using
two or more accounting standards
is very costly —using the International Accounting Standards would
lower this cost. (For a look at some
of the differences between U.S. accounting standards and IAS, see
sidebar on p. 52 and Table 1.)
• Finally, the number of joint venMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

tures with foreign corporations has
increased. As U.S. companies and
foreign companies become partners, the exchange of information
would be facilitated by a common
format. China, for example, uses
the IAS for the regulation of its joint
ventures.
Here are some additional reasons
for supporting International Accounting Standards.
Capital markets—Ignoring the International Accounting Standards
could place U.S. companies at a competitive disadvantage. Many international corporations are looking to U.S.
capital markets for financing. European companies have indicated that all
they need is U.S. acceptance of the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC) principles and they
will be eager to list on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) —as they do
on the London and Hong Kong stock
exchanges. Daimler Benz recently listed on the NYSE, but it is the only German company to do so. American investors do not have easy access to
investing in foreign companies. We can
expect in the near future that many
U.S. corporations will seek financing
from international capital markets.
IOSCO —One of the more significant drivers of international standards
for accounting is the International Organization of Securities Commissions
( IOSCO). This organization has been
working with the IASC to reach agreement on mutually acceptable international standards of accounting and disclosure for international securities
offerings and other foreign lists. For
example, several IOSCO members require foreign issuers to present finan-

vial statements in conformity with IAS.
If IASC is able to meet all of IOSCO's
requirements, IOSCO will accept international standards for accounting in
cross- border public offerings.
The World Bank — Another supporter of IAS is the World Bank. It prefers,
to the extent possible, that project accounts be maintained in accordance
with generally accepted international
standards. Many developing countries
use the Standards.
Multinational companies—International Accounting Standards are receiving increased recognition from
multinational companies. This situation exists particularly in countries
where the Standards are accepted as
either the preferred accounting principle or as allowed alternatives. For example, Ciba -Geigy limited Group,
Switzerland, changed its accounting
system on January 1, 1993, in order to
comply with the IAS and with the European Community's directives.
Shanghai Petrochemical in the People's Republic of China uses LAS as its
principal accounting policies. The 1994
Annual Report for Anglo American
Corporation, South Africa, states the
accounting policies substantially comply with the International Accounting
Standards.
SEC —The Securities & Exchange
Commission (SEC) is working with
IOSCO and the IASC. The SEC now
will accept cash flow statements from
foreign issuers that conform with IAS
7. The SEC also has accepted as equivalent information value to GAAP the international standard for amortization
of goodwill, the distinction between acquisition (purchase) and unitings of interests (poolings) in business combinations, and foreign subsidiaries
51

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IAS AND GAAP

■

■

■

■

■

re there any major differences
between U.S. accounting standards and the IAS? See Table 1
for a quick overview. Here are some
more in -depth differences:
Disclosure of Accounting Policies
(IAS1) —IAS allows more than one
method.
Inventories (IAS2) This Standard
values inventories at lower of historical cost or net realizable value.
Net realizable value has a more specific meaning than the GAAP definition of market value. As mentioned
earlier, LIFO inventories are reconciled to FIFO, which is a requirement similar to that of the SEC.
Most large companies, therefore,
will have no difficulty meeting the
LAS requirement.
Depreciation (IAS4) —This Standard requires depreciable assets to
be disclosed according to a major
class grouping, such as property,
plant, and equipment. The rates
used to compute the depreciation
also are disclosed.
Cash Flow (IAS7) —The revised
Standard, effective January 1, 1995,
complies with U.S. GAAPexcept for
certain exemptions for some organizations, the treatment of bank
overdrafts, the treatment for operating cash flows associated with the
purchase and sale of dealing or trading securities and loans, the cash
flows associated with extraordinary
items, and the detailed disclosure
by major category of other assets
and liabilities acquired or disposed
of in subsidiaries. There could be
controversial differences for some
industries.
Research and Development
(IAS9) This Standard is less stringent than GAAP after the Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards

operating in the currency of a highly
inflationary economy.
FASB—The Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) is watching
the International Accounting Standards carefully. A major project of the
FASB is consolidations —the United
States is out of step with the IASC
on that issue. In 1993, the FASB stated
that its project on earnings per
share (EPS) had two objectives: to
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(SFAS) 2. IAS9 allows development
expense to be deferred if it meets
certain criteria.
■ Retirement Benefit Costs
(IAS19) —The Standard does not
address the additional minimum
liability.
■ Business Combination
(IAS22) The IAS is a departure
from GAAP in that it requires the
amortization period for expensing
goodwill to not exceed five years unless there is justification for a longer
period —not to exceed 20 years. Also, where the aggregate fair value
of net identifiable acquired assets
exceeds the cost of acquisition, the
excess (negative goodwill) should
be treated as deferred income and
recognized as income on a systematic basis or allocated over individual depreciable nonmonetary assets acquired in proportion to their
fair values. It is a significant area of
contention. Additionally, pooling
may be applied to a broader group
of transactions, and the IASC's concept of control is different from
GAAP.
■ Related Party Disclosures
(IAS24) —The Standard requires
additional disclosures than required under GAAP. GAAP does not
require disclosure of items in the
ordinary course of business, such
as compensation.
■ Accounting for Investments in Associates (IAS28) The differences
occur when using financial statements with a different reporting
date.
■ Financial Reporting of Interests in
Joint Ventures (IAS31) —While the
proportionate consolidation method is the benchmark treatment for
reporting interests in joint ventures, the equity method is an allowed alternative.
simplify procedures for the computation of EPS by U.S. companies and to
make U.S. standards on EPS compatible with international standards.
The FASB is coordinating its project
with the IASC's work on EPS. In September 1994, the FASB and the IASC
Steering Committee met to discuss a
number of issues for which the two organizations have reached different
conclusions.

INTERNATIONAL
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
COMMITTEE
he organization that has had the
most significant impact on developing international standards for accounting is the International Accounting Standards Committee.
The IASC was formed in 1973 in order
to improve and harmonize financial reporting and focuses primarily on developing and publishing International Accounting Standards. The Committee is
located in London, England, and includes more than 100 organizations
representing more than 80 member
countries.
The objectives of the IASC are:
• to formulate and publish in the public interest accounting standards to
be observed in the presentation of
financial statements and to promote
their worldwide acceptance and
observance;
• to work generally for the improvement and harmoni[z]ation of regulations, accounting standards and
procedures relating to the presentation of financial statements.'
The IASC Board comprises representatives of accounting organizations
from 13 countries and representatives
from a maximum of four organizations
other than accounting but with an interest in financial reporting. The
Board includes representatives from
Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
India, Italy, Japan, Jordan, The Netherlands, the Nordic Federation of Public
Accountants, South Africa, United
IGngdom, and the United States. In addition, there are representatives of the
International Coordinating Committee
of Financial Analysts' Associations.
The U.S. representative is the AICPA.
The Board also meets with the
IASC Consultative Group, an international group that comprises representatives of users and preparers of financial statements and standards - setting
bodies, as well as observers from intergovernmental organizations. The
FASB, for example, is a member of the
Group. The IASC is funded by professional accountancy bodies and other
organizations on its Board, the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC), and by contributions from
multinational companies, financial institutions, accounting firms, and other
organizations.
Similar to the FASB, the IASC adds
topics to its work program, sets up
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steering committees to develop Statements of Principles, prepares Exposure Drafts, and, ultimately, presents
International Accounting Standards.
To date, the IASC has issued 31 International Accounting Standards and
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Banks

25

two major Exposure Drafts: financial
instruments and income taxes. The
Board also has issued a guideline titled
"Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial Statements."
In 1987, the IASC decided there

o

goodwill treatment

W

were too many acceptable alternative
accounting treatments in its Standards
and began a project to look into this
matter. In January 1989, E32, "Comparability of Financial Statements," was
published, which represented the cul53

mination of the first stage of the project. It dealt with 29 issues concerning
existing Standards that allowed too
many choices of accounting treatments. A second document, "Statement of Intent on the Comparability of
Financial Statements," was issued in
June 1990 as a result of feedback to the
Board.
The "Statement of Intent" identified
three issues — research and development, inventories, and capitalization of
borrowing costs —on which the Board
decided to make substantive changes.
The IASC also identified 21 issues it
considered noncontroversial and on
which Standards would be published
without any changes from the E32
proposals.
The IASC has identified a broader
base of users of financial statements
than the FASB. The IASC includes as
users: present and potential investors,
employees, lenders, suppliers and other trade creditors, customers, governments and their agencies, and the public. Financial statements must provide
information about the financial position, performance, and changes in financial position that is useful to a wide
range of users in making economic
decisions.
International Accounting Standards
recognize accrual accounting and the
going - concern concept. Many of the
qualitative characteristics found in the
FASB's Conceptual Framework also
are found in the International Accounting Standards Committee's Framework. The definitions of assets, liabilities, and equity also are very similar.
Finally, the recognition principle is
similar to that used in the United
States.
Recently, the IASC decided to reduce the number of accounting alternatives and began its Comparability
Project. As a result, in 1993, many alternative treatments were eliminated
with the issuance of 10 revised International Accounting Standards. Some
issues were resolved by identifying a
benchmark treatment —the preferred
method —and an allowed alternative.
The most controversial problem the
IASC settled is the treatment of inventories. In earlier drafts, LIFO accounting for inventories was to be eliminated. Effective January 1, 1995, however,
FIFO is the benchmark treatment, and
LIFO is the allowed alternative treatment If LIFO is selected, then the
company must provide disclosures
that reconcile differences between income using LIFO and income following the benchmark treatment, FIFO.
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Reconciliation is achieved by disclosing the difference between the amount
of the inventories as shown in the balance sheet and either (a) the lower of
the amount arrived at in accordance
with the historic cost using FIFO or
the weighted average cost and the net
realizable value or (b) the lower of current cost at the balance sheet date and
the net realizable value.

IASC PROJECTS
hat are the current and future projects of the IASC?
The outstanding issues in
"Statement of Intent on Comparability
of Financial Statements" relate to IAS
25, "Accounting for Investments." The
IASC will consider this Statement as
part of its larger project on financial instruments. It has taken a lead role in
the development of accounting standards related to this subject. Now
IASC is reviewing IAS 17, "Accounting
for Leases." Here the issue is recognition of finance income on a finance
lease.
In 1988, the IASC began its review
of IAS 12, "Accounting for Taxes on Income." In 1989, it published E33. As a
result of strong negative comments, it
has just issued another Exposure Draft
before approving a revised Standard
along with a Background Issues document. The document indicates there
are two approaches to the liability
method: the balance sheet liability
method and the income statement liability method. Previously, the IASC
recommended the income statement
method. The new Standard, E49,
adopts the balance sheet liability method that was developed by the FASB.
While the international standard now
has the same theoretical approach to
accounting for income taxes as GAAP,
there still is one area of difference. The
IASC decided that it would not permit
the recognition of the deferred tax liability in certain cases where the consideration paid for an asset implicitly
takes into account its nondeductibility
for tax purposes. Long -term assets
with a tax base less than cost and nondeductible goodwill amortization are
exceptions to deferred tax liabilities.
Negative goodwill and government
grants are exceptions to deferred tax
assets.
In September 1994, IASC published
a draft Statement of Principles titled
"Reporting Financial Information by
Segment." In this document, the IASC
recognized there are two popular approaches to defining segments, name-

ly, the business segment approach and
the management approach. The former is proposed by the IASC's Steering Committee, while the latter is the
approach being developed jointly by
the FASB and the Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants. The IASC has
requested input from accountants before it issues a final report.
The IASC also is developing Standards on intangible assets, earnings
per share, agriculture and presentation of financial statements, and post retirement benefits.

THE FASB AND THE IASC:
WORKING TOGETHER
ntil recently, the AICPA played
a more formal role than the
FASB with the 1ASC. In an effort to communicate more effectively,
the FASB formed an informal "working group." Beginning in 1991, the
working group conducted meetings to
enhance communication among standards- setting bodies and to explore
conceptual and technical issues about
which they have common concerns.
They initially focused on one problem
that confronts standards setters worldwide —the role of future events for recognition and measurement.
In August 1994, the FASB published a special report, "Future Events:
A Conceptual Study of'Ibeir Significance for Recognition and Measurement." The principal author is L. Todd
Johnson of the FASB. The study represents the combined thoughts of the
Australian Accounting Standards
Board, the Canadian Accounting Standards Board, the IASC, the United
Kingdom Accounting Standards
Board, and the FASB. This project also
was published by the IASC.
When the FASB proposes changes
to GAAP, U.S. accounting professionals respond passionately. It is time for
a broader perspective. Management
accountants should monitor and participate in the global standards -setting process to ensure their voice is
heard.
■
Anne J. Rich, CMA, CPA, Ph. D., is pro-

fessor of accounting at Quinnipiac College, Hamden, Conn. She is a member
of the New Haven Chapter, through
which this article was submitted, and
can be reached at (203) 281 -8787.
'International Accounting Standards Committee, International Accounting Standards, IASC, London,
England, July 1992, p. 4.
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SUN ON
THE RISE
Systems Union founder and CEO John
Pemberton sheds light on his company's

global success.
BYKATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMESHART
he day the authorities came to
the door and told Systems Union it had 60 days to vacate the
premises was the day John
Pemberton realized he wasn't playing
at running a business anymore. When
he started the company in 1981, his office was in the basement of his house
in Camden, North London. Four years
later his bed was in the basement, the
office had taken over the other three
floors, and he was being told to find a
real place to work.
Since those early years, Systems
Union has grown into a global network
of 13 corporate offices, with some 300
employees and more than 160 distributors in North and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia. Conceived as an international company
with its headquarters in the UX, Systems Union was started with John
Pemberton's vision of enabling multinational corporations to standardize
and consolidate their global accounting transactions into a single ledger.
The product line that accomplished
his goal is SunSystems accounting and
financial management software. It is a
multilingual, multicurrency, multiplatform suite of applications that meets
the national requirements of all countries. SunSystems's distinction is that
it operates from a single set of source
code and thus really is one single product. When features are modified, they
are fully compatible with all versions of
the software with no further need for
development teams. All new releases
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hit the market at the same time with no
lag for localization.
What about the man behind the vision? He's a self- taught software designer turned corporate CEO. With
typical British understatement and in
a style reminiscent of humorist John
Cleese, Chairman and General Manager John Pemberton delights in describing his company's rise in the global
marketplace and his determination to
keep Systems Union a fun place to
work. He also offers some advice for
management accountants about new
technology and the workplace.

Q

Could you please tell us a little
about yourself and how Systems
Union started?

I started with a career in electronics,
which came about because I had been
interested in playing with radios and
stereos and soldering irons (putting
the pieces together) since I was a kid.
I pursued electronics through a management traineeship program at a British industrial company called Smith Industries. It was the traditional British
apprenticeship, which doesn't exist
very much now. It gave me a very good
grounding intended to target me towards electronics.
At the same time, I was pursuing a
university degree —the company was
paying for my college. I spent some
time in their electronics labs for my
elected specialization, but I really
didn't enjoy that very much. It was
very unstimulating ...a lot of detail
work, a lot of test rigs, testing temperature ranges and shelf life of electronic
components —all sorts of procedural

things. When I was offered a placement in the computer department as
part of this traineeship, I found it fun.
So that was where I settled.
In fact, I think I just landed on my
feet. I must have struck a chord with
them. One day the director of that op.
eration called me in and said, "I've just
discovered you're not actually working
for us. Would you sign this contract because we can't have you in a key position like the computer area unless you
are working for us." He gave me 48
hours to reply. I had this agonizing decision as to whether I was going to
change the direction of my career —
and it probably took me about 20 minutes. So I worked in that function for
about 10 years.
That company gave me a very good
background in management training.
It was a good foundation for what I'm
doing now, which is running a company rather than doing a computer specialty per se. During that decade I also
worked in Canada for the Canadian Imperial Bank in Toronto, again in computers, as a computer systems analyst
and project manager. That gave me
some multinational experience.

Q

What made you decide to start
your own company?

During the 10 years I worked with accounting software and all its variants I
was frustrated by the packages I was
using. There were limitations in them
which seemed totally unnecessary. To
give you an example, with a lot of the
early software, you closed out your financials and then you started a new
one. You could only post data to the

new one —you couldn't post any further adjustments to the old one because you had finished it You ended
up with immense workarounds to try
to deal with this. I can remember a software package which coded the department identity—within the software—
of any financial transaction with the
code of 01 to 99. This was fine, except
the company I worked for numbered
its departments A through J. From my
experience in the UX and North
America I realized there was more
commonality in accounting functionality between countries than there were
distinctions. Yet accounting software
was nation - specific. That really drove
me—the notion that it should be possible to produce more flexible software
and the notion that it should be possible to produce something for worldwide consumption. I had this arrogance that I could do it better.
So, then, how did you actually
start the company?
I founded it myself. I had this concept
of a multinational solution from the
start It must be able to handle more
than one currency, and it must be capable of being used anywhere around
the world. It had to be translatable...

Q

Q

What year is this?

It's 1981. I had a house in London and
a little bit of capital, so I set out to teach
myself the right computer program. I
started with BASIC because it was the
fashion at the time. Like hundreds of
thousands of other people, I was sitting
in my basement with my computer and
trying to teach myself BASIC. I
worked at it about three months or so
but found it didn't have any constructs
in it for data storage or formatting
screens. So I looked at COBOL, which
was geared more toward business. I
then spent another year or so trying to
write computer software and a couple
of concepts that even now exist within
the software for a multinational flavor,
Re translatability. As I was working, I
just drew a few other people into the
company —some of my old friends I
had worked with, people I respected—and gradually built the beginnings of the R &D side. It took us until
about 1982 until we had anything salable. It takes a long time to write software. Our first salesperson joined the
company in 1984. He's been with us 10
years now. He spent all of his time selling the system, which was quite a novel idea in the company at that time. Until then we were really working on the
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basis of word of mouth.
How were you able to keep going?
Was capital an issue?
For several years while we were building the business, we all worked as consultants, too, so that kept the revenue
coming in. We worked from my house
in Camden in North London. I started
out in this little office in the basement.
Four or five years later the business
took over the whole of the house —and
I had my bed in the basement. The
house was not zoned as commercial —
it was residential —and in the end the
local authority issued an enforcement
notice on us that you have 60 days to
cease using it as a business. Fortunately when that happened we had already
found our first regular office. Up until
that point —until we moved into our
first premises —we were playing at it I
guess.

Q

Q

What was your first product?

Ledger accounting, which still sits at
the core of our product. We embellished that with modules such as fixed
assets and, much later, allocations. The
second major system, which we call
SunBusiness, is in the area of order
processing and inventory. That was
about'85 or'86, by which time I had
moved away from programming. And
about that time they banned me from
it Occasionally they'd find a piece of
code and would say, "Oh, that's a John
Pemberton," which they clearly commented out of the program.
The first corporate organization to
which we sold multiple sites was British Telecom Enterprises. We were
pretty lucky to find a significant corporate customer early on. We ended up
at 11 sites with them, which gave us a
good foundation. About that time we
started installing others.

What was the magic that attracted
those clients?
Our product has a concept called single ledger, which is not unique to Sun Systems, but it is not present in a lot
of the competition. It's the concept of
a transaction database. You tip financial transactions into this database;
pour in a whole series of codes; and
identify where they've come from,
where they're going, and what it appears they're related to. That gives you
quite a sophisticated software for extracting information and summarizing
and totaling it You have one common
transactional database whether the information relates to your general led-

ger or your receivables and payables
or your project costing or other financial information. It allows you to do
quite sophisticated reporting because
you have no need to collect information from different databases. You
choose all the data you want, and the
results come out on one particular report that anyone can get.
How did you begin to understand
the businessfunctions well enough
to make those sales?
That had been my trade. I worked as
a computer systems analyst It's an odd
job title, really, but the traditional role
of a computer systems analyst was to
do just that We still take that approach
to the marketplace — solution selling.
We would go to a user and sit down and
chat about problems he was having
doing his accounting. You wouldn't
talk about the latest technology! That
whole approach, which is at the core
of our company, is solution selling.
Even now the vast majority of our
salespeople could consult about the
product rather than just sell it.

Q

When did you go multinational?

Q

Then after the U.S....?

In the middle '80s. Our first overseas
office was in New York City... but all
along, as I say, I saw no reason why accounting software shouldn't be worldwide. Other products, particularly
spreadsheets and word processing
programs, were the same in every corner of the world from Alaska to China.
But in the accounting sphere, even
then, few products were being offered
worldwide. Multinational corporates
were interested in our product because it was not restricted to one country. They wanted it for use overseas.

My right-hand man founded the office
in Sydney. He was there two years, and
we became a dominant force in the
Australian market.
Next was continental Europe —
France—and then about a year later,
Frankfurt. It wasn't just to have a presence—it was also to have profitable
subsidiaries. That gave us our base in
Europe. We also have had a strong reseller channel as well as a direct sales
channel, especially in the Far East.
Only recently have other territories
taken over from the Far East as our
major reseller channel. For many
years our reseller channels were chiefly in Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan,
Taiwan.
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( 1 Did you have any problems going
Iq� multinational?
The biggest challenge was doing Japanese and Chinese translations of the
product. That was the biggest technical challenge —our software was completely translatable. The language versions we maintain as a company are
English, French, German, and Spanish. All the translations, including the
two Chinese translations, have been
done by our distributors and us working with them.
How is your accounting software
different from other accounting
software?
It's the concept of a generic solution.
You come up with one solution, and
when you have differing requirements, instead of creating a variant of
the product and giving it a different
name, you build that additional re-

Q

quirem ent in to the core prod uct, give

it parameters, generalize it, and come
out with it
You wouldn't expect to see a multiple version for Lotus 1 -2 -3. When they
take the product east to China, it's
probably the same 1 -2 -3, the identical
software product working with files on
disk containing any translation. In accounting, certainly, even up through
recent times, when our competitors export their product to different countries, they localize it— translate it into
the local language and add local features. It means varying the features in
the core product so it will work in other
business requirements. That concept
is alien to our company. There is just
one version of SunSystems.
Another differentiation is the concept of multiplatform software. COBOL programing was then and is now
regarded as fuddy- duddy, old. Maybe,
but it is absolutely standard, ANSI
standard, in each environment, and it
exists as a language in each environment. It has allowed us to have software which we claimed, and have always claimed, that because we had
only one version we didn't have to create variants. If you create variants and
you want to add some more functionality into the product, you've got to add
it into the variants. When you want to
roll your product out in 20 different languages, you've got to export each new
version of the product to each of those
countries, and they've got to retranslate. We build a functionality once.
What technological trends do you
see ahead?
There's a catalog of technologies of the
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Systems Union offers multiplatform,
multilingual, multicurrency financial
applications in 20 languages and in 160
countries. It was the first leading software vendor to achieve ISO 9000 certification for completing a total quality
management program and meeting enterprise -wide standards devised by the
International Standards Organization.
It is the only financial software vendor
to be invited to sit on the board of
X/Open, the most widely recognized
open systems standards body.
Revenues for 1994 increased by 41%
to $37.6 million. Pre -tax profits grew by
74%, and U.S. revenue grew by 58%.
The company's SunSystems financial management software product line
includes SunAccount, a fully integrated general ledger, accounts payable /receivable accounting system
complemented by optional fixed assets
and corporate allocations modules;
SunBusiness, a complete sales and
purchase order processing system, including invoicing and inventory control; and SunQuery, a report writer.
The latest release is SunSystems Version 4.1, geared toward helping companies rightsize their information technology systems.
year that came and went and sank without a trace. Expert systems, voice -activated computers, and personal digital
assistants. They have applications, but
in a very restricted sphere. You have
to evaluate which technologies are going to be the worthwhile ones to back
because software development times
are quite long. By the time you back
one, you have waited two or three
years to see if it has an impact on the
marketplace. You've wasted two or
three years if you have picked the
wrong one.
Docu ment im aging is a very power-

ful development on the computer. We
have put a lot of R &D into it. In our
sphere, in business software, there's a
huge amount of paper that goes into
conventional accounting systems
whether they are computerized or not.
The ability to capture a document —which might be an invoice or
an order or a stock transfer —in a visual
form and store it in the pattern associated with the transaction and recall
one or the other instantaneously is a
sharp feature. It cuts out the physical
pap er an d b rings a visual im age to the

user instead of a distant transaction. It

is possible because the new technology has implicit in it the ability to do
graphics as well as tabulations. That's
certainly one area we are interested in.

Q

What are some others?

An area I think will have a great impact
is the number of applications that
emerge from the ability to handle large
volumes of data through optic cable fibers— what Americans call the information superhighway. Yes, it's a buzzword, and it will be a domestic
application, not just a business application. Video on demand. The business
equivalent is the ability to have documents sent to you by a supplier or a
customer or whatever —the artwork
for the graphics you are developing for
your company sent to you by a comput-

er. These sorts of application will create demand for the technology.
How do you apply that in an ac-

counting and business environment? It
will give somebody who's working
from home or a sales rep who goes
home the ability to put his orders into
the office system, to put his expense
claim in, to get back his weekly sales
statistics, the graph for how he has performed that week (bar charts or pie
charts or whatever) —that kind of information flow. People who are working on a project together but who are
geographically dispersed can use the

computer to talk to each other and to
send graphics and text back and forth.
With accounting applications, networks will let financial managers become proactive rather than reactive.
What challenges give you the most
concern?
If you read analyses of which applications are selling best, they talk about
word processing, database, spreadsheet, and graphics products. They
have always considered accounting
software an application different from
a package like a spreadsheet or a word
processor... I've never seen a distinction. Our software is a package software—a worldwide salable package.
To me the challenge for the future
is to expand our approach —to use our
skills in more applications areas. We
have already announced in the U.K.,
but not in America for another year or
so, manufacturing software.

Q

Q

What kind of manufacturing?

It's more in batch manufacturing than
in process manufacturing.
Human resources applications will
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be a challenge also. Conventional wisdom for human resources is that when
you get onto things like payroll systems you need different solutions for
every country in the world. To take our
approach to accounting and to extend
it to manufacturing and human resources ... this is one of the challenges
I look forward to.

Q

Is there a pricingfear as the world
moves toward low -end accounting
sothat a packagecan do thefollowing 20things for $499 vs.

$40,000?
It's something to reflect on. We are
kind of middle ground. The difference,
I think, is the amount of solution
knowledge— problem - solving knowledge —that you apply for the customer.
A customer can buy word processor A
or word processor B. Both will do the
job for him. It's quite different when a
customer has a business problem and
he wants to use his business/accounting software to solve that problem.
Then you have a much greater value
for him. Compared to all the costs of
running a business and the profits he
makes, yours is a small proportion of
the costs. Then he feels justified in paying you, not just for the product but for
the man-time to solve the problem.
What kinds of trends do you see for
accountants in the workplace?

The overriding one is to be computer
literate, especially to have financial
control. Part of a controller's job is to
control expenditures, and part of a
company's expenditures is information technology. The degree of computer literacy that he needs is to be
able to evaluate that what is being
spent on computer technology is appropriate. Many controllers have to
evaluate the type of hardware and software and LANs [local area networks]
and so on. It's really more than computer literacy —it's computer sophistication. That is probably the biggest
challenge facing accountants.
You were the first software vendor

to achieve ISO 9000 status. What
has been its effect?
The honest truth is I don't think in
terms of what we deliver to customers
this immense ISO certification has
made a great deal of difference. We
were delivering a reasonable quality
product before. You've got to keep
quality up— consistently —over the
years, and ISO does give you a mechanism for doing that. It's something
the customers are looking for. There
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are specific industry sectors who look
more for it, particularly government
and the larger corporations. They tend
to press the question much more. ISO
9000 has become a requirement
around the world, and software vendors who don't pay respect to this sort
of certification will find themselves in
some difficulty, especially in some
countries. It will become important in
a marketing sense as well as a quality
sense.
Do you have afavoriteproduct
that you have created?

I've never thought about that as you
can tell from my amazed look. I don't
think it's so much a favorite product
but features in the product that give me
satisfaction ...certainly the concept of
providing generic solutions and strategic information. It's also nice when you
have a design idea and you follow it
through. Software development takes
years, and by the time you get to the
release point, you've moved on to another series of concepts. It's quite fun
to look back and think, well, that idea
was really good.
I can remember introducing to the
company the notion that we were going to have only one generic product,
which in computer programming
terms meant that we had one version
of source code. I'm sure the newer
staff thought, "Oh, God, what has this
guy come up with?" They had been
used to an environment where you produced software for one customer and
when you had another customer you
copied the source code and amended
it and put it in for the second customer.
Ten years later, when someone suggested doing a quick fix, the whole table went silent. Then someone said,
"Oh, no, you can't do that. That goes
against the whole way we work." I felt
good about that because I kind of got
it right, and you don't always get it
right in life.
Is there a part of your job you like
the best?

The whole process of marketing and
representing your product so it can
generate business. I'm lucky because
I founded the company and head it up
so I'm able to pick the things I specialize in. The areas that are identified with
me in the company are R &D and the
marketing direction. The things I've
picked to do are probably the things
I'm best at, so therefore I enjoy myself.
It's a long way from the shop floor.
Because it's a fast- changing area— software — you've got to be quick

on your feet, you've got to be creative,
and I hope the company will be such
that I can continue to do this.

Q

Where do you see your company in
three years, Five years?

Well continue going for a balanced
presence worldwide. We also want to
roll out the kind of solutions that we've
created that fit more of the applications
area. It's quite astonishing how the applications field has grown more difficult, and we want to stay ahead.
We understand your company has
a different character. Could you
tell us about it?

You can encapsulate it simply by saying that we're like a small business, a
family business, one that's fun to work
in and rewarding. You sense people's
needs. You share. It is a big challenge
trying to preserve that attitude as you
grow. The people in the company kind
of tease me about it because I have so
much fun. We're no longer physically
a small company, and with more than
300 employees we have to concern ourselves with fair employment policies,
maternity leave, health insurance, and
all that. But we do company holidays
for staff and their partners. We do a skiing holiday in the winter and a beach
holiday in the summer. Staff lunches.
Social events. We try to create an environment where we are thinking of
people's careers as well as how the
company can employ them and
benefit.
Since we've grown a bit we try to return something to the community.
We've adopted a charity—Save the
Children —and come up with some
fund - raising schemes. One of the
things we've found quite effective is to
do it at the corporate level and the staff
level so any funds the staff raise for
charity, the company will match.
Another thing we've done is sailing.
We sponsored a yacht with the idea of
using it with customers and chartering
it for charity. Next thing I knew this
boat was entered into an ocean race off
the coast of Australia. Then I discovered that the crew were all the people
in our office in Sydney! That hadn't
been planned.
But you have to enable staff to do
this. They have to feel your company
is a nice place to work. Paychecks let
employees live a certain lifestyle, but
what gets you and them out of bed and
to work is the fulfillment. Companies
have to realize that —it's not just a
money issue. You have to keep people
fresh.
■
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Going Global: What to Look
for in Financial Software
BY MICHAEL O'BRIEN
s companies string their enterprises across international boundaries, their financial systems are beset by cultural and technical differences. Multiple
languages, statutory requirements, multicompany
reporting requirements, bills of exchange, value -added taxes, consolidation, interfaces to external systems, and other
variables complicate the life of the management accountant.
As enterprises grow through merger and acquisition, each
entity is likely to have existing accounting procedures that
are not integrated easily with headquarters.
To run their operations, financial managers need an
awareness of international accounting issues and a familiarity with today's accounting software strengths. Properly configured financial accounting software actually can improve
corporate bottom -line performance by eliminating costly unreconciled differences that may occur with manual systems.
For multinational corporations, these systems also can optimize multicurrency transactions while providing complete
and accurate audit trails. The result: minimized transaction
costs, optimized cash management, and improved cash flow.
When reviewing international accounting systems, management accountants should use some basic measurements.
How does the system handle complicated intercompany processing? What are the strengths of currency handling? How
well do the system and the vendor meet the rigorous demands of the international marketplace?

INTERCOMPANY ACCOUNTING COMPLEXITIES
ccounting complexities in a multinational enterprise
can be attributed to a number of factors. Divisions
may be distributed geographically; produce different,
even if related, products; have different controllers; and use
independent accounting systems. The challenge is to consolidate all divisional transactions and chargebacks and to
automate handling.
In a conventional accounting system, chargebacks as well
as other intercompany transactions are handled manually
during the month-end closing period. Accounting clerks at
each division call each other and compare transactions log
sheets, "ticking and tying" to see if everything has been recorded accurately.
Besides being labor intensive and expensive, the process
is highly prone to human error. As a result, many companies
have a significant and ongoing unreconciled intercompany
balance. Depending on the number of divisions and transactions involved, it is not uncommon for this balance to
mount into the millions of dollars.
The problem of unreconciled balances is compounded for
intercompany transactions. Imagine, for example, if an employee of Company A is on special assignment to Company
B, the procedure involved with charging time to Company
B but benefits to Company A. Consider the problems if ComMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

pany A operates on a calendar fiscal year, with a 445 accounting calendar, and closes its books on the last day of the
month, while Company B operates on a January 31 fiscal
year, with a monthly accounting calendar, and closes on the
third workday of the month.
Shipping companies particularly are susceptible to the issues of intercompany processing because they have to integrate the accounting requirements of international offices.
Transactions entered at offices in literally hundreds of ports
around the world need to be summarized and reported to
one of several group headquarters locations.
A true automated multinational system can handle a
transaction entered at one company, then allocate it across
several companies as appropriate despite a different chart
of accounts. To use the same shipping example, corporate
voyage expenses need to be recorded and controlled by cost
center, department, employee, and the like and the corresponding payable entry credited to a local supplier account
in the local books.
Another important capability of an international accounting system is the way a transaction is cleared. Optimally, the
software should support both infra- and intercompany funding in order to maintain true cash balances in each entity,
even if the accounts payable and receivable function is centralized. For example, if a company makes a $1,000 parts purchase that is divided 70/30 between Companies A and B, the
central accounts payable has a credit of $1,000, while Company A has a debit of $700 and Company B a debit of $300.
In this situation, the software should be able to sweep
through the transactions and make all due-to and due -from
balancing adjustments automatically, even to the point of
moving cash when appropriate.
In an attempt to streamline accounting procedures, some
multinational companies implement a hub - and -spoke architecture where a single, centralized accounting facility handles all transactions for the entire enterprise. While this
clearinghouse approach theoretically may help keep a single
set of balanced books, reality dictates a different scenario.
Because hub-and -spoke accounting requires costly duplication of accounting staff (at both spoke and hub locations),
human errors are likely to be high. In addition, when companies are distributed geographically, the architecture requires a data network, and errors may be compounded by
network outages that can corrupt or lose data. In multinational companies, resolving issues associated with intercompany processing, fluctuating exchange rates, transfer pricing, and tax laws make the balancing problem a true
balancing act without the right software.
A more cost - effective, accurate, and responsible alternative is to implement at each company and division standardized accounting procedures that are based on a single accounting software system. The key to making this solution
work is in selecting software designed with multinational,
multicurrency, multilingual applications in mind.
A shared -entity accounting rules table that tracks the var59

Han-

ious charts of accounts, accounting calendars, and other probalance in the general ledger account shows only the U.S.
cedures in each entity is a must. With this rules table, when
dollar value, not yen.
Company A and Company B make a joint purchase from a
In another example, both a division in Germany and ansingle supplier, for example, the system easily can assign the other in the United States do business with a third division
appropriate chart of accounts code to charge back each sep- in Canada. In order to balance the cross - exchange rates, the
arate entity's purchase. While Company A may assign rolled
software should be able to independently convert U.S. dolsteel a code of 1101, the system knows that Company B idenlars to Canadian dollars and then deutsche marks to Canatifies the same raw material
dian dollars. This proceas RMS•3000 and automatidure, too, facilitates the
cally makes the appropriate
CHOOSINGAMULTINATIONAL
proper booking of inter conversion. The table can
company
entries as disA
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WARESYSTEM
be used to make similar concussed
earlier.
What features should international fiversions for varying calenactivity in AiP and A/R should be posted
nancial accounting managers look for
automatically as a result of the payment
daring requirements.
OTHER SELECTION
when selecting an accounting system?
and cash application functions.
To maximize efficiency
Here are the 10 most important ones.
ISSUES
5. Look forDefined Currency
and minimize operational
Rates. Are tables provided that enable
overhead, the translation ta1. Choose a Single Multinational
users to define average, month -end,
o be fully functional
ble should be able to store
System. Look for a system designed
spot. and forward rates? Are they availin an international
and built for multinational use. That waY able at a transaction level?
reduced sets of data. Rather
environment, comyou avoid the pitfalls of domestic systhan storing all entries in all
a. Are International Banking Proceparties
need to considertems retrofitted for foreign use. Often
dures Inherent?The system should al
charts of accounts for all
Rethese foreign versions lag in functional
low for payment output methods such as
companies, the table should
ity with their more up-to -date domestic
leases of the accounting
drafts, gyros, BACs, EDI, and checks.
be able to store only those
originals.
The system should support various adsoftware package should be
involved with intercompany
2. Look for a Bilingual System.
dress formats for check and accounts
uniform worldwide across
Here each user accesses the system bY receivable processing.
translations.
all
entities to prevent comusing a preferred language. For in7. How Is International Tax
munications
difficultiesstance, accounts payable workers need dled ?Tax handling should be table driv
urrency handling is
particularly important to the financial
accounting manager in a
multinational situation.
With today's rapidly Changing currency environments,
managers cannot afford to
ignore the relevance of foreign market dealings to
business performance. The
financial manager should be
looking for the ability to revalue at will and to preview
the effect of revaluation prior to making a decision to
"book" or recognize the revaluation. Booking revalualions on a self - reversing basis because of the need to
retain the differentiation between realized and unrealized elements of gains and
loses is of significant value.
In this way the manager can
control and be proactive to currency fluctuations rather than
merely reactive.
Consequently, it is not uncommon for multinational companies to look for a system that allows single transaction processing in multiple currencies, enabling currency conversions to be performed automatically at spot, historic, or
current rates. For example, if a U.S. company incurs liabilities in Canadian dollars, the system should be able to give
good information on how many Canadian dollars the business is going to need on settlement day. Conversely, how
many yen does the company have on deposit in the Tokyo
bank? This task may seem easy to determine, yet many managers find themselves keeping track on paper because the
60

en. As a jurisdiction's tax laws change,
the user needs to make the changes
without having to modify the software.
8. Do Tools Conform to Standards?
Is the software vendor using industrystandard tools to support languages,
graphical user interfaces (GUI), and
hardware? If the vendor uses its own
proprietary tools, how is R D allocated
tomaintain international conventions?
9. What Are a System's Treasury
Management Features? Do you have a
view of a cash account in its native cur,ency? For instance, can a user view a
DM account in DM even though the user
accesses the account in a U.S. denomnated currency? Cash or currency foretasting is enhanced when a user can
orecast a currency position by netting
)ut the activity in A/R and A/P based on
anticipated due dates.
10. Are Multinational Support Serices Available? Is the vendor's support
xganization familiar with multinational
accounting issues? Is the same level of
support available worldwide? Take a
ook at a vendor's track record with other
nultinational companies.

rity and accuracy of the accounting information. Multilingual capabilities should
be built into the product
and should support one verSion of the software world wide. A strong international
package should offer multiple address formats and
multilingual flexibility—all
screen text, including
HELP facilities, can be edit ed into any language. Scalability and networkability of
a single software package
particularly is critical in
multinational companies
where telecommunications
networks in one country
may support networking
but others in a neighboring
country may not. (See adjacent Sidebar.)
Coordinating operational procedures and specific
methodologies at each entity in a multinational enterprise is too complex to be left to
manual procedures and separate, noncommunicating software systems. As multinational companies continue to grow
in complexity and geography, access to financial information
becomes more critical than ever to their success. A true automated multinational accounting system can elevate financial
operations to a strategic level in the corporate decision -making process.
■

to see the system in French, yet a group
controller responsible for several countries wants to interact with the same s ystem in Dutch. Find an international, single- version system that supports a
single set of books in multiple languages.
3. Ask aboutlnternationallntercompany Entries. Users in a multinational operation should be able to post in
tercompany entries effortlessly across
different charts of accounts, different
closing calendars and different currencies. At a minimum, the system automatically should generate due -to and
due -from entries for intercompany ac
counting entries to reduce month -end
reconciliation.
a. Review Multicurrency Functionality Closely. Does the system provide
the ability to handle all the multiple c urrency value dimensions of a foreign
transaction? Fundamental is the abili>Y
to process the foreign transaction in its
own value and have the system perform
the conversion to "base" currency in accordance with GAAP while retaining i 8
foreign value dimension. Realized gains
and losses that are a result of settling

&

CURRENCY ISSUES
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ETHICS
HOTLINE
1-800-6-ETHICS

EDWARDJ.McCRACKEN,EDITOR

COMPARING IMA AND
CIMA ETHICAL
STANDARDS
BY ROIAND L. MADISON, CPA,
AND JOHN R.BOATRIGHT
ast year marked the 10th anniversary of the IMN s Standards of Ethical Conduct for ManagementAccountants. The code has served the
members of the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) well, but significant political and economic developments are changing the practice of
management accounting worldwide.
In 1992, the Council of the Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants
(CIMA) in the United Kingdom adopted a new code, Ethical Guidelines,
which supersedes the 1987 Statement
on Standards of Professional Conduct
and Competence.The adoption of a new
code of ethics that takes a more global
perspective provides an opportunity
to evaluate the IMNs code through
comparison.
The CIMA code, a 30 -page document, has a broader scope than the
IMA code inasmuch as it applies to
both public accounting and management accounting. Accountants who
hold the CMA in the UX are found in
both public and private (nonpublic) accounting positions. IMA members, in
contrast, have a narrower code, designed specifically for management
accountants.
The CIMA code defines the persons
subject to its requirements and provides a glossary of terms. A glossary
of key terms serves not only as an aid
in understanding the ethical standards
but also as a means for making them
precise. The IMA does not provide a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995
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ETHICS

glossary in its code.
The primary duty of the accountancy profession as defined in the CIMA
code is "the collective well -being of the
community of people and institutions
the professional accountant serves." It
is a broadening of the 1987 code, which
states that the duty of accountants to
an employer is superior to any duty to
serve the "public interest." The objectives and fundamental principles are of
key importance to CMAs: "Members
should consider the principles set out
in these Guidelines as the basic principles which they should follow when
performing their work." Detailed guidance is provided.
The IMA code identifies four fundamental principles for a management
accountant — competency, confidentiality, integrity, and objectivity. The
CIMA code separates competency into
professional competence and due care,
and technical standards. Similarly, it
separates the concept of professional
behavior from integrity. The IMA code
makes no such distinction.
Integrity and objectivity are standards that are considered fundamental
principles for British accountants. No
such priority is indicated by the
IMA—the principles are listed in alphabetical order. Additionally, the IMA
code states, "Management accountants have an obligation to the organizations they serve, their profession,
the public, and themselves to maintain
the highest standards of ethical conduct." This listing, too, indicates no
clear order of priority and, hence, provides little guidance for the management accountant who has conflicting
obligations to different parties.
A problem remains, however, even
if the public interest is taken as the primary responsibility of a management
accountant —one segment of the pub-

CMA
REVIEW
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

Call 1- 800 - 272 -0707
for Information or
sample video
Circle No. 16

lic may be harmed by an action while
another might benefit. The CIMA code
provides guidance in these kinds of
cases by stating, "Should a doubt arise
about a particular circumstance or
course of action, advice should be
sought from the Secretary of the Institute." No similar statement occurs in
the IMA code. Since June 1989, however, the Institute of Management Accountants has operated a toll -free telephone service that allows members to
speak with a confidential, objective adviser about difficult situations. Absent
from the IMA code, but appearing in
the CIMA code, are examples of ethical conflicts.
One crucial difference between the
two codes concerns seeking legal
counsel. The IMA code states, "Except
where legally prescribed, communication of such problems to authorities or
individuals not employed or engaged
by the organization is not considered
appropriate." Advice still can be obtained by in -house or engaged counsel,
but the primary loyalty of such persons
must be to the organization and not the
individual management accountant
who faces an ethical issue. Management accountants in the U.K. have
an important right expressed in the
CIMA code that their U.S. counterparts lack —the right to their own, independent legal counsel.
A final difference between the IMA
and CIMA codes is the latter's global
perspective. The Ethical Guidelines
give CIMA members explicit guidance
in situations where the standards of
different countries conflict. No such
guidance is provided by the IMA code.
In brief, the CIMA code requires accountants to follow the highest or most
stringent ethical standards without regard for whether the standards are
those of the home or the host
country.
■
Note. The 1992 Ethical Guidelines are
an adoption of the International Federation of Accountants' Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (IFAC, 1990;
Rev. 1992).
Roland L. Madison, CPA, is professor of
accountancy at John Carroll University,
Cleveland, Ohio. He can be reached at
(216) 397 -4391.
John R. Boatright is the Raymond C.
Baumhart, S.J., Professor of Business
Ethics in the the School of Business Administration at Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
Edward f McCracken is chair of
IMA's Committee on Ethics.
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CMAVIEWS
HENRYWEEKS, CMA, EDITOR

THE CMA EXAMINATION:
RELEVANTANDUSEFUL
by seek certification as a
Certified Management
Accountant (CMA)?
This question is asked frequently
by accounting professionals and students when they are introduced to the
CMA program. Previous issues of this
column tackled the question by focusing on answers that involved continuing education, professional attainment, and personal satisfaction. They
are notable answers which often are illustrated with both distinctive and personal details.
Choosing to become a CMA is a
fundamental career and professional
decision. It is not profound. It is purely
and simply the relevant certification
choice for present and future management accountants.
Recent interviews with CMAs provide evidence that the CMA designation has expanded these individuals'
opportunities for career growth. Jim
Jordano, CMA, New Haven Chapter, is
manager of business analysis for a
government contractor. He asserts
that the skill sets he has developed
and furthered because of his pursuit
of the CMA have had a
... large impact on [my] professional
growth." Brad Presnick, CMA, New
Haven Chapter, senior financial accountant, contends that " ... more advancement opportunities are presenting themselves as a result of the CMA
designation."
like thousands of other management accountants, these two CMAs
formulate financial and strategic plans,
work on variance analysis projects,
and participate in cross - functional
evaluation teams. The breadth of
these activities is exceeded only by
the depth of their knowledge and
skills. The content of the CMA exam,
62

described below, has proven to be an
excellent measure of the requisite
skills and knowledge of a management accountant.
John A. Frangione, CMA, IMA national director, Niagara Chapter, compares his management responsibilities
as director of retail accounting and accounting information systems at Tops
Markets, Inc. (a regional supermarket
chain) directly with the content of the
CMA exam. "Responsible for directing
and reviewing ... the completion, accuracy, and integrity of all company's
retail location financial statements
(Part 2: Financial Accounting and Reporting). Also, I have responsibility for

retail budgets, forecast and select
management reports /analysis (Part 3:
Management Reporting, Analysis and
Behavioral Issues), and oversee a staff
of professional and clerical associates
(Part 1: Economics, Finance, and
Management). I have additional responsibility in Accounting Information
Systems ... in the development of systems to improve department operating efficiency. For example, I am the
project leader responsible for implementing a new general ledger accounting system (Part 4: Decision
Analysis and Information Systems)."
These individual perspectives
emerge with resounding clarity. A career track in management accounting
requires more than generic accounting experience. It requires professional certification as a CMA.
Why? Because relevance is a vital
part of a professional designation. The
content of the CMA exam alone points
to the CMA designation as the truly
relevant certification for the management accountant.
■

For information on CMA review courses
or continuing education opportunities,
Please contact Henry Weeks, CMA, director, Professional Education Programs, (800) 638 -4427, W. 213.

Part 1: Economics, Finance, and Management

A. Microeconomics
B. Macroeconomics and International Economics
C. Institutional Environment of Business
D. Working Capital Management
E. Long -Term Finance and Capital Structure
F. Organization and Management Theory
G. Communication
Part 2: Financial Accounting and Reporting
A. Financial Statements
B. Reporting Requirements
C. Analysis of Accounts and Statements
D. External Auditing
3:
Management Reporting, Analysis, and Behavioral Issues
Part
A. Cost Measurement
B. Planning
C. Control and Performance Evaluation
D. Behavioral Issues
4:
Decision Analysis and Information Systems
Part
A. Decision Theory and Operational Decision Analysis
B. Investment Decision Analysis
C. Quantitative Methods for Decision Analysis
D. Information Systems
E_..lntermel Auditing
_
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL.BENKE,JR.,CMA,EDITOR

WHY ARE STUDENTS
UNDERPREPARED FOR
PRODUCT COSTING?
n a recent IMA/FEI- sponsored
study, the Gary Siegel Organization solicited information on the
educational needs of entry -level management accountants from the point of
view of Corporate America. The primary focus of the study was the knowledge and skills needed by management accountants. This study should
be read by accounting educators.
One of most interesting results of
the study was that Corporate America
considers accounting graduates under prepared in product costing. That result should catch the attention of every
cost or managerial accounting teacher.
How is such a result possible when every accounting graduate takes at least
one cost accounting course and normally takes a managerial accounting
course at the sophomore level? What
has happened? Why are students underprepared for product costing?
The answer is embarrassingly
straightforward —we, the teachers of
cost and managerial accounting, are at
fault. We do not teach product costing.
Instead, we teach a bunch of loosely related information about costing products and never connect that information to product costing.
For example, who among us can
claim that we have shown students
how to cost a product? Who among us
has taken all the information about
product costing —cost behavior, cost volume -profit analysis, activity-based
costing, service department allocation, normal overhead allocations —and applied all of them to costing a product? We can claim that we
have shown students all the elements
of costing a product, but we cannot
claim that we have applied all the elements simultaneously to cost a prodMANAGEMENTACCOUNCING /APRIL 1995

uct. Our students are underprepared
in product costing because we under prepare them.
Look in any cost accounting textbook. The textbooks never show students how the various elements of
costing fit together to cost a product.
So, those of us who use the textbooks
never get around to it either.
For example, one very well -known
textbook has activity-based costing in
Chapter 4 and service department allocations in Chapter 16. Putting service department allocations in Chapter
16 takes the subject completely out of
the costing area of the book. Moreover, the authors never attempt to reconcile service department allocations
with the rest of their chapters on product costing.
I have a specific outline that I follow
to ensure that my students can cost a
product. Many of you can improve on
my outline. The important issue is that
students learn product costing. The
eight steps in my teaching outline
follow.
1. Teach cost behavior — variable and
fixed. (Most textbooks do this well.)
2. Teach mixed costs. This includes
the high -low method and regression to divide mixed costs into the
variable and fixed portions. Some
instructors might prefer to teach
cost - volume -profit analysis before
regression and the high -low method. (Most textbooks cover this
well.)
3. Teach cost - volume -profit analysis.
The students have all the necessary
tools for this topic. (Mis topic also
is covered well in textbooks.)
4. Up to this point, fixed costs have
been treated in total. Now it is necessary to reduce the total fixed
costs to per unit costs. The first
concept to cover when looking at
unit costs is activity-based costing.
Frankly, given the wealth of information in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING ®showing the experience of businesses using ABC, the
textbooks do a dismal job of covering this area. I have an extensive
reading list that I use.
5. The remaining portion of the fixed
overhead costs can be allocated using more arbitrary methods —nonABC allocations. (Plant rates, department rates, and so forth.)
6. If service department allocations
are not included in step five, then
they should be covered next.
7. Now that all aspects of product costing have been covered in logical s,

quence, you should use all the information from steps one through six
to cost products.
8. What about job and process costing? These are methods of collecting costs and not methods for costing products. Therefore, the last
topic that should be covered is collecting costs by job or process. The
chapters on standard costing and
budgeting need to be completely rewritten to conform to the information the students have learned
about product costing.
What good is cost accounting if
students cannot cost a product? We
should make understanding product
costing one of our goals and insist that
textbook writers make it one of their
goals. Then accounting graduates will
be prepared for product costing.
■
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is the
ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal ofAecounting Education Professor at fames
Madison University, Harrisonburg, Va.
He can be reached at (703) 568-3082.

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self - contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE

Malibu Publishing Company
31312 Via Colinas, Suite 101
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 889 -1495• Fax (818) 889 -5107
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Hyperion Software Corporation
(formerly IMRS Inc.) has introduced a
new line of client /server accounting
software, Hyperion Financials, that
currently includes Hyperion Ledger,
Hyperion Payables, Hyperion Reporting, Hyperion Admin, and Hyperion
Tools. Graphical usability is built into
the core of the product suite. A "clean
slate" design approach allows users to
optimize their personal working environments and provides powerful information access capabilities including
drill-down, query -by- example, unlimited viewing, and graphical report writing capabilities. Users can deal with
business changes such as corporate
reorganizations because the software
gives them the power to define and redefine flexible code block and accounting rules, perform global system maintenance, and link to feeder systems. A
second new product, LedgerLink, integrates third -party general ledger systems through the use of templates targeted to specific vendor applications.
Circle No. 60
Great Plains Software is shipping
Great Plains Profit version 2.0 and Payroll for Profit 2.0. Profit 2.0 is designed
for small businesses that have outgrown manual or computerized bookkeeping systems. The software uses a
file- cabinet metaphor while hiding accounting complexities from users. It
features improved performance and
112 new features. The forms customization wizard helps users tailor forms
to reflect the needs of their business.
Other new features include bank reconciliation, batch processing, split
transactions, and packing slips.
Circle No. 61
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Armor Systems is offering an enhanced Accountant /Consultant package. It includes the general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
payroll, inventory control, and time
billing modules. Improvements in the
package include automatic updating of
time billing from accounts payable.
The time billing module now integrates with an optional Canadian payroll module. The Premier Accountant /Consultant package handles
actual, cost plus percent, percent of recovery, flat rate, and "capped" billing
methods while accurately tracking
costs incurred. The software provides
detailed profit -and -loss analysis to indicate profitable resources, projects, or
clients.
Circle No. 62
PowerSolutions for Business has introduced PLANMaker, software that
helps a user prepare, formulate, and
publish a sophisticated business plan.
PLANMaker shows users how to logically present concepts and executions.

The software automatically renders a
complete series of financial reports including Twelve Month Proforma,
Three Year Projected Operating Statement, Cash Flow Projection and Balance Sheet, both current and years
one, two, and three. Breakeven evaluation, debt -to -equity ratio, and return on- investment percentage are automatic. Other features include loan
amortization, depreciation and payroll
tax computations, bad debt, and factoring. Complete word processing and financial forecasting capabilities are
built in. The software is available in
DOS or Macintosh versions.
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Design Data Systems has made
available SQL*TIME Materials Management, consisting of purchase order, inventory management, accounts
payable, and requisitions. It is designed for firms requiring a system
separate from their manufacturing
system to track and manage inventory
assets. SQL*TIME Materials Management provides functions for cycle count processing, usage tracking and
overrides, intelligent replenishment
methods, and multiple -bin storage
management. Lot /serial controls are
enforced, warranty fabrication and
repair work can be tracked, and a detailed history is maintained of all inventory transactions for multi-warehouse management. Liabilities are
posted automatically into payables
with user - defined tolerance levels and
match/hold criteria. The software is
available on all platforms supported
by Oracle.
Circle No. 64
ligature Software, Inc. has released
an optical character recognition
(OCR) software package, Character Eyes for Windows release 2.5. It allows users to capture text quickly (up
to 300 characters /second) with the
highest level of recognition accuracy
available (up to 99.7%). The user scans
in a document, and the software analyzes the page layout. Users easily can
export the text directly into their word
processing program, retaining all original text and page attributes. The software supports all Western European
character sets and Hebrew characters. It works with all major scanners
and image file formats as well as the
TWAIN industry scanning standard.
CharacterEyes Pro for Windows, a
package with many high -end features,
also is available.
Circle No. 65
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EQUIPMENT
Norand Corporation is offering the
PEN*KEY11 computer system, a rugged hand -held computer that weighs
about two pounds. A unique combination of pen /touch screen and 21 -key
tactile keyboard makes it easy to use
and to input numbers fast. The large,
angled display; the etched screen surface that reduces glare; and variable
backlight intensity and contrast control make the PEN *KEY computer
readable in all kinds of conditions. It
has a 386 processor, 12 MB RAM, local
video for enhanced graphics, and patented power management. The software can be customized, is graphics based, and includes on -line help. The
system works with DOS, Microsoft
Windows for Pen, and Power Pen Pal
from PENPAL Associates and can connect with a variety of networks. Norand
docks provide communications and
charging.
Circle No. 66
Ergodyne has introduced the ProFlex ®4020, a lightweight wrist support made of Neoprene fabric with a
patented contoured stay to provide a
comfortable fit. The wrist support is
ideal for workers who perform repeti-

automatic start- and -stop peeling action
of the drive rollers. With the Label Peeler, an operator's production speed
can be about 1,900 labels per hour.
Circle No. 68

PUBLICATION
Florence Communications, Inc. has
published the first issue of a new newsletter, WhatNEXT?!, a "monthly guide
to invention, innovation and discovery." It will cover a variety of technology news written in plain English. Articles in the first issue are 'Me Farm
as Pharmacy," `The Death of
Cash —Part I," "Nature: The Mother of
Invention," "Help! Lost in Cyberspace," and "Is Today's Fashion Old Fashion(ed)?" The second issue will
include `Taking a Byte Out of Crime,"
"Telemedicine," "Help! Getting to the
Internet," "Wine & Beer," and "Death
of Cash —Part II."
Circle No. 69

TECHNOLOGYNEWS

tive activities such as office work, data
entry, retail, and a wide range of manufacturing and assembly tasks. It limits
wrist flexion and encourages a neutral
wrist position. Its open - center design
helps reduce pressure on the median
nerve for more comfort and support.
The ProFlex 4020 comes in five colors.
Circle No. 67
Weber&Sons, Inc. is making available its new LabelPeeler Model LPST1. This desktop machine makes it easy
to peel address labels off 8.1/2" x 11"
sheets of mailing labels and all other
pressure - sensitive labels in a variety of
formats. The sheets are taped together
on the Sheet Taper attachment and
then inserted into the LabelPeeler's
feed rollers. Label peeling is automatic
as the rows of labels move over a peel
bar. An optical switch controls the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

SPECTRUM Human ResourceSystems Corporation recently entered
into a partnership with London -based
Business Advisers Limited.The
agreement calls for Business Advisers
to market SPECTRUM's Microsoft
Windows -based human resources information system, HRVantage, in the
United Kingdom.
Convergent Media Systemshas
joined Apple Computer, Intel Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Macromedia,and NECTechnologiesin helping to advance the multimedia industry. It is a co-sponsor of this year's
NewMedia INVISION Awards, an annual industry program that recognizes
excellence and creativity in multimedia technologies and applications. The
awards program is in its third year.
Illustra Information Technologies has formed a distribution partnership with Nichimen Data Systems. Nichimenwillbe responsible for
delivering the entire family of Illustra
object relational database products,

which are used for multimedia asset
management, to key markets in Japan.
Nichimen is establishing a comprehensive distribution, training, and support infrastructure in Japan.
Accounting Systems International (ASI) World Group, a global
consortium of PC LAN -based financial
and accounting software resellers, has
been reorganized as a holding compa.
ny for three newly formed VAR networks. The new holding company, Accounting Systems International,
Inc., will be owned in equal shares by
the nine founding members of ASI.
Each of the three networks will be an
independent company. The decision to
reorganize ASI, made at its second annual meeting in Sydney, Australia, was
a response to a major change in the
marketplace —PC and client /serverbased software for the multinational
corporate user is now available for inexpensive platforms.
IBM has chosen Coopers & Ly.
brand L.L.P, as the pilot site of an
Electronic Purchasing Service, providing the firm with on -line connections to
suppliers of office equipment, office
products, and personal computers.
The Coopers & Lybrand installation,
initially operational in the metropolitan
New York region, is expected to reduce the cost of processing a single
corporate purchasing order up to 60%.
The IBM Electronic Purchasing Service enables users of IBM OS /2 and
Microsoft Windows -based systems to
browse, compare, and select products
from electronic supplier catalogs and
route requisitions through a local
area network for approvals and electronic ordering. Orders then are submitted to suppliers through the IBM
Global Network using Electronic Data
Interchange.
Disclosure, a leading provider of
global company data, and West Publishing Company, a major legal and
business information publisher, have
reached an agreement under which
WESTLAW, West's computer- assisted
legal research service, is carrying full text, Disclosure- provided filings on
more than 12,000 public companies.
Databases added to WESTLAW include Edgar -SEC filings and an electronic company index. It already contains more than 6,500 databases,
including federal and state court cases,
the United States Code Annotated@,
state statutes, federal regulations, administrative law decisions, topical databases, and legal periodicals. It also provides gateway access to other on -line
services.
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&ACCOUNTING
HARD WAREISOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

ASKSAM FOR
WINDOWS
skSam for Windows version 2.0
is a database program that looks
like a word processing program
and is excellent for organizing and
searching free -form textual information. It offers full text data searches.
The program is easy for anyone to
use who is familiar with a word processing program. It is meant for people
who are not computer professionals
but who need to organize and use
vast amounts of structured and unstructured information more productively. The askSam program does not
require a user to know programming,
relational database concepts, or data
structures.
Defining an entry form in askSam
involves simply typing in the names of
the fields you want anywhere in the entry form and placing an opening bracket ([) at the end of the word used as a
field. Then you can enter data in these
fields. You can include several hundred pages (up to 16,000 lines) of
notes, comments, or memos in each
record. You can import data from a variety of formats such as database files
including memo fields.
Searching the data in askSam is like
searching in a word processing program. You are not required to specify
a field although you can search by one
or more fields if you wish. AskSam also supports Boolean, full -text, proximity, numeric, and date searches.
Reports can be generated easily using drag and drop fields without programming. Users can generate reports containing specific pieces of
information using predefined formats
or create their own.
The greatest strength of askSam is
that it is a free -form database. Unlike
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traditional databases, askSam can handle "unstructured" information. It has
features that allow a user to search and
organize text or structured data. Many
users need a flexible database for textual information that does not fit into
structured databases. The facilities
most structured databases offer for
searching, reporting, and manipulating large amounts of text are weak.
The free -form nature of askSam
makes it useful for managing textual
data.
AskSam's full-text search capability
makes it useful as a text retrieval program. This search feature plus the capability of using any structure as a
field gives users the ability to turn
texts into databases. For example,
when you import E -mail into askSam,
the words TO:, FROM:, and DATE: included in the E -mail documents can be
used as fields in an askSam database.
This capability allows users to sort and
search E -mail by date, subject, or the
person who sent it.
Similar structures can be found in
many other types of textual documents

such as memos, reports, articles, and
information downloaded from on -line
services or text scanned using OCR
software. Automatic field recognition
features can be used to place data from
textual documents automatically into
specified fields. AskSam can import
files from CIM and text files as well as
from Word, WordPerfect, dBase, comma- delimited, and RTF files. AskSam
2.0 includes filters for on -line services
such as Compuserve, Internet, Lexis,
and Nexis. These filters allow users to
import information from these services and turn it into a valuable database.
Accountants will find askSam useful as a warehouse to organize and
store their textual information —tax
and other government regulations,
workpapers, notes, and policies. They
also will find it useful to import information from Lexis and Nexis and
search by whatever fields they want.
AskSam lets users add hypertext
links to their databases, so they can set
up electronic databases of massive information such as government regulations. These links allow users to jump
from one document to another, jump
from one file to another, run reports,
or execute any menu command. Hypertext can be used to set up easy-tonavigate menus that guide users
through regulations, legislative texts,
reports, or any other documents.
The software has predefined templates for addresses, clippings, notes,
questionnaires, and other common information sources. Additional features
include support for OLE version 1.0,
an automatic phone dialer, automatic
date and time stamps, spell checker,
mail merge, and bookmarks. Nonprogramming users who use form letters
and mail merge will find askSam very
useful.
AskSam has a new OCR (optical
character recognition) module, which
is available as an add -on. This module
allows users to scan any printed document directly into an askSam database. A network version of askSam is
available.
The basic askSam package costs
$149.95 and an upgrade, $79.95. The
network version starts at $1,095. The
OCR module is priced at $99.95.
For more information, contact ask Sam Systems, P.O. Box 1428, Perry,
FL 32347, (800) 800 -1997.
Anwar Y. Salimi
California State Polytechnic
University- Pomona
Pomona, Calif.
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TRENDS
IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

edge stored in this system is a learning
instrument. For example, a financial
accounting course outline is a learning
instrument, as is a lecture on systems
design and justification.
In this system, the use of hypertext
capabilities is the primary way of retrieving information. Several standard
routes of information retrieval are built
into the system. A standard route
moves down the hierarchy of hypertext documents toward the target document. The target document is usually
a p articu lar learning instrum ent, e.g.,

RESEARCH
JULIAN M. FREEDMAN, CMA,
EDITOR

IMA'SRESEARCHLEGACYON
INTERNET
ome 236 IMA research titles are
now on the Internet, hypertexted
by a team from Rutgers University in New Jersey as part of the Rutgers
Accounting Web (RAW). RAW is part
of the International Accounting Network (IAN) supported by the National
Center for Automated Information Research (NCAIR).
RAW is an accounting information
retrieval system for use by accounting
scholars, practitioners, educators, and
students. RAW provides access to an
evolving knowledge platform containing a variety of accounting materials.
These materials are in hypertext or a
variety of word processing and presentation graphics formats and are classified by hierarchy of subjects and by
providers. The learning materials
available from this server include lecture notes, cases, assign ments, co urse

outlines, and syllabi. The IMA provided subject matter for the managerial
accounting area of the RAW home
page on the World Wide Web.
The RAW team consists of leader
Miklos A Vasarhelyi, Ephraim F. Sudit, Robert E. Schlosser, and Alexander
Kogan, the RAW webmaster, (201) 6481064; E -mail: Koganandromeda.rutgers.edu. RAW contains materials developed by institutions of higher
education in the framework of the Accounting Education Change Project
sponsored and funded by the American Accounting Association.
A primary objective of RAW is the
development of th e ap pro priate frame-

work for the organization of accounting knowledge. A basic unit of knowlMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

a syllabus of an introductory financial
accounting course.
The URL (uniform resource locator) of the RAW home page is
http://www.rutgers.edu/Accounting/raw.htm. Members interested in
learning more about IMA's entry to Internet should call IMA's librarian, Shah Sanentz, (800) 638 -4427, ext. 235,
who heads the Information Technology Group at IMA His E -mail address
is navasart ®class.org.

IMAPUBLISHESTHEORYOF
CONSTRAINTSSTUDY
he IMA Foundation for Applied
Research, Inc. (FAR), IMA's research affiliate, published a report about the successful implementation of the theory of constraints (TOC)
at 21 sites in Europe and the United
States. The Theory of Constraints and
Its Implications for Management Accounting describes the research carried out by Eric Noreen, CMA (University of Washington at Seattle); Debra
Smith (University of Puget Sound);
and James T. Mackey, CMA (California
State University at Sacramento).
Investor's Business Daily (March 8,
1995) noted FAR's study and reported
in its "CEO Briefing" column:
• TOC is a management philosophy,
derived from physics, that assumes
constraints prevent organizations
from achieving better performance.
According to the TOC, traditional
management accounting is responsible for many of the problems in
companies today. Periodic variance
reports create pressure to keep

everyone busy. This leads to excessive inventories and the problems
that the just -in -time methodology
attempts to correct.
• Throughput (generally sales minus
material costs) per unit of constraint (the point of a bottleneck)
should be used as a measure of op-

portunity cost. It can likewise be
used for making decisions about
how to deal with constraints. Relevant cost analysis should be used
when making decisions that involve
changes in operating expenses.
■ TOC provides a consistent framework for diagnosing and solving
problems. It provides managers
with a better understanding of their
business. They can then focus on
the relatively small number of factors in their business that really
make a difference.
FAR's study can be purchased for
$25 (20% discount for IMA members)
plus $6 for shipping and handling. Call
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 278, to order title
number 95300. Members also can buy
Avraham Y. Goldratt's Ike Goal (code:
G1, $20) and It's Not Luck (code: G2,
$20) from IMNs Special Orders D&
partment. The 20% member discount
applies to each of these books. All
three titles can be ordered as a set for
a special price of $45 (code: G3). The
price includes S&H and is already fully
discounted.
I

C M A
REVIEW
by
Irvin N. Gleim & Dale L. Flesher

• Sixth Edition
• Covers all 4 Parts
I - Outlines & Study Guides
II - Problems & Solutions
NEW:

$25.95
$25.95

CMA Test Prep Software
1 Disk for each Part: $25
800+ questions on each Disk
State -of- the -art interactive software

Gleim Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 12848 -M - University Station
Gainesville, FL 32604

(800) 87 -G LEI M
Please have your vlsaiMC ready,
9am•7pm M -F, 9am -2pm Sat. Eastern Time

CPAs: EARN CPE CREDIT WHILE
PREPARING FOR THE CMA EXAM
• 31 SEPARATE COURSES

• 94 CPE HOURS
• $125 (includes Volumes I & 11
of CMA Review)
Circle No. 17
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FARRESEARCHERTOSPEAK
AT APICSMEETING
he Constraints Management Specific Industry Group (SIG) of the
American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS) will hold
its first symposium April 26-28 in Phoenix. The symposium will examine the
emerging theory of constraints (TOC)
and constraints management (CM)
concepts from change management
through performance measures to logistical solutions.
Debra Smith (University of Puget
Sound), a member of The IMA Foundation for Applied Research, Inc., research team, will discuss findings and
present an overview of cases and conclusions from The Theory of Constraints and Its Implications for Man agementAccounting (title code: 95300).
Thomas B. McMullen, Jr. (EG &G) is
chair of the APICS TOC SIG; (617) 4314238. For more information and to receive a copy of the 1995 APICS Constraints Management Symposium
brochure, contact APICS Customer
Service at (800) 4442742 or (703) 2378344, and request item #04078.

RESULTSOFIMA
CO-SPONSOREDSURVEY
BEINGRELEASEDAT
CORPORATEENVIRONMENTAL
ACCOUNTINGCONFERENCE
MA supported the Tellus Institute
in surveying management accountants on the use of environmental
cost accounting in capital budgeting.
The results of the survey will be presented at a corporate environmental
accounting conference May 16 in
Houston. Featured at the conference
will be the release of the World Resources Institute (WRI) report on the
same theme. This conference is being
co-sponsored by the Institute for Corporate Environmental Management
(ICEM) at the University of Houston,
World Resources Institute, Business
Council for Sustainable Development
Gulf of Mexico, and Global Tomorrow
Coalition as a contribution to the Sustainable America Initiative.
This conference presents and extends the key findings from the WRI
report. It will include not only participants from the WRI case studies but also other significant practitioners in an
industry - to-industry dialogue. In addition, two national surveys on environmental cost accounting will be presented: the Tellus Institute survey
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referenced above and the EDS /ICEMUniversity of Houston survey of national companies on their use of environmental cost information in making
operating decisions. Sessions will focus on the strategic importance and
managerial uses of environmental accounting information, approaches to
understanding environmental costs,
and the processes by which those
costs can be identified within various
companies.
Call Beth Beloff, director, at the Institute for Corporate Environmental
Management, (713) 743 -4630, for a
brochure describing the events.
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, CPA,
CPIM, is director, IMA research.

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT CENTER
WILLIAM B. MCMAHON, CMA,
EDITOR

CICMEMBERS VIE FORCIO
AWARD
ive CIC members are among the
300 organizations nominated for a
recognition award sponsored by
CIO, the magazine for information executives. Judges are asked to select
winners based on these criteria:
Is the practice itself considered
"best" or leading edge in the category?
Does the nominee execute the practice
better than others do? Has the practice
contributed significantly to the success of this organization?
The CIC nominees and their best financial /accounting management practices are described below.
Advanced Micro Devices—Has improved closing and consolidation process to complete in 1.5 days and obtain
auditors' letter 2.5 days later. Staff time
for process decreased 95 %.
Dun & Bradstreet Corp.— Created a
worldwide shared service organization
for all accounting transactions, HR administration, payroll, and related functions in 12 months. Consolidated these
functions in Allentown, Pa., for the
United States and in the United Kingdom for Europe. In so doing, they have
improved the accounts payable function by 75 %, reduced payroll costs by
60 %, and achieved a 40% overall cost
improvement over the 1993 baseline.
Johnson & Johnson—Madeimprovement efforts in payroll and other accounting areas that have resulted in

33% overall cost reduction in three
years, accomplished through shared service strategy and reduced corporate reporting requirements. Eliminated the monthly close process, requiring only nine numbers from each
unit at quarter's end and fewer than 80
numbers at year -end. Accounting and
finance organization at the unit level
can spend much more time supporting
the goals of the business units. U.S. finance staff was cut by 12% and finance
costs by 3096, even as sales rose. Total
finance costs were 1.9% of revenue in
1993, expected to reach 1% worldwide.
Overall financial budget reductions
worldwide totaled $84 million.
Monsanto —Hasone of the most sophisticated treasury operations in the
world, allowing it to rapidly consolidate
cash flows from global operations. Using currency pooling, selective banking partnerships, and centralized management of foreign exchange and
interest rate risk, company has slashed
its bank fees and increased investment
return.
Syntex Corp.— Implemented a
shared service center concept in back office operations. Transaction decentralized in the business units. The Service Center makes wide use of client
service agreements, continuous
benchmarking, and measurement of
performance attributes such as complaints, responsiveness, etc. The centralization is enabled by a fully integrat
ed client /server platform.

CICISSUESMONTHLYUPDATES
MA's Continuous Improvement
Center has implemented a FAX BACK service that allows IMA
members to learn what events are
scheduled for CIC Sponsoring Organizations for the remainder of 1995. Dial
(800) 638 -4427, ext CIC (242), for a
current update and information about
CIC. The CIC is viewed as an integral
part of the IMA's reach into corporate
America as it provides value -added
products and services.

APRILBENCHMARKINGSTUDY
STARTS
he second Multi- Company
Benchmarking Assessment
Study group for 1995, using 1994
data, is forming in April. The April
study is limited to 12. Tom Craven, CIC
Sales and Marketing, (800) 638 -4427,
ext 283, can process your company's
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

application for membership and reserve space for the April 11 study in
Dallas.
The study schedule is below:
Major Steps
Joint planning and kickoff meeting
Data collection by companies
Data scrubbing by companies
Data due to CIC
Initial validation and analysis by CIC
Joint review meeting of initial results
Data changes due to CIC
Final validation and analysis by CIC
Summary and individual reporting
of final results
Best Practice Workshops

Key Dates
April 11

June 2
July 12
July 21

August 11
August 2425

Participants in the first study, which
started February 15, include the following Sponsoring Organizations: Aetna life & Casualty, Boehringer Ingelheim Corp., Ciba -Geigy Corp., Rich
Products Corp., Time Inc. -New York
Operations, University of California Laboratory Administration Office, and
Weyerhaeuser Company. The results
of this study will be presented during
the June 8.9 Best Practice Workshops.
William B. McMahon, CMA, CPA, is director of CIC services.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISGAY,CPA,EDITOR

MAPBECOMESFRCANDMAC
t its meeting in February, IMA's
National Board of Directors voted to amend IMA's ByLaws to
establish as standing committees the
Management Accounting Committee
(MAC) and the Financial Reporting
Committee (FRC), effective July 1,
1995. The two committees will replace
the Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee, which has
been both overseeing the development
of Statements on Management Accounting through its Subcommittee on
SMA Promulgation and representing
IMA's positions on financial reporting
issues. In effect, the Subcommittee on
SMA Promulgation will disappear and
emerge as the Management Accounting Committee; the Management Accounting Practices Committee will
become the Financial Reporting
Committee.
The action was pursuant to a recommendation by the Committee on Planning following a similar petition by the
MAP Committee. MAP Committee
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1995

members had observed that the Subcommittee's new funding relationship
with the Foundation for Applied Research (FAR) raised complications visa-vis the MAP Committee's oversight,
and that the connection with FAR presumes a natural relation between
FAR's work and issuing guidance statements. Moreover, the time pressures
incident to financial reporting often
have required almost total focus by the
MAP Committee on those matters.

MAP APPROVESSMA4U
MA's Management Accounting
Practices Committee approved
publication of Statement on Management Accounting 4U, "Developing
Comprehensive Performance Indicators." It introduces a framework for
performance indicators that reflects
the customer - oriented, highly competitive, rapidly changing environment
that many firms face today. Also, the
Statement describes a series of steps a
firm would take to implement comprehensive performance indicators. Information about the Statement's availability will appear next month.

MAPONPUBLICSECTOR
he Public Sector Committee
(PSC) of the International Federation of Accountants has been
producing a series of studies regarding governmental financial reporting
practices. The MAP Committee expressed admiration for the coordinated approach that PSC is taking. In one
area, Study 1 addressed the objectives
of financial reporting by national governments, the elements of financial
statements followed, and now PSC is
studying "The Governmental Financial Reporting Entity." On another
front, PSC first looked at the definition
and recognition of assets and now follows up with "Accounting for and Reporting Liabilities."

IFACLAUNCHESACCOUNTANTS
CAPITALMARKETSFORUM
FAC has formed the Accountants
Capital Markets Forum (ACMF), a
means for the international accountancy profession to give individual accountants direct access to information
on world capital markets so they are
better prepared to operate in the new
global marketplace. The formation of

ACMF is a milestone because, for the
first time, it enables individual accountants, who themselves are not members of IFAC, to participate directly in
IFAC - sponsored activities and interact
with members of IFAC bodies.
ACMF members will receive information on a wide range of capital market issues and will have access to networking opportunities. Special seminars will be organized to enable
accountants to meet with other professionals, including representatives of
the legal profession and various regulatory bodies involved in the development of capital markets. Forum members also will receive documents, including research on capital markets
issues, developed by the International
Capital Markets Group (ICMG) and its
constituent organizations —IFAC, the
International Bar Association Section
on Business Law, and the Federation
Nationale de Bourses des Valeurs.
ICMG was organized in 1989 to advance the development of efficient capital markets by undertaking projects
and research addressing market regulation, accounting and reporting standards, and various legal issues that
confront the global capital movement.
ACMF membership dues of $100
cover participation to June 30, 1996;
registration fees for seminars and conferences are charged separately. For
an ACMF membership application,
write to IFAC, 114 West 47th Street,
Suite 2410, New York, NY 10036 (or
FAX request to 212/302 - 5964).

FINANCIALREPORTING
NEWSNOTES
he American Institute of CPAs announces the publication of Statement of Position 95-1, "Accounting for Certain Insurance Activities of
Mutual Life Insurance Enterprises"
(Product # 014889). Call (800) 8624272.
Th e Governmental Accounting
Standards Board released a proposed
Interpretation that addresses disclosure of "conduit debt," limited- obligation bonds issued by a state or local
government for the purpose of financing capital activities for nongovernmental third parties. One copy of the
proposed Interpretation is available
without charge until April 28 by calling
the GASB Order Department at (203)
847 -0700, ext. 555.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Management Accounting Practices.
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

HELP
WANTED

OVERHEAD EXPENSE
REDUCTION
Start Your Own
Consulting Practice

We specialize in the placement of
Accounting professionals nationwide. Positions range from staff
accountants to CFOs. We are currently working positions paying
up to $125,000. Please call to discuss current position openings at
704 -824-0103.

The response to our expense reduc ti on p rogra m ha s be e n no
less than overwhelming. Our extensive training provides our affiliates with a proven system of
qualifying, marketing, and delivering c os t containme nt e ngageme nts on a RISK FREE, C ONTINGENCY basis to clients in all
industries. Unlimited market po-

tential. Our representation has
saved clients hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. Join us
now, and call about our SPECIAL
OFFER.
COST CONTAINMENT
SOLUTIONS, INC.
1-800-872-3709

We'll Tell YOU...
Then Reduce I t
P re-Aud it
F reight P ayment
Post Audit
Carrier S elec tio n
R ate Nego tiatio n
W areho us ing
T1ra85c Integration
Import /Export
Duty Dr awb ac k
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Fax your resume to
704-824-2190
or mail to:
Steve Newton President
Charter Career Consultants
3434 S. New Hope Road, Suite B
Gastonia, NC 28056
Our client companies
pay our fees.

F- O- R- T -U -N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller,
Cost Manager and Financial Analyst positions in the $40,000 to
$150,000 range. To discuss our
current opportunities, call (803)
788 -8877. You may tax your resume to (803) 788.1509 or mail to:
F- O- R- T -U -N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.

CONSULTING

SOFTWARE

Manufacturing/
Cost Management
Business Process/
System Consulting
Have a former `Big 6" partner
help you achieve project success:
• Cost Accounting/ Performance
Measurement —ABC,
Standard, Project, Budgeting
• MRP II— Commercial, A&D
• Custom requirements
development, package
implementation
• Project management, IT /user
coordination
+ Excellent references, rates
The Competitive Edge
Ralph W. Randall
(805) 968 -5712

ASSET KEEPER IS THE
FIXED ASSET SYSTEM OF
THE NINETIES —And we can
prove it to you! Take a look at our
information packet and demo.

SOFTWARE

Wel
Id's

ABC /ABM SOFTWARE
Activity AnalyzerTM for Windows.
Integrated activity, process and
product costing for manufacturing and service industries. Lets
you create processes, activities,
cost drivers, performance measures and attributes for multidimensional activity and process
analysis.
Lead Software, Inc.
158 Greenfield Drive
Bloomingdale, IL 60108
(708) 351 -5155

Pro -Ware
13930 Gold Circle, Suite 104
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330.2517
Fax: (402) 330.2496

TO

PorYourul
You've put in the hours.
The years. Youknowthe
accountingbusiness. You just
need to knowmore about the
business of accounting.
That's where we come in.
We're America's#1 accounting
kanchise. We'll provide you
the tax expertise, the systems,
the support. And show you
roven ways toget clients.

at1.800.3237292.
EalIt'luss time
to begin your
career. Again.

h k m

Contact Pad Jarrett at: I Boo 809 -2111
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FAX suRVEY:

THEMANAGEMENTACCOUNTANTANDEXPERTSYSTEMS
Part I: Personal Perceptions

The following statements are designed to measure your attitudes toward use of
expert system technology in management accounting. Respond to each statement
by circling a number from 1 (Disagree) to 5 (Agree) for both Present and Future
cases.
1. Expert systems do [will] enable factories to cut inventories by 5 %.
Disagree
1

PRESENT
2

3

Agree
4

5

Disagree
1

FUTURE
2

3

Agree
4

5

2. Gender?
J Ma le

2. Expert systems improve [will improve] productivity by 20%.
PRESENT

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

Disagree
1

FUTURE
2

3

Agree
4

5

3. Expert systems are [will be] used to train and educate new management
accountants by teaching the rules and reasoning that an expert in the field
actually uses.
PRESENT

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

FUTURE

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

4. Management accountants are [w ill be] familiar w ith expert system s and
how they can be used in the process, control, and use of information.
Disagree
1

PRESENT
2

3

Agree
4

5

Disagree
1

FUTURE
2

3

Agree
4

5

5. Management accountants are [will be] involved in the development of the
database (knowledge and domain) of the expert system.
Disagree
1

PRESENT
2

3

Agree
4

5

FUTURE

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

6. Expert systems are [will be] used to reduce production bottlenecks.
Disagree
1

PRESENT
2

3

Agree
4

5

Disagree
1

FUTURE
2

3

Agree
4

5

7. Expert systems are [will be] used to minimize the inventory on the factory
floor.
Disagree
1

PRESENT
2

3

Agree
4

5

Disagree
1

FUTURE
2

3

Part II:
Respondent Classification Data
(Check appropriate response)
1. Age?
J Under 30
J 31 to 40
41 to 50
51 to 60
Over 60

Agree
4

J Female
3. Certifications?
CM A
CP A
C IA
Other
4. Highest Educational Degree
earned?
J Bachelor's
Master's
J Doctorate
5. Years of work experience since
college?
❑ 0 -1
2 -5
6 -10
11 -15
J Over 15
6. Is your company presently using
expert system technology?
Ye s J No
7. Are there future plans for expert
system applications?
J Yes
J No

5
This Fax Survey may be photocopied.

8. Expert systems are [will be] used to change production schedules when
production equipment breaks down.
PRESENT

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

FUTURE

Disagree
1

2

3

Agree
4

5

9. Expert systems are [will be] used to develop production schedules when
materials are in limited supply.
PRESENT
Disagree
Agree Disagree
FUTURE
Agree
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

10. Expert systems are [will be] used to adjust production schedules to
customer orders.
PRESENT
Disagree
Agree Disagree
FUTURE
Agree
1
72

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Accountempsspecializes in placing qualified temporary accounting and finance professionals. In a recent independent survey,
Accountempswas rated best by a 9 to 1 margin as having the most
qualified temporaries of all other specialists. And our Robert Half
division can assist you with your requirements for permanent
personnel.
Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt and cost efficient service since 1948. We have an international network of
over 175 offices to serve you. Call your local office today.

1(800) 803 -8367

cialized Financial Staffing'm
D 1995 Robert Half International [tic.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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